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Chapter 1. Let X.^ , i=1,2,3,... he independent and
identically distributed random variables and write 
n= 2 X. and = max S-, . Consider a single boun-n i=1 1 n Uk$n *
dary at A (^o). Let M be the first passage time out of 
the interval (- », A] for the process Sn - The probability 
Pn that M is n is given by
Pn = pn-1 ^A ) ' 1>
where
P0(A) = 1
Pn(A) = Pr (Hjj « A), n » 1 .
In section 2 we give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for 2 p = 1. In section 3 we establish general proba­
bility theorems giving necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the convergence, in the case E)Xl< °°, E X > o, of the 
series 2 h^ Pr(Sn 4 x), 2 ean Pr(Sn 4 x), 2 nr(Mn 4 x) and 
2 e3^  Pr(Mn £ x) where r £ o is integral and k £ -1 and 
a > o are real. In section 4 we apply the theorems of 
section 3 specifically to the first passage time distribu­
tion, while in section 5 we briefly discuss the effect of 
the barrier position on the set of all possible first pas­
sage time distributions. The chapter is completed with two 
appendices. In the first, it is pointed out that there is 
an error in the often referred to paper of Stein (1946) on 
the passage time distribution in the two barrier case. A
(vi)
corrected proof is given. In the second appendix we ob­
tain some results on the convergence of sums involving the 
probabilities Pr(Sn < x) in the case E X = o. These re­
sults are supplementary to some given in section 3 which 
cover the case E X ^ o. We study the convergence be- 
haviour of £ |Pr(Sn < x) - £ | , o 4 a < 1, by ex­
tending a theorem of Baum and Katz (1963) which holds for 
the case x = o. The appendix is concluded with a theorem 
which gives some indication of how much departure from sym­
metry we can allow (say in the case E X 2 = ») while still 
having 2 n " 1 I Pr(Sn < x) - ^| < «>.
Chapter 2 . In Chapter 2 we investigate the renewal
theoretic implications of two of the general probability
theorems obtained in section 3 of Chapter 1 . Following
along the lines of Smith (1963) we obtain (section 2) an
asymptotic evaluation as x —> °° of the sums Z a Pr(S £ x),n n 1
Z an Pr(Mn 4 x), Z ern Pr(Sn $ x) and Z ern Pr(Mn  ^x) for 
coefficient sequences ^an (> o)} such that
oo n
z a„x 'v n=1 n 7— a— tvL (r1-) as(1-xr 1 1 -  ,
a > o, ^ £ o and L(x) is some non-negative function of 
slow growth and for r ^ o. In the case of the sequence 
{Sn} , conditions are given which are both necessary and suf­
ficient for the asymptotic result to hold while in the case 
of the sequence jMn| , both necessary and sufficient condi­
tions are given but these are distinct. The chapter is
(vii)
concluded with a brief discussion (section 3) of the limit 
behaviour of the first passage time distribution of Chapter 1 
as the barrier approaches infinity. This appears to be a new 
type of problem in fluctuation theory.
Chapter 3» The inequalities
Pr (Sn « A) * Pn(A) > n"1 Pr (Sn o)
enable us to study the moments of the first passage time dis­
tribution via a study of the convergence properties of the 
series 2 n^ Pr (Sn  ^A). In Chapter 1 this problem is 
examined in the case where E X = \x > o . Now instead of 
examining the series as an entity as we did in Chapter 1, we 
can study the asymptotic behaviour of Pr (Sn $ A) as n —* <», 
and this may confront us with what are termed problems of 
large or small* deviations. Suppose the random variables
belong to the domain of attraction of some stable law and
_ -1write Z = S B - A for the normed and centered sums, n n n n
Then, Pr (Sn  ^A) will be of the form Pr (Zn 4 - *n ) and the 
problem will be called a large or small deviation problem 
according as xn approaches infinity or zero as n approaches 
infinity. In the large deviation case we obtain only the in­
formation Pr (Zn 4 - xn ) as n —> «> from central limit 
theory. The large deviation results that have so far been
* The use of the term T,large deviation” is well established. 
The term "small deviation" seems to have been introduced 
by Borovkov (1960).
(viii)
obtained are not particularly comprehensive, and in Chapter 
3 we set out to elucidate the situation. In section 2 we 
study, for the first time, large deviation problems asso­
ciated with convergence to non-normal stable laws. The 
restricted case of normal convergence is considered and a
complete answer for the large deviation behaviour is given
s/5-1for values o < a < — —^  of the characteristic exponent.
Vs-1In the case of values — —^  4 a < 2, the large deviation
behaviour is indicated for sequences {xn} sufficiently 
slowly increasing or sufficiently rapidly increasing, but 
these cases do not overlap. Finally, since all the large 
deviation results obtained up till the time of Linnik (1961 ) 
had made use of the assumption of an analytic characteristic 
function, we investigate this assumption in section 3 and 
show that it is essential in order to obtain the results of 
Cramer (1938) and Feller (1943) on the case where xn= 0(7n). 
(This being the case which we obtain from a consideration 
of Pr (Sn 4 A) as n — * <» when A is constant and the 
possess a positive mean and a finite variance)*
Chapter 4 . In Chapter 4 we consider the problem of the 
information on the generating random variable contained in 
a knowledge of certain aspects of the passage time behaviour 
of the process S . This sort of problem is apparently 
new. In section 1 we introduce the Wiener- Hopf decompo­
sition technique which we make considerable use of later.
In section 2 we consider the problem of determining the
(ix)
generating distribution of a first passage time distribu­
tion which is known for all non-negative barrier positions 
and we show that, at least under certain conditions, it is 
uniquely specified. We leave open the problem of whether 
it is uniquely specified in general. In section 3 we in­
troduce and examine the concept of passage time distribu­
tions of order higher than the first. Finally, in section 
4, we obtain some results which help us compare the informa­
tion about the generating distribution given by the first 
passage time distribution with that given by the complete 
set of passage time distributions.
Chapter 5 » In Chapter 5 we discuss some of the earlier 
theory and some related questions in a queueing context.
In section 1 we consider the problems of the determination 
of the generating queue from the waiting time or stationary 
waiting time distributions. The former of these is a 
special case of the problem of Chapter 4 section 2. In 
section 2 we consider the analogous problems of the deter­
mination of the generating queue from the queue length or 
stationary queue length distributions. The problems of 
sections 1 and 2 are of such a form that it has been found 
necessary to make restrictions on the generality of the 
queues considered. In fact, much of the analysis is con­
fined to the case of the dual queues G-I/m/1 and M/G/1.
In section 3 we go on to discuss the busy period distribu­
tion for the general GI/G/1 queue. This distribution is
(x)
a zero-barrier first passage time distribution using the 
terminology of Chapter 1. In Chapter 1 we have obtained 
a number of new results on the question of the existence 
of moments of such distributions. Although there is quite 
an extensive literature on the busy period distribution, 
moments of order higher than the first (which was discussed 
by Pinch (1961 )) have not previously been discussed.
Chapter 6 . In Chapter 6 we introduce the problem of 
just how many first passage time distributions we need to 
know in order to uniquely specify the transition probability 
matrix of a finite stationary Markov chain. This is a sort 
of analogue of problems considered in Chapter 4 (in particu­
lar section 2) and is again apparently quite new. In Chap­




THE FIRST PASSAGE TIME DISTRIBUTION AND SOME 
RELATED PROBABILITY THEOREMS
1 . Introduction
Let X^ , i = 1,2,3,... be independent and identically
distributed random variables and write S„ = X.+X0+...+X .n 1 2 n
Consider a single boundary at A (£o) and write
x £ o
The probability pn that the first passage time out of the 
interval (-«> , a ] for the process Sn is n is given by
In the case of two boundaries (at A(>o) and B(<o)),
Wald (1944) has shown that the sum of the first passage time 
probabilities is unity for all non-degenerate types X. It 
can be shown, in this case, that the first passage time dis­
tribution (henceforth abbreviated F.P.T.D.) always has an 
analytic characteristic function. The frequently quoted 
proof of this result, due to Stein (1946) is, however, 
invalidated by a misinterpretation of the Markov chain pro­
perty of the sequence {Sn] of sums. A discussion of this 
together with a valid proof is given in an appendix to this
o x < o ,
F1 (x) = Pr (S1 4 x) ,
F (x) = Pr (S 4 x ; max Sv $ A) , n > 1.uta-1
1 .
chapter- The main purpose of the chapter itself is to in­
vestigate some of the properties of the P.P.T.D. in the 
case of a single "boundary.
2 . Conditions for a proper P.P.T.D.
Theorem 1.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for
oo OO -^  Pn « 1 is n” Pr (Sn>o) = 00 or equivalently
Pr (Sn>o i .0 .) = 1.
Proof. We have
p + p +...+ p = 1 - Pr (max & . < ▲ ) *  1 - P„(A)
1  ^ n Uktn K n
00so that Z p„ s 1 if and only if Pr ( max S, $ A) — > o n**1 a U k  in k
as n — * 00 .
Now Pr ( max Sv  ^A) > Pr (max Sv 4 o), so that U k  in k Uk^n
P1 + p2 +,“ + pn - 1- ftp(15 ^ l8k<A) < 1" ** (^ n V o)‘
Let qn = Pr £ o). The sequence {qn,n=1,2,3, ...}
is monotonic decreasing and Spitzer (1956), 331, has shown 
that
= e3Cp [ ' jcIt k"1 pr (Sk * o)l ’
so that Z p„  ^ 1 - lija q < 1 unless . Z k~1 Pr(S, >0 ) = 00. n=1 n n—» 00 n. k=l ' k
This proves the necessity of the condition.
In order to prove the sufficiency, we observe that
OO1- Pr(Sn >0 i .0 )= Pr (g|x Sk4o)+ Pr(S^>o, max S^+n4o) ,
2 .
we have00 -1and when £ k Pr (S, > o ) =s«>k=l *
Ä  « 4n = Pr (max < 0) = o
1 Pr (Sn > o X *0») = £ Pr (Sj
so that
> o ,max S . $ 0) 
a>A 0 »
$ lim ? m — »<» 3-1 Pr (max S. „ $ 0) n^1 J+n 0.
It follows that Pr (Sn > 0  i.o.) = 1. Now it was shown
by Levy (1937), 147, that when Pr (Xi » o) < 1 ,
Pr (^n > x i*o.) = 0 or 1 and the probability is the same
for every x , - «> < x < °°. It follows, then, that
s — » max Sv = 00 with probability one, so that 1^k£n & k^i *
Pr (max > A) = 1  and hence £ pn = 1 .
It remains only to prove that P r ( S n > o  i.o.) = 1
OO mm *1implies £ k Pr (S, > 0) = °°. This result is readily k=1 K
00 _  -1unless k Pr (S^ > o) = <». This completes the proof
of the theorem.
In this chapter we will restrict consideration to the 
case where £ pn = 1 (i.e. the F.P.T.D. is a proper
distribution).
3 . Aside : Some general probability theorems
If the mean of X is finite and positive, we have 
Pr (Sn 4 x) — > o as n — » 00 for all x, - 00 < x < °°, 
using the weak law of large numbers. Write x 7 = min(o,X^),
X+ = X. - X- . We shall establish the following two
3-
theorems on the rate of convergence of Pr(Sn < x) to zero. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose E IXI < 00 , E X > o and k ^ o.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of 
the series
Z nk Pr (S„ ^ x) , - 00 < x < 00 ,n=1 n
la that B I X' I k+2 < »> .
Heyde (1964(a)) gives this result for integral k "but the 
proof goes through unchanged in the more general case.
Theorem 1 .3. (Heyde (1964(a)) ). Suppose E |xl< and 
E X > 0 . A necessary and sufficient condition for the con- 
vergence of the series
£ e“  Pr (S £ x) , - » < x < ~ , n=1 n
for some a > o is that X” has an analytic characteristic 
function *
(It is clear that analogous theorems will hold in the case 
E X < o). We defer the proofs of Theorems 1 .2 and 1 .3 until 
some lemmas have been established.
Lemma 1.1. If E |X|r < 00 for some real r ^ 1 and E X > o, 
then
Z nr~2 Pr (Sn x) < 00 , - 00 < x < 00 .
Proof. Write E X = i*. Using Katz (1963), Theorem 1, 
we have, under the conditions of the lemma,
Z nr“2 Pr { | S - HM. | £ ne| < » , every e > o ,
* The term ”analytic characteristic function” is used for 
a characteristic function which is analytic in a strip 
containing the origin as an interior point.
4.
from which we obtain in particular
(1 .1 ) Z n1’"2 P r { S n $(M*-e)n}<°°, every e > o.
Now we choose e so small that e < |x• We then have, 
for n sufficiently large
Pr (Sn £ x) S Pr (Sn ^  (^-e)n )
and the result follows immediately from (1.1 ).
Lemma 1 .2. Let E |X|< » and E X > o or else E I Xl = » 
and. in both cases E |X~lr < «> for some real r £ 1. Then
Z nr”2 Pr (S £ x) < °° , ** 00 < x < °°.
Proof. We define a new random variable Y as follows 
Y = X if X < K 
= o otherwise,
where the constant K (> o) is ohosen so that E Y > 0 . Then, 
Y $ X q-wri E |Ylr < It follows from Lemma 1 .1 that
Z nr"2 Pr (Y1 + Y2 + ...+ Yn $ x) < «, - ~ < x < <*>.
Also, if X1+X2+...+ Xn4 x, then *1+T2+#*#+Tn* x so that
Pr (Y1+Y2+...+Yn4 x) * Pr(X1+X2+...+Xn  ^x) = Pr(Sn 4 x)
and hence
Z nr"2 Pr (Sn  ^x) < 00 , - 00 < x < 00.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 1*3 Let E I X I  ^00 , E X  = p > o  Q^ -d
Z nk Pr(Sn * x) < « , “ 00 < x < 00
for some k £ o. Then E | X I ^+2 < 00 •
Our proof relies on techniques used by Erdbs (1949)*
5.
Proof. Write X *  =  X A - \x and = § X* . We then----  n 1
have
Pr (Sn i X) = Kr « x - *»*) > » ( V  " nc >
for c > \l and n sufficiently large.
Now from the fact that E I X I < 00 , it follows hy a 
simple rearrangement that
Pr (X? < - (o + e)n ) <°°,n= 1 i1
for arbitrary e > o. Also, since the terms in this series 
are non-increasing, we have
(1.2) n Pr (X* < ■ (o + e) n) —* 0 as n
Write {e ] for the event E and {e } for the comple­
ment of E. We have
n
{Zn4- no) 2  ^  [{X* <-n (o+e)) ft f1 X*+... + X*_ + X* +...1—1 1+1
+ X*I < (n-1) e } ]
and for the sake of brevity, we put
< -n(c+e)} , B^= 11X^  +.. +X^+-j +.. .+X^ I <(n-1 )e|,
i = 1,2,3,• ••,*. Thus ,n
Pr(ZaS-nc) » P r [ 1^ 1 (A±ft B±)j
n _____  ________
= Prti^ (A1ftB1 )r\(A2f\B2)ft • • . n U ^ A B ^
s s^ Pr [ (A1aB1 )l\• • • • f\(A^_^ f\B^ _^ ) A (A^ftBj^))
l ”  1
£ 2^ ^ Pr (XjAA2ft ....AA^^n
6 .
* ill ^  (A^AjU... UAi_1 )AAin
» i|1 [Pr (B± ) - (i-1) Pr (A1) ) Pr (A^)
(1.3) * i | 1 [Pr (Bi) - n Pr (A1) ) Pr (A^ .
Now take arbitrary p , o < p < 1 and 6 > o such that 
1 - 2 6 >p . It follows from the weak law of large num­
bers that we can find an integer N^  such that 
Pr (Bi ) > 1 - 6  for n > N.J .
Also, from (1.2), we can find an integer such that
n Pr (A1 ) < 6 for n  ^N^.
Thus, for n ^ max (N^  , N2), we have from (1 .3 )
(1.4) Pr (Zn < - nc)  ^ n p Pr (X* < - (c + e) n ) , 
and hence
lr 4.1 *£ n Pr (X^  < - (c + e) n ) <«>.
We now introduce the random variable Y defined by
Y as X* if X* < o 
= 0 otherwise,
and obtain
£ nk+1 Pr (X < - (c + e) n ) < « .
It follows from this, by a simple rearrangement, that
E |Ylk+2 < 00 and hence that E |X” | ic+2 < «>. This completes 
the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1 .2 follows immediately 
from Lemmas 1.2 and 1*3*
7 .
We now go on to give two lemmas leading up to a proof 
of Theorem 1.3. The development of the proof is similar 
to that used above in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 1.4« Suppose X~ has an analytic characteristic 
function and either E IX | < <» and E X > o or E | X | = 00. 
There exists a constant A > o such that
2 e00 Pr (Sn « x )< ~
for every x, - 00 < x < 00 and every a, o < a < A.
Proof. Since X ” has an analytic characteristic func­
tion, there exists a constant K > o such that 
$ (6 ) = E (e'6X ) < °°
for all 6 in o 4 0 < K. Now for such a 0 , a well-known 
Ohebyshev type inequality gives
Pr (Sn 4 x)4 e6x E ( e ' eSQ)= e0x { $ ( e ) \ n .
Also, in view of our assumption that E |X”I < 00 and either 
E | X | < 00 and E X > o  or E I X I = 00 , we must have 
§ (0) < 1 for sufficiently small positive 6 . We then 
choose A so small that eA $ (0 ) < 1 and for all a, 
o < a < A,
Z e8^ 1 Pr (Sn  ^x) < co.
This completes the proof of the lemma. I am indebted to 
the referee of my paper (Heyde (1964 (a))) for this direct 
proof. My original proof was based on Baum, Katz and Read 
(1962), 190.
Lemma 1.3» Let E |X| < 00. Suppose E X = p > 0  and
Z e821 Pr (Sn $ x) < «0
8.
for all a, o < a < A and all x, - «> < x < «>. Then X~ 
has an analytic characteristic function.
Proof. We retain the notation of Lemma 1.3. Proceeding 
precisely as in Lemma 1.3» we obtain (1.4)
Pr (Zn $ - n 0 ) > n p Pr (X* < - (c + e) n ), 
so that certainly
£ e8*1 Pr (X* < - (o + e) n ) <
We now introduce the random variable Y defined by 
Y = X* if X* < o 
= 0 otherwise,
and obtain
£ e811 Pr (Y < - (0 + e) n ) < ~.
It follows immediately, using Lukacs (i960), Theorem 7*2.1 , 
137, that Y and hence X~ has an analytic characteristic 
function. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 . Theorem 1.3 follows immediately 
from Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5«
It is worth remarking that it is quite likely that in 
Theorems 1.2 and 1 .3 the condition E IXI < 00 , E X > o 
can be replaced by the condition E | X l < ° ° , E X > o  or 
E |X~I < 00 , E IX I = 00. Now Derman and Robbins (1955) 
show that it is possible to have E I X+l = 00 , E |X’l= » 
and Pr (Sn > o i.o.) = 1, Pr (Sn 4 o i.o.) = o. We
have shown that Z n Pr(Sn > o ) = < » i s  equivalent to
Pr (Sn > 0  i.o.) = 1. Putting - Sn for Sn and noting
9
that 2 n”1 Pr (Sn = o ) < °° unless Pr (X^ = 0 ) = 1 (Spit­
zer (1960), 157), we see that Pr (Sn^o i.o.) = 1 is equiva-
_  -jlent to 2 n Pr(Sn ^ o ) = ~ .  The existence of a random 
variable X for which E |X+I= «>, E | X~ I = 00 ,
S n‘1 Pr (S > 0 ) = 00 , 2 n“1 Pr (S 4 o) < 00 indicatesXX **
that it is impossible to improve Theorem 1.2 to the extent
of replacing the condition E | X l < ° ° ,  E X > o  by the con- 
-1 =  00dition 2 n Pr (Sn > o)£and include the case k = - 1.
In the following work we shall pursue the quesiaon of 
whether the convergence or divergence of the series 
L nr Pr (Sn 4 x) and 2 nr Pr (Mn $ x) is independent of 
the value of x, 0  ^x < 00.
Definition. Let r > - 1 be an integer and suppose that 
the random variable X is such that 2 n  ^ Pr (Sfl > o) s ». 
We will say that X satisfies the condition I(r) if the 
convergence or divergence of 2 n1* Pr (Sn £ x) is independent 
of the value of x, o  ^x < 00.
Theorem 1.4. The condition I(r) is always satisfied in 
the cases r = - 1, o. In the case r > 0 , I(r) is cer­
tainly satisfied if E iXl < °°.
Proof. It follows from Chung and Puchs (1951 ) that the
convergence or divergence of 2 Pr (|Sn l  ^x) is independent 
of the value of x. They also show that the conditions 
Pr ( |S | < h i.o.) = 0 and 2 Pr (|S | < h) < «» are equiva- 
lent.
Suppose firstly that Pr (Sn ^ 0 i.o.)=o. We
have, using a result of Lfcvy (1937), that Pr(Sn< x i.o.)« 0 ,
1 0.
- oo < x < ooj so that certainly Pr (|Sn l < h i.o.) = o 
and hence £ Pr ( |Sn l < h) < «, every h > o.
In the K -  1) case we have for x > o ,
Z n_1 Pr (Sn 4 x) = Z n-1 Pr(sn4 o) + S n“1 Pr(o < S i x),
-1so that £ n x) converges since £ n’ Pr(Sn 4 o)
converges and
£ n'1 Br (o < Sfl < i| < £ Pr (|S | « x) <
In the I (o) case we have for x > o,
£ Pr (Sn  ^x) = £ Pr (Sn 4 o) + £ Pr (o < Sn 4 x),
so that £ Pr (Sn £ x) converges or diverges according as 
£ Pr (S^ $ o) converges or diverges since
£ P r ( o < S n $ x) £ £ P r ( | S n ( « x ) < e o .
On the other hand, suppose Pr (Sn ^ o i.o.) « 1. We 
have for x £ o
Z Pr (Sn $ x) > Z n-1 Pr (Sn « x) » n_1 Pr (Sn « o ) = «,
so the conditions I(- 1) and I(o) are again satisfied.
Finally, it follows immediately from Theorem 1 .2 that 
the condition l(r) is satisfied if E |x|  < °°. This 
completes the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 1 .6. If the random variable X satisfies the
condition I(r) then the series £ nr Pr (S $ o) converges
r 7 -HS+or diverges according as the series £ n  E ( e  ), m- > o , 
converges or diverges.
Proof. We have
and integrating by parts,
/ e't^ dP(n)*(x) = Pr (S„ « o) + \i fe-MJC P^n *^(x) dx. 0+ u 0+
Further, in view of the mean value theorem, there exist
constants a, b with o < a $ b < « such that
Pr {Sn £ a) S \i I e-MX F ^ *  (x) dx « Pr (S„ $ b).n o+ n
Thus,
-u.S+2 Pr(Sn $ o) +Pr(Sn £ &) £ E(e n )« 2 Pr(SnS o)+ Pr(Sn4 b)
and the result of the lemma follows immediately from the
definition of the condition l(r).
Write = max S-, .n H b n  k
Theorem 1 .5 • Let r be a non-negative integer.
1. The convergence of £ nr Pr (Mn 4 x), x > o, im- 
plies the convergence of £ n Pr (Sn « o ).
2. If the random variable X satisfies the condition
p  *1I(r-1 ) then the convergence of £ n Pr (Sn  ^o) implies 
the convergence of £ nr Pr (Mn  ^x), - « < x < °°.
Proof. Write qn = Pr (1|gfn Sk 4 o), n * 1 $ qQ - 1 .
Spitzer (1956), 332, shows that
(1.5) S 4n tn = exp | £ I“ Pr (S « o)} , n*=o n n=1 n n
a result originally due, in a slightly different form, to
E. Sparre Andersen. Now formally differentiating (1.5) r
times, we see that £ nr_1 Pr (Sn 4 o) < «» if and only if
2 nr qn < 00. Thus, part 1 of the theorem follows in view
of the inequality Pr (Mn £ x) £ qn, x * o.
1 2 .
In order to prove part 2 of the theorem, we make use 
of an argument due to Spitzer (i960), 162, 163. Write 
M* = max (0, Mn ) and define
Gq(x ) = j1 x £ o
I 0 x < o ,
Gn(x) = Pr (M* ^  x) , n £ 1 and 
Hq(x ) = j 1 x  ^0
I o x < o
Hn(x) = Pr(M* i x ; M+ / o , i=1,2,3,•••,n-1),n*1, x*o.
A simple renewal argument shows that
Gn(x) = t Gn-k^°^ for n * 1 i 1 > 0 .
= V k (o) Hk (x) - Gn(o) + 6no > n * o • * > 0 .
ö being the Kronecker delta. Now we form the generating 
function (o $ t < 1 )
(1.6 ) S H (x) tn = (| G (x)tn- 1] [t G (o) tn ] "1, x * o. 
Taking Laplace transforms, we obtain
(1.7) s tn /_e_MXdHn(x) = exp [2 k'1^  E( {Sk>o} e'^)],
using the well-known Theorem 3.1, 330 of Spitzer (1956) and
its corollary, equation 4.6, 331 .
Now let z be the first positive term among the partial 
sums o, S.j , S2* •••• and N be the time at which it 
occurs. Theorem 3.1, 156 of Spitzer (i960) (which he
attributes to G. Baxter) states that for o $ t < 1, n > o,
13
E X. >, o ,
E ( t N e “^ z ) = 1 - exp [ -  2 k ' 1t k E( { s ^  o} e
Both t h i s  and i t s  en su in g  C o ro lla ry  3 . 2 , 157 w hich s t a t e s  
t h a t  f o r  \i >, o , E £ o ,
E ( e _M,z) = 1 -  exp [ -  £ k ' 1 E( {s^ > 0 } e ' ^ ) ] ,
can he r e a d i ly  g e n e ra l iz e d , w ith o u t e s s e n t i a l  m o d if ic a tio n  
to  th e  p ro o fs , from  th e  case  E 1  ^ o to  th e  case
2 P r  (St_ > o ) = 00. 
1 *
T h e re fo re ,
(1 .8 )  exp 2 k “ 1t kE( {sk >o} e = [1- E (e "^ z )]
-1
k=1
„ _  - J a( z 1 + Z 0 + « *  +  Z )
ss 1+ 2 E e 1 2 n
n=1
where th e  z^ a re  in d ep en d en t and a l l  have th e  same d is  
t r i h u t i o n  a s  z . U sing  th e s e  r e s u l t s  i n  c o n ju n c tio n
w ith  ( 1 . 7 ), we have
l i m . 2 t k /  e _|AX
00 
1 -  k=1 o - V x) 0 0  0 02 /  ek=1 o -
1+ 2 E e
n=1
"l*X d H ^tx) 
- |l (z 1 + Z2 + -  • * + zn )
Now Lemma 7 o f  S p i tz e r  (1957) s t a t e s  t h a t  i f  
{Un (x ) , n  = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . }  i s  a  sequence o f n o n -d e c re a s in g  
fu n c tio n s  and V(x) a  n o n -d e c re a s in g  fu n c tio n  on [0 , «>) 
such t h a t
lim  /  e _|JJC dU (x ) = / ”  e -,iX dV(x) < ~
21 os O — ** O —
f o r  every  \i > o , th e n
1 4.
= V(x)
a t  ev e ry  p o in t  o f c o n t in u i ty  o f  V (x ). U sing t h i s ,  we 
o b ta in
00 oo
("1*9)  ^ (X ) = 1 + £ P r ( Z., +Zry+ • • • +2» .^  ^ X )  ^ °° •
k=1 K  k=1 1 * K
We now r e tu r n  to  th e  g e n e ra tin g  fu n c t io n  (1 .6 )  whioh we 
w r i te  i n  th e  form
£ G- ( x ) t n  - 1 [ |  Gn (o ) t n J Hn U )  t n ]
However, from  (1 .5 )  we see  th a t
oo - 1
S G (o ) = exp
and from  (1 .9 )  th a t
[ £ n " 1 E r (Sn  * o) ] < »
1
£ Hn (x ) = 1 +^£ P r ( z 1+z2+ . .  •+ Z yjA  x ) <
I t  fo llo w s  th a t
lim  Z G (x ) t n -  1 = Z G (x ) - 1 <
t  —> 1  o n  O H-
T his e s ta b l i s h e s  th e  second p a r t  o f  th e  theorem  in  th e  p a r ­
t i c u l a r  case  r  = o .
Now c o n s id e r  th e  ca se  r  = 1 . Assume £ P r(S n^ o)< <». 
F o rm ally  d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  (1 .7 )  w ith  r e s p e c t  to  t  , we obtain
(1 .1 0 )  £ n  t n " 1 /  e “*a: d Hn (x )
= [2  t k " 1E( {Sk >o}e ^ k )] exp[£ k ‘ 1t kE( {Sk >o} e .
I n  view  of Lemma 1 .6 we can ta k e  th e  l im i t  a s  t — > 1 -  i n
(1 .1 0 )  and o b ta in
1 5 .
(1 .1 1) °° I* - M TS n  f e ^  d H (x)1 o~ n
«■ [s E e tiSk] exp[| k_1 e U ^ o } e " ^ ) ]
= [S E e ^ 3  [1 - E(e_|lz)] 11
oo -M.S, v QQ oo "*M>(St_+z ^+Zq + • • »+z-i)
=s 2 E(e K ) + 2 2 E e * 1 2 1k=1 k=1 1=1
Spitzer*s Lemma 7 (loc. cit.) then unables us to conclude
that
oo
£ n Hn (x) S ^ E r  (S^x) +k|1 ^  Pr(s£ +z1+z2+.. .+Z;L<x).
In order to establish the convergence of the double series 
we make use of the Chebyshev type inequality
Pr (SJ + z1 + z2+...+ z-j_ « x) £ etx(E e"tz)1(E e“t5k).
(This is readily obtained as 
-t(S^+z1+z2+••*+2^)
E e / e"1^  d P(u)
* e_tU d p (u)
* e~tx Pr(S-j£ +z.j +z2+...+ z-^x),
P being the joint distribution function of the independent 
random variables , z^  , z2 z-^ ). We then have
-tZ \1 oooo oo +  0 a  —  / _  —  Ozi  -L. OO2 2 Pr (Sv +z. +z0+ ...+zn£x) £ e 2 (E e ) , 2  ^ E e:=1 1=1 k 1 2 1 1=1 k=1
_tx
= — — r- E e~bS1-Ee“tz k=1
-tfi£
-tz 00 “tSk  Z 2 Ee * <
2 n Hn (x) < «*.
1 6.
It is clear, then, that
We now return to equation (1.6) which we differentiate 
with respect to t and obtain
(1.12) 2 n Gn (x) tn'1 = [f n Gn(o)tn"1] Hn(x) tn ]
+ [? Gn(o) tn][f n Hn(x)tn'1]’
from which it follows that
lim Z n G (x) tn_1 = Z n G (x) < ».t — > 1 - 1 & 1 n
This establishes the second part of the theorem in the par­
ticular case r = 1.
We go on to complete the proof by induction. Differen 
tiating (1.7) r times with respect to t we have





r-1 = £ 
S=0 (r s
ftsUf *k‘1 E Uv°*#
, (+\ V (k-1 ) '•V l - S(t) k=l+1 (k-s-1)
v , -.(*u
. E({sk>o}e'liSk).
Now suppose the second part of the theorem holds for r4 N-1 
N—1and that £ k " Pr (Sfc $ o) < 00 $ we go on to establish 
it for N .
In view of the induction hypothesis, A^ljsslim Ar(t)<«>t 1 —
for r ^ N - 1 so that we are assured of the convergence of
1 7 .
z (k-1 ) • 
k=s+1 (k-s-1 )'• E ( {Sk >o} e " ^ ) s — 0,1,2,....,N-2•
In order to demonstrate that A^(1) < 00 it remains only to 
00 (k-1 )1consider E (g ly jl E ({Sk >0} e *) which is obviously
Jk
finite since by Lemma 1.6 s kn ~ Pr (S^4o) < » ensures 
n~1 -US*2 k E (e K ) < 00. Our established procedure then
gives us the finiteness of 2 k (k-1)...(k-N+1) EL(x).k=N *
The finiteness of 2 kN ’1 Gk (x) follows readily by differen­
tiating (1 .6) N times and taking the limit as t — > 1 - .
Since the theorem has already been established for r = o, 1 
the proof is complete.
In Theorem 1.5 we related the convergence properties 
of 2 nr Pr (Sn$x) and 2 nr Pr (Mn$x) for integral r. We
o  v%now go on to relate those of 2 e Pr (Sn^x) and 
2 ean Pr (Mn^x) for real a.
OO Q  Y\Theorem 1.6. If x > o, 2 ea Pr (S„£x) converges------------ n=1 n
for all o < a < A if and only if 2^ ean Pr (Mn$x) con­
verges for all o < a < A.
Proof. We have for any x
Pr (Sn i x) >, Pr (Mn 4 x)
so that the convergence of 2 e8^  Pr (Sn $ x) implies the 
convergence of 2 e8,21 Pr $ x).
On the other hand, using ( 1 . 5 )  we see that for x £ o 
Pr (Mn « x) * Pr (Mjj 4 0 ) >, n'1 Pr (Sn « o)
18.
and hence th e  convergence o f 2 e 3*1 P r (Mn £ x ) im p lie s  th e
*1 Q  y-|
convergence o f  2 n e P r (Sn 4 o ) .  T h e re fo re ,
2 e^n P r (Sn ^ o) converges f o r  a l l  h < a  < A. T his com­
p le te s  th e  p ro o f  o f th e  theorem  s in c e  a may he chosen a r b i ­
t r a r i l y  c lo s e  to  A.
I f  E |X| < °° and E X > o , i t  fo llo w s  from  Theorem 
1*3 t h a t  such an i n t e r v a l  (o , A) o f  convergence e x i s t s  when 
X~ h as  an a n a ly t ic  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n .
4 . Moments o f  th e  F .P .T .D .
We in tro d u c e  th e  p r o b a b i l i ty  g e n e ra tin g  fu n c tio n
P ( t )  = £_ t r  p„ f o r  th e  F .P .T .D . P r (M = n ) = p„ .r =1 r  n
We have fo rm a lly
P ' (1 ) = E (M) = 1 + 2  F (A)r=  I 1
P " ( 1 ) =  £ r ( r - 1  ) Pr  = E (M2 ) - E (M) = 2 £ r  F ( A ) ,
r=2 r=1 r
and in  g e n e ra l  f o r  k > 1,
p (k ) ( 1 ) = ( a ) k ( th e  k th  f a c t o r i a l  moment o f M)
= k £ ( r ) v . F (A ) = £ s  ( k , r )  E (M37) 
r=k-1 1 r  r=o
where ( r ) k  = r ( r - 1  ) ( r - 2  ) . . .  .( r-k + 1  ) and s ( k , r )  a re  th e
S t i r l i n g  numbers o f  th e  f i r s t  k in d .  I t  i s  th u s  c l e a r  t h a t
E (Mr ) < °° f o r  some p o s i t iv e  i n t e g e r  r  i f  and on ly  i f
2 nr ” 1 F^Ca ) < 00• A lso , th e  random v a r ia b le  M has an
a n a ly t i c  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n  i f  and o n ly  i f  th e  r a d iu s
o f convergence o f P ( t )  i s  g r e a t e r  th a n  u n i ty  o r  e q u iv a le n t ly
i f  2 ean F„ (A) < »  f o r  some a > o . n
1 9 .
Before going on to use the results of section 3 , we 
make some remarks on the effect of the mean of the generating 
distribution. If E X < o, the strong law of large num­
bers shows that Pr (Sn > o i.o.) = o so that the F.P.T.D, 
is not a proper distribution. If E X > o, we obtain 
from the strong law of large numbers Pr (Sn < o i.o.) = o 
so that Pr (Sn > o i.o.) = 1 . If E X = o ,  the
sequence of partial sums is recurrent in the sense of
Ghung and Fuchs (1951 ) (provided that Pr (X = o) < 1) so 
that Pr (S^ £ o i.o.) = Pr (Sn > o i.o.) = 1. On the 
other hand, if E | XI = °° then Pr (Sn > o i.o.) = 1 only 
if E |X+I = °°. In order to see this we show that if 
E I X+l < «> and E |X| = 00 then Pr (Sn > o i.o.) * o. 
Define random variables , V\ by
TJ± = X± , Vi = o if X. > - E
ui = o , 7i = if X± $ - K '
where we choose K so that < o . We then have
Pr (S = £v n -j X± > o •
o••H ) =
,nPr (£ U. + 1 1
n£ V. > o1 i X *o. )
$ Pr(? Ui>o i.o.) (since each Vi<o)
using the strong law of large numbers. Thus,
Pr (Sn > 0  i.o.) = o as required.
We now make use of the results of section 3 . From 
(1.5) we see that qn  ^ n * Pr (Sn 4 0 ) so that
Pr (Sn a) » Fn(A) q.n * n ' 1 Pr(Sn 4 o).
20.
Prom Theorems 1 .3 and 1 .6 we immediately obtain 
Theorem 1.7» The F.P.T.D. generated by the random
variable X with E |X| < 00 and E X > o has an analytic 
charaoteristio function if and only if has an analytic
characteristic function.
Prom Theorems 1.2, 1.4, 1*5 we immediately obtain 
Theorem 1 .8. Let r > 1 be a positive integer. The 
P.P.T.D. generated by the random variable X with 
E | X I < °° and E X > o has a finite r th. moment if and 
only if X~ has a finite r th. moment.
This result generalizes Theorem 2 of Heyde (1964(a)).
Pinally, using Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, we immediately obtain 
Theorem 1 .9. 1 • The mean of the P.P.T.D. is finite or
_  -1
infinite according as Z n Pr (Sn 4 0) converges or di­
verges .
2. Suppose Z n~1 Pr (Sn £ o) < 00. The 
second moment of the P.P.T.D. is finite or infinite 
according as Z Pr (Sn 4 o) converges or diverges.
We complete this section by giving another theorem 
which is, in a sense, supplementary to Theorem 1.7«
Theorem 1.10. A P.P.T.D. cannot have an entire charac­
teristic function except in the case where its generating 
random variable X is such that Pr (X 4 0) = 0.
Proof. In view of our earlier discussion in this section, 
we see that the P.P.T.D. has an entire characteristic func­
tion if and only if Z eaG Fn(A) < 00 for all a > 0. That 
is, if and only if lim (P (A)]** = 0. We have, however,
21 .
Pn(A)> n'1 PrCs^o)»-1 Pr(Sn _1So) Pr(2C4o) *n‘1 tPr(X4o)]n,
so that ___ ilim [P (A)]11 * Pr (I< o)n °° 11
which is strictly positive unless Pr (X 4 o) = 0. This 
completes the proof.
5 • Sets of P.P.T.D’s.
Theorem 1.11. The set of all possible P.P.T.D's for a 
barrier position A > o is independent of A.
Proof. Suppose the distribution Pr (M = n) = pn , n £ 1, 
is a P.P.T.D. generated by the random variable X when 
the barrier is at A > o . We establish the theorem by 
showing that Pr (M = n) = pn , n } 1 , is a P.P.T.D. 
generated by the random variable when the barrier is
at B > o .
We have
p1 = 1 - Pr (I < A) = 1 - Pr ( y  « B)
Pr( max Sv « A) - Pr ( max S, 4 A), n > 1Kk4n-1 “Uk4n AC 7
Pr( max*Uk£n-1 * • » > - Pr ( max "Kk^n
from which the result follows.
We remark that changing A with X fixed may, of 
course, change the form of the P.P.T.D.
An interesting and important problem for which we have 
not found an answer is that of comparing the set of all pos­
sible P.P.T.D’s for a positive barrier position with the set 
ofall possible P.P.T.D's for the zero barrier position. It 
is a trivial observation that there is at least a substantial
22.
overlap in these sets. The significance of this problem 
lies in the comparative ease with which we can study the zero 
barrier case. This is, of course, a consequence of the re­
lation (1-5) from which we can obtain the probability genera­
ting function of the F.P.T.D. in the zero barrier case.
We have from (1 .5), writing Pr (M=n) = Pn, n * 1, for the 
F.P.T.D. and supposing the random variable X to be the 
generator,
Z p tn = 1 - (1 - t) exp { Z “T" Pr (S 4 o)}n= 1 n n=1 XA
(1 .1 4 ) = c 001 - exp { - Z
n -
tn
1 n Pr (Sn > 0 )}.
Then, if we write an = * * <Sn > 0 ), we have
00 n-1E a p t  n=1 n
= { Z a tn~1 n=1 n } exp
00- z -S * n=1 n ; tn i
00 n-1= 2 tn 1
00




n= 1 n a=l n
(1 .15) a pn = a - £ an m=1 a-m pm 1 n * 1
The expression (1 .15) was given by Finch (1961 ) in a queueing 
context.
My efforts to find any special properties which the 
F.P.T.D. generating functions (1 -14) might possess have been 
largely unsuccessful. For example, it is not difficult to
/ A y .  Q  \ f
show that the zero barrier F.P.T.D. pn= £n-1 * n^1*2 n.(n-1).
(generated by any continuous symmetric random variable) is 
unimodal and infinitely divisible. On the other hand, the
23-
zero barrier P.P.T.D. generated by the random variable X 
with Pr (X = 1+6) = p, Pr (X= -1 ) = 1 - p, o<6<1, is not
unimodal and not infinitely divisible. It is worth re­
marking that very little is known in general about sequences 
{Pr (Sn> o), n=1,2,3,...} . The universal laws of Doeblin 
(1941 ) show that the ordinary limit of the Pr (Sn> o) need 
not exist. It is not known, for example, whether the 
Pr (Sn> o) must possess a (G, 1) limit.
24.
APPENDIX 1 .
Stein (1946) has proved that in the case of two har­
riers a, h (a > o > b), the P.P.T.D. of escape from (a, b)
nfor the process Z z^ (the zi being independent, iden­
tically distributed random variables) has an analytic 
characteristic function. His proof is however, as we shall 
demonstrate, invalidated by an error. Throughout this dis­
cussion we will retain Stein’s notation.
Stein has, in effect, made the assumption that
km1 
Z 1 
1 zi < a Ib < sZ Z. ’ 1 1
= Pr ( b <
km1
Z ' 1 z^ < a
(k-1 )m
z^  ^ a ) .
This arises from a misinterpretation of the Markov chain
r nproperty of the sequence \ Z z. } . The proof could be
1
repaired only if it could be shown that in general
Pr ( b <
km
< a I b sZ Z 
1
km1
« Pr (b < L z.< a I b < 
1 l
^ < a for s=1,2, .. .»(k-ljm^) 
(k-1 )m.
z± < a).
We give an example in which this is not the case.
Consider the Bernoulli distribution
Pr ( z± = - 1) = 1/4 , Pr (z± = + 1) = 3/4.
1Take e = 1 , a = 2 + 6 , b = - 2  +26 where o < 6 < ^  , 
and k = 2. We then have = 4 • Elementary compu­
tations reveal that
25.
, ö sPr( -2+26 < £ z±< 2+6 | - 2+ 2ö< £ ZjL< 2+6 for s=1,2,3,4)
= X 2"7 ,
while
Pr ( - 2 + 26 < f z, < 2+6 | - 2 +26 < £ z, < 2+6 )= 49 X 2'7.
1 1 1 1
Since *^1 > 49 , this provides us with the required coun­
ter example.
It is easy to show that the conclusion of Stein's, 
namely that the F.P.T.D. should have an analytic characteris­
tic function, is in fact valid. In order to do this we use 
the content of Lemma 1 of Bartlett (1955), 17, in which he 
shows that
Pr (M > m ) 4 (t-t as m —> 00
where M is the first passage time random variable, o < t < 1 
and k is some positive integer. It follows that
Pr (M = m) < (1 - t)m'k as m ~ ,
so that
_   ^ 1/m 1/klim [Pr (M = m)] S (1 -t) < 1.m —> 00
Thus, the probability generating function of M has a radius 




Theorems 1.2, 1.3 and their negative mean analogues
give us considerable information about the behaviour of sums
involving Pr (Sn < x) when £ 1 / o. In this appendix
we shall give some results for the case E X = o .
In order to indicate previous developments along these
lines we remark that Spitzer (i960) showed that if E X ■ o
and E X2 < 00 then £ n~1 (Pr(S < o) - 4) < «>. Ros£nn=1 11 *
(1962) showed that this series is absolutely convergent. 
Baum and Katz (1963), using what is basically the method of 
Rosin, showed that if E X = o and E |X|2+a < 00 for some
00 _(1 -  v )  -1
0 $ a < 1, then £ n 2 | Pr (S< o) - - k \  < «. Wen=1 1 1  *
go on to extend the Baum and Katz proof to establish that
00 -o-
£ n n= 1
fi)
2 |Pr (Sn< x ) " 2 <  OO for all - 00 < x < 00
Firstly, we state four lemmas which come directly from 
the work of Rosin or Baum and Katz.
Lemma 1« (Rosen (1962), Lemma 1). Let X be a
non-degenerate random variable with characteristic function 
^(t). There exist the constants 6 > o and C > o such 
that
|jz$(t)| £ 1 - C t2 for 111  ^6.
Lemma 2. (Particular case of Rosin (1962), Theorem 1).
Let Xj_ , i=1,2,3, ... be independent and identically dis­
tributed non-degenerate random variables and write 
Sn = X^ + Xg +•••+ Xn * There exists a constant 0
27.
independent of n such that
sup Pr (Sn = x ) 4 O n - 1/2
Lemma 3. (Rosen (1962), Theorem 2). Suppose the random 
variable X has distribution function F(x) and charac-
00
teristic function /(t). If / log(1+ |x|)dF(x) < °®, then
*2 [f(x - o) + F(x + o)]
= 4 + lim -L. /  t-1 i eixt ^(-t)-e-ixt rf(t) W t
2 |\| 00 2%1 0 1
1 £ t"1 {eixt *f(-t) -e"ixt ^(t)}dt+R(l,x,6 )-ixt2  ^2*i
where ö > o and
> (.,*,») . i c *«»> c «•
NOTE: 'The corresponding remainder term for the n fold
convolution F ^ * ( x )  will be denoted R(n,x,ö).
Lemma 4 « (Baum and Katz (1963)* lemma)* For any e ,
•1o < e < , there exists a constant C , independent of n
and x « such that ^® “ p"|R (n,x,£>) | « C n
Theorem 1. let { ,  i=1,2,3,...} be a sequence of inde
pendent identically distributed, non-degenerate random
variables■ If E Z^ = o and E lZil2+a < " for some 
o $ a < 1, then for - 00 < x < 00
E n‘(l‘  ^ |Pr(S < x) n=1 n 2
Proof. Making use of Lemma 3» we have
28.
Pr (Sn <x) - \ = \ {Pn (x+o) + Pn (x-o)} - -1 Pr (Sn = x) - -1
= 2^r { f 1{eizt A - t )  - e-ixt A t ) }  dt
+ a (n,x,ö) - ^  Pr (sn = x)
= ^ f t’1 |^(t)| n | sin xt oos (n arg jzf(t))
- oos xt sin (n arg jzf(t))} dt 
+ H (n,x,ö) - j  Pr (Sn = x)
Therefore
-  -  I2 1
"1 M(t)|n { |C08
OO “1 +  T+ (sin xt| |oos(n arg *f(t))|}dt + Z n |a(n,x,ö)|J n=1
1 oo -1+ %+ ^ 2 n Pr (S = x)* n=1 n
ö a
(!) * * f Z n ^ t 1 |^(t)| |arg /zf(t)| dtu n=1
where ö > o . 1
oo “ 1 + ao  ,z n Pr (S < :n=1 ’ n
/  s n'1 + ^% o n= 1
.6 oo -1 +Z0 n=l+ |x| /“ £ n ' ^  U ( t)|n dt
»1,0»  ^ Q>OO - 1+ -J oo “ 1+ ■ö+ Z n |a(n,x,ö)t + 4 z n ^Pr(S =x).n=1 * n=1 n
We consider the four parts of this expression separately.
It follows from Lemma 4 with e ohosen to be less 
1 - athan that
ooz n n=1
-n £
2 | a (n,x,6 ) | < «».
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Also, it follows from Lemma 2 that1± a oo -T+ 2£ n Pr (S = x) < oo.
n=1 n
By hypothesis, E |XjJ < 00 so that we may write
t (t) 1 . ST *2V- + V2 - T » ' [ß(t) + i I(t))
where R(t) and l(t) are "bounded real functions on any 
finite interval (see for example Loeve (i960), 199)« There­
fore
. 2+aarg *f(t) = arctan j I(t)
1 - ^  t2 + H(t) t2+a }
and for 6 > 0 chosen sufficiently small we obtain
(2) I arg Mt)\ 4 o t2+a | X(t) I
for |tI 4 ö and some constant c > 0 .
Making use of an Abelian theorem of Widder (1946), 1Ö2, 
Corollary 1a, we see that
lim (1
dkM+Is1
a2 n£ n u = const.u 1 - n=1
lim (1
a75 00- u r  2
-1+^„ 2n u = const.u —> 1- n=1 •




7  u11 < ci
- d + |)- u)n=1
00£ "1+ 1 n n u < c2
a
(1 - u)’ 1 .
n=1
Putting u = |^(t)| in both these inequalities we obtain,
for t ^ o ,
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(3) J 1 ^  U ( t ) ! n < o, (1 - M(t)| )_(1+ &
-1 +S: a
(4) i n 2 |jrf(t)l < o, (1 - |rf(t)| ) 2 .
Then, using (2), (3), (4) and Lemma 1, there are positive
constants and such that
a
/6 S x? |^(t)|n I arg /rf(t)| t"1 dt < K 1 / |I(t)lt-1 dt o n=1 1 o 1
ö  _-j +  CL
U \  / L n 2 l^(t)|n dt < K 9 |x| /6 t*0, dt <0 n=1 « o
In order to complete the proof it remains to show that
, 0  _ -j
/ I(t)| t ' dt < ~.o
This is accomplished using the method of Lemma 3 of Rosen
(1962).
Without loss of generality we put 6 = 1 .  As
I x d F(x) = o , we have— oo
I(t) = -g —  / (sin xt - xt) d F(x)
t 00
and thus for o < e < 1
/e iiiii't
oo
I d F(x) /
• OO &
I sin xt-xtl t3+a dt ,
the inversion of the order of integration being justified by
absolute convergence. Since
|sin xt - xt| £ |xt|^/6 for |xt| $ 1 »
|sin xt - xtl $ 2 |xt | for IxtI > 1 >'
we obtain for 1 4 |x| < 1/e ,
r1 'sin xt-xtldt « 
« t3+a l*l
3 r1/ |x| 
3 -£ M  +ta
(M dt
3 1 .
J x i3 ( —1 
1-a It 1 - a
- e1 -a ) .  I J i L  ( 1 .  ,x ,1+a j
1+a




I s i n  x t -  x tl  ^  
t 3+a




l x | 3 ,
”  6 ( 1 -a )  1 1 -  e1 ”a )
6 (1 - a ) | x l 2+a ,
f o r Ixl > 1 / e
/ 1e
l s i n  x t -  x t I  * +
4
. 2 Ixl
t 3+a ' ( l + a ) e 1+a
2 Ixl
T h e re fo re , th e r e  e x i s t s  a p o s i t iv e  c o n s ta n t c , in d ep en d en t 
o f e , such th a t
/ 1 d t  « c /  | x | 2+a dF(x) .
e w
O  I ä
L et e —> o $ E |X| <<5° by h y p o th e s is  and th e  p ro o f
i s  com plete*
Theorem 1 f a i l s  i f  a  > 1 . T his i s  e a s i ly  seen  by 
choosing  X to  be th e  random v a r ia b le  ta k in g  th e  v a lu e s  + 1 
and - 1 each w ith  p r o b a b i l i ty  1 /2 .  In  t h i s  case
P r (S2n < o) = i i 1 -  < ? >  ^ n ]  1
1
2
r , 1 , 2 ,
P r  (S2n+1<o) ss J




|P r  (S2n<o) - I = 0 (n  ) a s  n  —» “  .
The method th a t  we have u sed  above does n o t enab le  us
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to treat the case where E X  = 00. It is intuitively clear,
— 1 1however, that 2 n | Pr (Sn < x) - ^ | will converge for all 
distributions Sufficiently close” to being symmetrical. 
Definition 6 is the class of random variables X such 
that
2 n"1 |Pr (Sn < x) - I I < •» .
2
It is an interesting problem to find the extent of the 
class S . As a contribution in this direction we give 
the following theorem on compositions of random variables. 
Theorem 2 . Suppose X^, i=1,2,3»**« and Y^, i=1,2,3, ... 
are differently distributed and independent sets of indepen­
dent and identically distributed random variables. If
Z. = X^ + Y . where X e € and Y is such that 1 1 1  ------ --- --------------





x1 + x2 + ... + X^  ,
= Y 1 + Y 2 + ... + Yn
We have
Pr (S^X) + S<Y > < x) = Pr (siX) + S<Y > < x , S^X) < x)
+ Pr (S^ X)+ S<Y >< x, 4 X > * x) 
« Pr (S^ X) < x) + Pr ( S ^  < o),
so that 
(5)
00 *2 n 1 n= 1 I Pr (s£X) + s<Y) < x) - i
£ n 1 n=1 I Pr (S^X) <*> - i l ' A
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Now the condition X eE implies
(6) Z n~1 |Pr (8<X > < x) - i I <n= 1 n 2
(y)Also, the condition Pr (S^ ; < x i.o.) = o implies (Chap­
ter 1 )
(7) S n'1 Pr (S<Y) < o) < ».n=1 n
Thus, using (6) and (7) in (5),
S n_1 | Pr (S<Z  ^< x ) - A I < n=1
that is, Z e (o • This completes the proof.
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CHAPTER 2
SOME APPLICATIONS OP PROBABILITY THEOREMS OF CHAPTER 1
IN RENEWAL THEORY
1 . Introduction
Let {X^, i=1,2,3> • • • •} "be a sequence of independent and 
identically distributed random variables with o<p = EX^ < «>.
Write S = X. + X0 + ... + X . n i 2 n
If N(x) is the number of partial sums Sn £ x, we
have
N(x) - L U(x - S ) ,n=1 n
where
U(x) = 1  x  ^o
= o x < o ,
so that
H(x) = E N(x) n=1
which is finite for all finite x so long as E |X~l  ^
in view of Theorem 1.2. Under these conditions, the
elementary renewal theorem gives us
= z Pr (S^ ^ x)  n
“1 “1 x H(x) — > p as x — » 00
and thus provides us with an asymptotic estimate of the sum
00
Z Pr (S„ 4 x). In this chapter we shall discuss the n*=1 n
00asymptotic behaviour of more general sums Z &  Pr (S„ 4 x)n=1 n n
for certain classes of positive coefficient sequences {an } • 
The analysis that we shall use closely follows that of 
Smith (1963), but the results differ in being less general
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(the identically distributed case) and more specific (neces­
sary and sufficient conditions are given).
If M(x) is the least m for which S > x, we have,m
putting M = max S, , 
n Hkin K
E M(x) = 1 - Pr (PL $ x) + 2 n R? (M , « i, B > l)1 n=2 n“' n
= 1 - Pr(M., « x )+ 2 n (Pr(Pl , « x) - Pr(M * x)li n=2 1 n
= 1 + 2 Pr (M 4 x) .n=1 n
This is finite for all finite x (Theorems 1.4, 1.5)*
We shall discuss the asymptotic behaviour of the sums
OO£ a Pr (M 4 x) for the same coefficient sequences as men- n=1 n n
tioned in the last paragraph. The results that we will give 
yield, in particular,
x*1 2 Pr (M 4 x) —  >|T1n=1 npso long as E F  < M . This result is an analogue of the
elementary renewal theorem.
Finally, we shall discuss the behaviour of the random 
variable x“1 M(x) as x —> 00 and show that under certain 
circumstances a limit exists.
2. Renewal theorems
Firstly, we need to introduce the concept of a function 
of slow growth. A function L(x), defined for all suffi­
ciently large x, is said to be a function of slow growth if, 
for every 0 > 0
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( 2 . 1  ) h ( c x ) 
L(x)
► 1 as  x
I t  fo llo w s  from  th e  work o f Karam ata C1930), t h a t  a non- 
n e g a tiv e  f u n c t io n  o f slow  grow th can alw ays he re p re s e n te d  
in  th e  form
12.2)  L(x)  = ^  exp / *  ä i ä i d ux 1 u
where a ( x )  i s  a fu n c tio n  which te n d s  to  u n i ty  as  x ten d s  
to  i n f i n i t y .  An easy  consequence o f th e  r e p r e s e n ta t io n
( 2 . 2 )  i s  t h a t  th e  convergence in  ( 2 . 1 )  i s  un ifo rm  w ith  r e ­
sp e c t to  c in  any i n t e r v a l  n o t c o n ta in in g  th e  o r ig in .
For th e  f i r s t  s e t  o f c o e f f i c i e n t  sequences {an} th a t  
we c o n s id e r  we s h a l l  suppose th a t  th e re  e x i s t  numbers 
a > o,  ^ ^ o and some n o n -n eg a tiv e  fu n c tio n  o f  slow grow th 
L(x) ,  such t h a t
( 2 . 3 ) £  a x 11 / V  — —  y L  (r3-), as x - * ■  1 .
n=1 n d - x T  1 x
T his i s  s a t i s f i e d ,  f o r  exam ple, i f
an rj n * ”1 L(n)  as n 00
u s in g  an A b e lian  theorem  of D oetsch  (1950) ,  460. F u r th e r ,  
by an ap p e a l to  a T auberian  theorem  due to  K aram ata (Hardy 
(1 949), Theorem 108, 166) i t  i s  an im m ediate d ed u c tio n  from
( 2 . 3 ) th a t
( 2 . 4 ) _  a  „ a s  Hn=1 n TTl+YT
and i t  i s  c l e a r  from  t h i s  th a t  
( 2 . 5 )  a„ = o ( n*  L ( n ) ) as  n
In  c o n n e c tio n  w ith  th e s e  sequences l an ] we nee<  ^ to
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define an index :-
Definition The index k of the sequence {an] is the
Tr*least real k such that a = 0(n ).n
Prom (2.5) it is clear that k 4 # , and, when L(x) 
is a hounded function, we have the stronger inequality k < . 
On the other hand, we see from the example that k > y - 1 , 
and, when L(x) is an unbounded function, k > ^ - 1 .
We shall restrict consideration to cases where 2 an
diverges.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose E|ll <«>, E X  = ji>o. Let k be 
the index of the sequence {an } and m be non-negative.
In order that
S a Pr (S < x) ~  . (2)* x ”n=i n n r(1+*) V'
for each sequence $an } such that k £ m it is necessary 
and sufficient that E |X~ I m-r^  < «> •
Theorem 2.2. Suppose E X < °°, EX = p > 0 . Let k be
the index of the sequence {an } and let m be non-negative. 
In order that
J l  an Pr S x)
for each sequence {an } such that k ^ m it is necessary
that E |X"” l m+1 < 00 and sufficient that E |X~I m+  ^< °° .
2I conjecture that the restriction E X  < 00 can be re­
moved in Theorem 2.2.
It is interesting to note the close parallel in these 
theorems. This is in spite of essential differences in the
rj a L(x r(i+tf (*)* x «
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■behaviour o f  N(x) and M (x). We have an ex cep tio n a l case  
when X i s  n on-negative fo r  then M(x) = N(x) + 1 so th a t  
the d is t in c t io n  d isap p ears.
We s h a l l  d e fer  the proof o f the two theorems u n t i l  we 
have e s ta b lish e d  three lemmas. Write
Fn(x ) = Pr (Sn 4 x ) and Gn (x ) = Pr (Mn £ x ) .
CO
lemma 2.1 . ( i )  /  { l -F „ (n x ) l  dx —> o as n —> °° .---------------  Ijl n —
_ oo
( i i )  I f  EX2< «>, /  {l-G (nx)}dx —» o as n —>
P ro o f. Introduce the new random v a r ia b le  Y  ^ = max (0??, ) .
Suppose E Y = a . I f  K  > x then Y. +. . . + Y„ > x ,n i n
so that
Pr (Y1 + Y2 + . . .  + Yn > x )  ^ Pr (Mn> x) £ Pr (Sn > x)
1 - Pn (x )  ^ 1 - Gn (x ) * 1 " Kn (x )
where we have w r itten  Kn (x) = Pr (Y^  + Y^  + . . .  + Yn  ^ x ) .
oo
We show f i r s t l y  th a t /  {1- K (n x )}  dx —> o as n
0« n '
We have, by a sim ple in te g r a t io n  by p a rts ,
OO
a = /  {1 - Kn (nx) ) dx
OL oo
= /  {1 - Kn (n x )}  dx + {1 - En (n x )}  dx.
Further, by the law o f la rg e  numbers, Kn (nx) —> o as n —> °°
fo r  x < a . I t  fo llo w s  from the mean value theorem that
/  { 1 - K (n x )]  dx —> a as n —> 00 and hence th a t  
0  L n J
0 0
f  {1 - Kn (n x )j  dx —» o as n —» °° .
3 9 .
( i ) We have
°° Q* oo
0 $ I {1-Fn (nx)}dx  $ f  {1-Pn (nx)}dx + / “  {1-Kn (n x )} dx ,
and by th e  law  o f la rg e  numbers F (nx) —> 1 a s  n —> °°
f o r  x > p so th a t  by th e  mean v a lu e  theorem  
&
J { l-F n (n x )}  dx —» o as n —> 00. We have a ls o  shown above
oo
t h a t  /  -Kn (nx)}dx -»  o as  n —» «> so t h i s  p a r t  of th e  
p ro o f  i s  co m p le te .
( i i ) We have
0 4 {j. i 1 -G-xl(j^x)'icLx £ / a {l-Gn (nx)}dx + /  (l-K n (n x )}  dx ,
OO
and as  b e fo re , /  \ 1-Kn (n x )}  dx —» o as n -»  «> . A lso ,
2
when E X  < °°, we can make u se  o f  th e  r e s u l t s  o f Chung (1948) 
from  which we o b ta in  G (nx) —> 1 a s  n  °° f o r  a l l  x > p . 
I t  fo llo w s  from  th e  mean v a lu e  theorem  th a t  / a |- j- q- (nx)}dx
n T his com pletes th e  p ro o f o f  the
lemma.
Lemma 2 . 2 . (Sm ith  ( 19 6 3 ) ) .  I f  th e  n o n -n eg a tiv e  c o n s ta n ts  
{ an } s a t i s f y  (2*3) th e n  as s —» o + ,
1
P ro o f .
I  a e ’ |J'sn - f - j -  1(A) .
n=1 n  s 2
As s -> o + ,
S a _ e '^ 3n  fv  ------3 .. ::r .v  L (
n=1 11
________  1 )
(1 - e _M-a “  V1 - e ”^s
I >  (■
- e - ^ s
) •
1 -
However, 1 ( r x )  /  1  (x)  —» 1 as x —» ~ u n ifo rm ly  f o r  r  
i n  any i n t e r v a l  n o t c o n ta in in g  z e ro . Thus i t  t r a n s p i r e s
4 0 .
t h a t
L  (■
1 -e -\xs
)  ~  L ( i )
as s —* o + s in c e  1 -e ”^SA/ ps f o r  sm a ll s .  T his 
com pletes th e  p ro o f  o f th e  lemma.
Lemma 2 .3  (Sm ith  (1 9 6 3 )) . I f  th e  n o n -n e g a tiv e  c o n s ta n ts  
{ an } s a t i s f y  (2*3) th en  as s —> o + f




Choose ß , o < ß < 1. 




lx 2 na„ e 
n=1 n
-|jisn < s a -  s a e ^ sn ,
n=1 n _______n=1 n
(1 -  P
and so
- • * +1 
H
Z na  . e ^ sn < —  s L f  ~ a e ^ snP - Z ane ^ s n ] . 
- )  n=1 n  (1 -ß )L (-)  1 n=1 n ^=1
I t  fo llo w s  th e r e f o r e ,  from  Lemma 2 .2 , th a t
, ^ + 1  OO _ _ _  „  f  Q  “ I f
( 2 . 6 ) l im
s —>0 + Jj
ü ä l ,  £ na e ^ sn  < ±  | f i f f l  \  . 
L (- I ) n=1 n jjY L 1-ß J
s
I f  we l e t  ß —> 1 - in  ( 2 .6 ) ,  we o b ta in  
lira  Ü2.(2*7) n™ as*+1 2 na e -tiSn £ Sjl
s ->o+ j“ ( I )  n=1 11
3
S im ila r ly ,  by ta k in g  ß > 1 and u s in g  th e  f a c t  th a t
-Lisn . -p sn  -p.snß pne p > e ^ ■ e ^  ,
(P -  1 )s
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we can show
(2.8) 11m iis*+1 £ na e-nsn  ^ a* _
s -*o+ L (i) n=1 n p?s
The lemma follows from (2.7) and (2.8) .
Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Write Hn(x) to mean 
either Fn(x) or Gn(x). Take ß arbitary with o < ß < p..
We consider, firstly, 
KL /„ e sx H (x) dx nß n
> f e-nsx Hn(nx) dx .
Obviously,
o 4 K 4 ne"11^  H (nx) dx . n R n
But, using the law of large numbers, and in view of the ine­
quality H (y) 4 Fn(y) , Hn(nx) o as n « for all
x < p.. Hence, we can appeal to the mean value theorem and 
write
(2.9) Kn = n e"11133 b'n ,
where 6* o as n -> 00 , uniformly in s £ o .
Next consider
L =  / e"sx {1 - H (x )} dx n np, 1 n
= n / e“nsx {1 - H (nx)} dx. p, L n J
Suppose E X2 < 00 in the case Hn(x) = G n(x). In view of
Lemma 2.1 and the assumption that ß < p, we may write
(2.10) Ln = n e_n^s b"n





if we put Ö = n ö' - ö” n n
oo£ a„ (L„ - K = 2 na_ in=1 n n n n=1 n
-nßs
Now given an arbitrary e > o, we can find nQ(e) 
such that |ön l < e for all n > nQ . Moreover we can
_ V  _  -1
assume that s 0 L(s ) —» °° as s o+ since we suppose
£ a to be divergent. Thus,
oo1 2 na 6 e ”n^s |n= 1 n n *
no< £ na^
n =  1 n !6nl
e - ^ s + e Z 
n=1 nan e~n^S *
Therefore , by Lemma 2.3,
(2.12) lim I i
s — *o+ L  (— ) n=1vs 7
e'1* 3 1 .< e ^ a  .n n i
But e is arbitrary and we can therefore deduce from (2.11) 
and (2.12) that, as s —» o + ,
(2.13) il±s_l+1 s a (L - K ) o.
1(1 ) n=1 n n ns
Now consider the function
(2.14) $ (x) = 2 a H (x) U (x - nß) .iß n-i n nn=1
Obviously $ (x) is non-decreasing since each term in the
P
summation is non-decreasing. We also note that
(2.15) $ (x) = £ a U(x-np) - 2 a  {Utx-np) - H (x ) } U(x-nß).ß n=1 n n=1 n n
Denoting the Laplace transform of a function A(x) by 
A°(s) = f e sx A(x) dx ,
43 •
we have from (2.15) ,
(2 .16) $ (s)
ß
■1 £ a„e~n^s - £ a„ (L„ - Kn ) ;3 n=1 n n=1 n n
the term by term integration being justified by monotone con­
vergence .
From (2.13), (2.16) and Lemma 2.2, it follows that
(2.17) (m-3 )’*+1 <j °(3)
L (i) ß
a p as s o +
Appealing to a Tauberian theorem of Doetsch (1950), 511, we 
then obtain
(2.18) 1 /  3 L ( x )  ä x
t*+1L(t) o ß
Now for t > 0 and o < 0 < 1,
ij* r ( y + 2 )
L  ( s t )  ("t - ö^ ) < /  $ (x)dx 4 L ( t ) ( t -  e t )P 0t ß ß
so that
. . t 1 0t ^
1-- $ (0t) £ •—  [ rrpr J $ (x)dx- f $(x)dx]
L(t \ ß 1-0 >-t“ + 1L(t) o ß t« + 1L(t)° ß Jt* l(t)
t } L(t) ß
$ (t) .
Then, for fixed 9 and t
t8 + 1L(t) 0 ß
St ,
f $ (x)dx
J §j (x) dx
(et)'l(+1L(t) 0 ß
r ( #  +2)
/6t$ (x)dx(et)*+1i(et) o ß h¥(-J+2 )
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by (2 .18) so that
(2 .1 9 ) lim $ ( e t )  ^
- A*+11-e £ lim  1 $ ( t ) .
t  ~^°° t  L ( t )  ß ix^rc^+2 )1 t - * °  ß
Taking 6 —> 1 in  th e  r i g h t  hand p a r t  o f th e  in e q u a l i ty  
(2 .1 9 )  g iv e s
(2 .2 0 )  lira
t  —
1 {«(*)>
t ^L( t )  ß V < "(* +1)
F u rth e r , th e  l e f t  hand p a r t  o f th e  in e q u a l i ty  (2 .1 9 )  can he 
w r i t te n
1 7k / ^  ^ ,  e a  1 ^lim
t  -*«> ( e t )^ L (e t )  ß
I  ( e t )  4
u?r(*+2) 1 -0  
1
and the  l e f t  hand s id e  o f t h i s  i s  eq u a l to  lim  y , . $ ( t )
t  ->oo t  t  J ß
fo r©  f ix e d .  Then, ta k in g  0 —» 1 in  th e  r i g h t  hand s id e , 
we o b ta in
1
( 2 .21  ) lim $„ ( t )  4
t  t* L ( t )  *ß " p? T (y + 1 )
so th a t  com bining (2 .2 0 )  and (2 .2 1 )
( 2 . 2 2 ) 1lim
t  —*» t* L ( t )  ~ ß
1 ( t )
i i V ( y + i )
Now, u n d er th e  c o n d itio n  E | X I < 00 o f Theorems 
2.1 and 2 .2 , we c e r t a in ly  have f o r  a l l  x , - <» < x < <»,
Z nm H (x) < 00
in  view o f Theorem 1 .2  and th e  in e q u a l i ty  H (x ) 4 Fn ( x ) .  
Hence,
S an Hn (x ) < -
s in c e  th e  sequence i an l ^ as in d ex  k 4 
(2 .2 3 )
Then,
1 an Hn^x) n=1 n n




(2.24) ^  (x) = Z a H (x)  ^1 - U (x - nß ) } .ß n=1 11 11
We shall go on to show that
(x).---- —> o as x —> «o .
x®L(x)
Define the new random variable Y by
Y = X - ß .
Thea, E Y > o and E |x"lm+2 < » since E|X‘lm+2 < <» .
It follows, using Theorem 1.2 applied to the Y's, that for
k 4 m v
L H Pn (UP) < 00 ,
and since Hn (nß) 4 F (nß ) ,
(2.25) 2 nk Hjj (nß) < ~ .
Also, it is clear from (2.24) that
%  (2) « J ,  an Hn
and (2.25) ensures that this is bounded above since k is 
the index of the sequence $an ) • We therefore have
%  (X) -  o as X -* -
x* L(x)
and hence, using (2.22) and (2.23) >
Zn=1 an Hn ^
a L(x)
ro+*) as x — > <».
This result is true for all sequences with index k 4
and hence establishes the sufficiency parts of both Theorems 
2.1 and 2.2.
The necessity parts of both the theorems are easy to
establish. It suffices to note that in particular, 
£ nm Hn (x) < ~ ,
for all - oo < x < oo, and hence by Theorem 1 .2 in the 
case H (x) s (x ) we obtain E|X“lm+2 < and py
equation 1.5 and Theorem 1 .2 in the case Hn (x) = (x)
we obtain E |X I m+  ^ < °°. This completes the proof of 
both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 have been derived basically 
from Theorem,' 1.2. We now go on to give two similar
theorems based on Theorem 1*3*
Theorem 2.3« Suppose E | X I < °°, E X = p. > o . In
order that
------------------  £x
£ ern Pr (3„ 4 x) ^  1 as x -» «■n=1 n r —
for any r in some interval o < r < R, it is necessary and 
sufficient that X ” should have an analytic characteristic 
function.
2Theorem 2.4. Suppose E X < «>, E X  = p, > o . In order
that r
£ ern Fr (M i x) /v 1 * as x ~n=1 n r —
for any r in some interval o < r < R, it is necessary and
sufficient that X” should have an analytic characteristic
function.
The proofs of these theorems, of course, follow marked­
ly similar lines to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. It 
seems possible, as one would expect from the form of Theorems 
2.1 and 2.2, to give Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 in a generalized
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form by defining positive term sequences {an} such that there 
exist numbers a > o, £ o and some non-negative function 
of slow growth L(x) such that
£ a„ x1A tv n=1 n (1 -xer 1 -xed
This possible generalization would hardly add to the exposi­
tion, however, so we shall ignore it.
Proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4» We construct the proofs in 
parallel fashion as we did with Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Since 
we proceed in a quite similar manner we shall ignore some of 
the formal details in the proof where they have already been 
given.
L (■ 1 ) -r
Take ß arbitrary with o < ß < p,. We consider to begin
with
Kn = np*1 e"SX Hn ^  dx (s > o)
4 ne-n^s H (nx) dx ß n
= Cm- - ß) Hn (nI)
for some 'S in ß <5 < p.. Now under the sufficiency condi­
tions of Theorems 2.2 and 2-3, X~ has an analytic characteris­
tic function and hence for 1 < p., (X -S )” has an analytic 
characteristic function and E (X-S) > o. Using Theorem 1*3 
and the inequality Hn 4 Fn we see that for any r in some 
interval o < r < R,
a ern Hn (nt) < °° ,






1 ern K i (n - ß) £ ne'1^ 3 H (nl) e3n=1 n n=1 n
r— + M*< 00 as s ■— 
in view of (2.27), and so
(2.28) lim (s - -) 2 ern K = o.
s — + M-
^ n=1
Next consider
Ln = C e‘SX - Hn(x)* dx (s £ o)
n e ns  ^/ {1 - Hn(nx)} dx
by the mean value theorem, where (jl<  f < «>. Thus, in view
2of Lemma 2.1, supposing E X  < 00 in the case Hn(x) = &n(x), 
we may write
t „ -ns? cL = ne o ,n n ’
where 6, 0 as n Then, given an arbitrary e > o,
we can find an integer nQ(e) so large that 6 < e for
all n > n We have
00£ e 
n=1
raL = ?,nerlV nsS6 < S % rne‘M l 6„ + e £ ne-(^-r)nn n=1 n n=1 n=1
. ^o -(sl-r)n * e e“(st-r)
n (T ^ rar-r)^  2
since 3 > u.
(2.29)
n=1
< 00 as s -
It follows that
liiV (■- 5> * ern Ln = 0 ,s -*?+ ^ n=1 n
£  +
and combining (2.28)and (2.29)
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(2.30) lim (s - -) aIi em  (Ln - Kn ) = 0.
5
Now consider the function
L  (x) = £ ern H (x) U (x - up)p n=1 11
= £ ern U (x-nix) - £ ern {u (x -h h ) - H(x) } U(x-nß ).n=i n=1 n
Taking Laplace transforms, we have
-| oo
i 2 83 n= 1
-n^e-f) _ J  ern
and since for s > —M-
n=1 e - ^ s- J ) as s
1-e-^ 3- n(s-£ )




( 2 . 3 1 )
we have
w (w)
0 1 r— as s — +r n(a) — *■ß
CQ
■P
l4 II f° (s) ,
as w r o +
and appealing to a Tauherian theorem of Widder (1954), 
Theorem 4*3» 192, we obtain
(2.32) i / 0q (x ) dx — > ~ as t — » «» .
o P **
Then, following through exactly the analysis that we used in 




the case  ^= o, L(t) = 1 ,
from (2 .32), 
(2.33)
^ r t y + 2 )
~ ) we find
lim (t )t 00
1
However, from (2 .31), we see, using the uniqueness theorem 
for Laplace transforms, that
®p(t) $ß(t) ,
so that (2.33) gives
(2 .34) lim e ^ t —>00 v * >  ■ j  •
Now
(2 .35) 2 ern H (x) n=1 n = $p(x) + 1
where
(2.36) % ( x )  = 1p n=1 er n Hn(x) {1
Z ern Hn(x) being finite for r in
■ß
Also, it is clear from (2*36) and (2.26) that
-'Mx) S Z ern H (nß) < p n= 1 1L
We therefore have
e  ^ 'Yß(x) —» 0 as x —* 00 ,
and hence by (2.33)
Z ern H (x) -  i e  n=1 n r
V x as x
This establishes the sufficiency parts of Theorems 2.3 and
2.4.
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The necessity parts of the theorems follow readily.
We have
S ern Hn (x) < ~
for all - oo < x < oo and hence by Theorem 1 .3 in the case 
Hn (x) = Fn(x) and Theorems 1 .3 and 1 .6 in the case Hn(x)~Gn(x)
it follows that X has an analytic characteristic function. 
This completes the proofs of both Theorems 2-3 and 2.4.
3* Limit behaviour of the F.P.T.D. as the barrier ap­
proaches infinity.
In this section we give some results which provide 
insight into the behaviour of the F.P.T.D. of Chapter 1 when 
the barrier approaches infinity. Other work on limiting 
distributions in fluctuation problems has not been concerned 
with this case. See for example Chung (1950), Chung and 
Kac (1951), Erdos and Kac (1947), Feller (1949), Spitzer 
(1956).
From Theorem 2.2 we obtain for integral k £ 1 ,
k x“k E nk ” 1 Pr (M  ^x ) — > p‘k 
n=l n
as x — > 00 so long as EX^ < 00 and E|x” | xC+1 < 00. There­
fore, using the results of section 4 of Chapter 1, we see 
that as x — > 00,
E [x 1 M(x)]r — > p r
for integral r ^ 1 so long as EX2 < 00 and E|X”lr+1< 00.
If, on the other hand, E|X~lr+1= 00, then E [x~1M(x)]r= 00
2by Theorem 1.2. If EX < 00 and X possesses finite
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moments of all orders, we have
E [x 1 M (x)]r —> [i r, all r £ 1, as x — > 00.
_ AIt follows that the oharaoteristic function of x M(x)
_  -japproaches, as x 00, the function exp (itp, ) and
_  -1 — -jhence x M(x) converges in probability to jjl . We
have therefore obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 2-5. Suppose EX2 < EX = p > o. If X'
_ -1possesses moments of all orders then x M(x) converges in 
probability to as x 00.
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CHAPTER 3
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORY OF LARGE DEVIATIONS 
FOR SUMS OP INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES
1. Introduction
Let the random variables X ^  i=1,2,3,... be indepen-
ndent and identically distributed. Write S = 2 X. andn j>=-j i
Zn = Sn B“1 - An for the normed and centered sums. The 
classical central limit formulation is for Pr (Z < x ) 
where xn = 0(l) as n — and thus gives only trivial 
information in the case xn — * 00 as n —* «. However, we 
often require information on Pr (Zn > xn ) under these cir­
cumstances. This type of problem is called a problem on 
the probability of large deviations. Few general results 
on problems of large deviations have so far been obtained. 
Linnik (1961 ) gives references to the known results and also 
to various fields in which problems of this type arise.
Up till the work of Linnik (1961 ), all the general 
large deviation results obtained had made use of the condi­
tion E { exp (a|Xil )} < 00 for some a > o (that is, the
X^ possess an analytic characteristic function) or some­
thing even stronger. The analytic characteristic function 
assumption was quite basic in much of the work as the re­
sults were obtained, in effect, from a use of the saddle- 
point method in the theory of functions of a complex 
variable.
Linnik broke away from the saddlepoint technique and
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the associated assumption of an analytic characteristic 
function. He has, however, only studied the problem of 
convergence to the norma! distribution and, with the excep­
tion of one theorem, only cases where xn = o(>/n ) as n 
In section 2 we study, for the first time, large deviation 
problems associated with convergence to non-normal stable 
laws. In some cases we can define zones of a-stable con­
vergence which are analogues of the zones of normal conver­
gence of Linnik (1961).
Most of the large deviation results obtained up to now
have been restricted to the case where x^ = o(>/n) as n — »«>•n
In some contexts, however, it becomes necessary to study the
case xn = O(Va) as n — > «>. For example, in Chapter 1
we have often been concerned with the behaviour of Pr(Sn< A)
as n —> 00 where A is a constant. In the case where X^
possess a finite mean (> o) and variance <r , we have-1 . 1
Pr(Sn<A) = Pr {cr"1n 2 (Sn-n^) < n 2 (A-np)]= Pr(Zn<-xn )
where _ 1_
—  1 "  3xn = cr n (ny, - A) = 0(>/n) as n — > «>.
In section 3 we give a theorem of converse type in relation 
to those obtained by Cramer (1938) and Feller (1943) on the 
case xn = O ( J h )  as n — » ». This theorem clarifies 
the assumptions made by Cramer and Feller.
2. Large deviations in the case of normal attraction to a 
non-normal stable law
Let {xi? 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . be a sequence of independent
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and i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r ib u t e d  random v a r i a b l e s . For con­
v en ien ce  in  some o f th e  l a t e r  work we s h a l l  suppose , a s  we 
can  do w ith o u t lo s s  o f g e n e r a l i ty ,  t h a t  th e  random v a r ia b le  
X i s  s c a le d  so th a t  i t  be longs (w ith  n o rm a liz in g  c o n s ta n ts
1 / clB = n ) to  th e  domain o f norm al a t t r a c t i o n  o f  th e  s ta b le  n
law  w ith  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n
exp { -  | t | a ( l + i  - j |y  o j+ ö f  ta n  ) '
o < a < 2 ,  a ^ 1 ,  and d i s t r i b u t i o n  fu n c t io n  F . I f  a > 1 ,
we suppose X i s  r e lo c a te d  so t h a t  E X = o . W rite
Z„ = n ' 1 /a  .£ „ X, = n _1 /a  S„ and l e t  P „(u ) = P r  (Zn $ u ) .  n  i= i  i n  n  n
F or x > o we may w r i te ,  u s in g  Gnedenko and Kolmogorov
(1 9 5 4 ), Theorem 5, 1Ö1,
F ( -x )  
1 - F (x )
F1 ( -x )
1 -  F ^ x )
O.J+ (x )
ax
0 2 +  o » 2  ( x )
ö-j + ß - j U )
°2 +
where c ^ U ) ,  a 2 ( x ) ,  ß -j(x ) , ß2 (x ) a l l  tend  to  zero  as
OO
x —> <», o . >  o, c 2> o and ( ° i + ° 2  ^ ^  S1-~ x dx = 1 .
Remark 1 . I f  ( c 2 ) i s  z e ro , th e  s ta b le  law  i s  bounded
on th e  l e f t  ( r i g h t )  (Lukacs ( i9 6 0 ) ,  106). We a re  n o t i n ­
te r e s te d  in  th e se  c a se s  in  th e  p re s e n t i n v e s t i g a t i o n .
5 6 .
Remark 2. If a = 1, the probability of interest cannot 
generally be put into the form Pr (Zn > x ) (Gnedenko and 
Kolmogorov (1954), 175). The problem in this case can be 
treated but it needs a special discussion and hence will be 
omitted in the present investigation.
Remark 3. In the following discussion we will restrict 
consideration to large deviations in the right hand tail.
It is clear that a similar discussion could be given for the 
left hand tail.
We shall attack the problem in hand by two different 
methods. Firstly, we shall use combinatorial methods 
(rather in the style of Linnik (1961), bottom of 302) to in­
vestigate the case of sufficiently rapidly increasing ^  .
I am deeply indebted to D. L. McLaren (private communica­
tion) in respect of these combinatorial results. Secondly, 
we shall use characteristic function methods (rather in the 
style of Cramer (1963) to investigate the case of suffi­
ciently slowly increasing xn * In certain cases the re­
sults of the two methods overlap and give us the behaviour 
for all sequences {xn } •
Theorem 3.1. 1 - F (x ) _* . QO ,--------  —  _____n n — > 1 as n — > 00
1 -  —
for all sequences bounded above. The convergence
is uniform for all sequences with a common upper bound.
Proof. The result follows readily as Fn(u) converges 
pointwise to P(u) uniformly in u by the continuity of 
the stable distribution function F(u).
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Theorem 3*2. l im  1 "^n (xn ^
n~~* -  1 -f Cx'J  " > 1 gy-ov id ed  xn ^  ”
P r o o f . Take e > o . We have
1 -  P ( x  ) =n v n ' P r (S„ > n 1/ a x„ )
(3-1 )
1/a,* nPr (X1 > (1 + e) n ‘/ a xn ) X
P r ( s  Xi > -en1^axn ; n 1^a xn fo r  i=2 ,3 , . . , n ) .
Now
P r  ( |  Xi > -  e n 1 /% )  = -X.^x±> .  e ( 1+
—* 1 a s  n —> s in c e  xn 00
1 /a  f e 2 +ß2 ( n 1^^x )1
P r  (X, i  n  / a  x„ f o r  i= 2 ,3 ,  . - . , n )  = 1 -  — — -------—
1 n  l  nx.? J
—» 1 a s  n —> » ,
s in c e  xn —> 00 and ß2 (x ) o as x - I t  fo l lo w s
t h a t  P r  (L X. > - e n ^ a xn 1 2^ ^ n 1^a xn f o r  i=2  > 3» • • J\
a s  n  —» 00 and hence from ( 3 . 1 ) t h a t
, \ / \ 0o+ß 0( ( l  + e )n 1//ax „ )
( 3 . 2 )  1 - ? n (xn } * ? . ---------- £
( H e ) a xJ
[1 + 0(1 )} .
Now
1 - FUn )
c 2+a2 (xn )
so t h a t ,  u s in g  ( 3 *2 ) ,
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[l + o(1 )] ,1 ~ W  ^ “ 2T^2
1 ‘ F (xn )
o«+ß2 ( (1 + e) n 1//axn )
(1+ e)a (o2+a2 (xn ) )
whence
lim_  1- V xn> *
n - > ~  1-P(xn )
1
( l + e ) a
, a 2 (u ) and ß 2(u ) — o a a  u — > “  and
The r e s u l t  o f  th e  theorem  fo llo w s  s in c e  e i s  
a r b i t r a r i l y  sm a ll.
Lemma 3*1. For f ix e d  s ,
1 -1
because x^ — > 00 n
^ o •
/  i
P r (Sn > n 1' a xn I e x a c tly  s o f  th e  Xi > n ?  x^) » 0 ( -  )
x n
as n  — > 00 p ro v id ed  —  —> 00.
P ro o f . D enote by E_ th e  ev en t --------  n





< min X* \  . 
"UiSs
J  J . —*j
Pr (Sn > n1' axn | e x a c tly  s o f  the Xi > na xn )
= Pr (Sn > n l / a xn | En )
$ Pr ( max X. > e n1^axM | E )
K i 4 s 1 n n
+ Pr (S >n1//ax„ \ max X. 4 en1/ ax |E ) n n u i 4 s  1 n n
( 3 . 3 )  $ Pr ( max X. > e n 1//ax„ | E )H U s  1 n 1 n
+ Pr (Sn>nl / a xn | 1^ | g X± * e n l / a xQ ; En ) .
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Now provided n > ~ ,
Pr ( max X. > e n1//a x | E )His<s 1 n n'
=  1 “ 1 -
o2+ß2(en1/axn)
a, v a e nx n




if —  n
0 (4 ),n
Also,
Pr (S„ > n 1^ a xM I max X £ e n1//ax„ ; E ) n n 1 H U s  i n n
£ Pr (sn>n1//axn I xi=e n1//axn for 1>2,..,s ; max X ^ n 0, xn )
n 1/a 1 -  1Pr ( 2 X. > (l-se)n /ax„ I max X . 4 na x )«+1 1 n 1 s + H U n  1 n
= Pr (Gn I Hn ) , say.
Now choose a constant t so that
Pr (X± > t) = 1 - F.,(t) < I ,
and denote by Tn the event
{ X^ > t for more than half the values i= s+1 , s+2, ...,nj. 
Then
Pr (&n ftTn I Hn ) 4 Pr (Tn | H j  S Pr (*n )
and this is o ( —  ) by a wide margin using certain pro-
na
perties of the normal approximation to the binomial distri­
bution (Feller (1957), Chapter 7)« Now write Tn
for the complement of T .
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We have
= o3* «>n n fn I Hn )
for all sufficiently large n because Tn f\ Hn implies the
event
f n{ L X. L s+1 i
J ,
\ (n - a)t + 1 (n - s) na xn ]
which is incompatible with G-n when n is large enough 






Pr (Sn > n3' xn ) =
Pr (Sn > na xn ) = 0 (— ) as n -> «>
for some ö > o.
£ Pr (exactly s of the X. > na x„) 
s=1 1 n1 l“1





Now for fixed S,
1 -1
say
Pr( max X. s+Ui^n 1 t1 - 1 "1 n-s c2+ß2(na Xjjhn1” a  x* n
as n — ► 00 because — Therefore,
1-1_ , n ! c 9n(3.6) Pr (exactly s of the Xi>na xn ) 'v (s ) ~s ( — j )
a s
a s
1 ^ 0 p"1"1In particular, this probability is less than — r (---— )
x n
uniformly in s when n is large enough. Hence,
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Pr (at least s of the X. > na x ) <1 n
~ -1 n -y r. 
Z yn r=s FT2a^n
where __2_ _*S ' Now
11 zlL —f- = 0r=s r' (y® ) as n - * 00
since n —> 00.n Thus, for fixed s,
0.7) Pr(at least s I-1 ,of the X^>na xn) = „as0 (—  VTaSn
Finally, we fix sQ £ 1/0. Then,
xan Z = 0s +1 s 0
a(so+  ^^ r(




— > 0 as n » by hypothesis.
Also, in view of (3.7) and Lemma 3.1,
s
<  E° PU) n 1 s 0(1) as n — » 00.
The result of the lemma then follows from (3•5) - 
Lemma 3*3»
I -1lim na Pr (Sn> n1//axn | exactly one of the Xi>na xn)^ 1n — * 00 
provided n1+6 00 as n —> «> for some 6 > 0.
n—1 aProof. Take eQ with o<eQ<1 and define en = (-— ■) eQ
We have
Pr (S >n1//ax„ I exactly one of the X. > na x )u
Pr (S | X > J ' 1, > max X. )v n n I n n Hitn-1 1
6 2 .
(3 -8 ) 4 ^  <*n > V  na _ , zn )
1 - 1
+ P r(S n _1> enn 1 /az
1 - 1
, max 
n • H is n
X .  4 z F  x  ) .  --j j- n
Now
1/a 1 - 1
P r ( S n - I 5* enn Xn I ? “  X, 4 na X_ )n 1 n n I H i t n - 1  1 n
$ Er (S „ > e n 1/ a x ) '  n-1 n  n '
** (Sn-1 > (n_1 ) 1/a  yn .-,)» where yn-1= eQxn 
0 (“3“  ) = o (~r*3 )
yn-1 n
by Lemma 3 .2  which a p p l ie s  because
e x „ e xo n+1  ^ o n+1
-1 iA /
n  n  (n+1 /
T h e re fo re , u s in g  (3 * 8 ),
as n
lim  na P r(S n > n 1//a xn | E x a c tly  one o f th e  Xi > na xn )
1-1
4 n ^ o o  na ^ X n > ( l - e n )ua  xn | X* > n» x j
V a,
a V p2 ( ( l - en )n ' / a i n ) . n1 ' X= lim  n  _
n->  oo (1 -e  ) n  x°; 1 - 1
c 2+ß2 (na x)
1
(1 ” eo )a
The r e s u l t  o f th e  lemma fo llo w s  s in c e  eQ can be chosen
a r b i t r a r i l y  sm a ll. 
Theorem 3*3* 1 -
1 - F(xn )
1 a s  n  —»
6 3 -
provided for some ö > o.
Proof. Fix srt ^ x . o o We have, using (3*5),
g
ia r i . • [j |i _ * ra e° n(n )4.Ta t „(n)xn l 1 Fn lV J  " xn P1 + xn at0 ps + xn s=| +1ps *os=2
Now in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we saw that 
-a v _,(n)nXT E pn S=SQ+ 1 as n
Also, hy Lemma 3.1 and (3.7),
a ?o (n) x~ E p^ 'n s=2 s 0 (a* • 4 - . 4 t ) o as n
Further, Lemma 3.3 and (3.6) show that
HE x* p(n) « 09.
Then, in view of the fact that
xn t1 “ *(*&>] = c2 ^ °’
lim n — > 00
1 -FnU n )
1 -Ilin )
x°;fi -F (x flim -ai—
11 -*■ 00 4  t1
« 1.
The result of Theorem 3.3 now follows hy appeal to Theorem 
3.2 .
We now go on to attack the problem by characteristic 
function methods. We need firstly another lemma.
Lemma 3.4 » Let {Y^ , i=1,2,3»*««l be a sequence of in­
dependent and identically distributed random variables 
having zero mean, a finite variance and an absolutely inte- 
grable characteristic function. Suppose further that
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the , i=1,2,3,... are distributed independently of the 
, i=1,2 ,3» Write f ^ = X^ = Y ^  + ••• + Y„• IfY2 ♦ ... ♦ n .
there exists a sequence | zn j , zn —* 00 as n —* 00 suoh that
1 1
1 - Pr(nazn + Tn4 naxn)
1 -  f ( x „ )
1 as n
holds for all sequences {xn} suoh that zn ££ n
then
1 - Fn(xn } 1 as n
1 ' F x^a^
Proof * Since the Y^ belong to the domain of attraction
T
of the normal distribution, -^7- converges to the degene-
n /a
rate distribution at the origin as n —> «>. It follows that
1
na Z + T belongs to the domain of normal attraction of the n n
1 /astable law with distribution function F and Bn = n 7 is the 
required normalizing constant.
For a given sequence {xn] » xn ~^ °° as n > °° 8X1(1
zn , we choose another positive term sequence {en] with
0 as n 00 and such that enxn 00 as nn
Clearly,
Pr(n1/aZn + V xnnl/<1) * ^ V (l + en)xn) enxnnl/a)-
Multiplying both sides by xa and talcing the limit as n —> < 
we have
°2* j S „ Xn ** (Zn > (l+en)xn)
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as Pr (|Tn l < en xn n ^ a ) —* 1 as 
yn = (1+ en )xn U * n ), we see that
00. Thus, putting
c0 £ lim d n —» 00 yn Ä  (Zn > yn)'
We compare this with the result of Theorem 3.2 which implies 
that
lim y£ Pr (Zn > yn ) » c2 ,
and finally obtain
lim n —* 00 ya Pr (Z > y ) Jn v n Jrn / 2 *
The result of the lemma is then immediate.
By virtue of this lemma it will emerge that there is 
no loss of generality in supposing that all the distributions 
under consideration have a factor with an absolutely inte- 
grable characteristic function (and are thus themselves 
absolutely continuous and have an absolutely integrable 
characteristic function).
Theorem 3.4. 1 - JPnU n )
1-HxnT 1
as n — » 00 provided the sequence {xn} increases so slowly 
that as n 00
xn
7 5
if a < 1
where y  = min (a, 1*a) , or
:n o^w^n max ■»1 (g)| i=1,2,
and
.a-1
T-K if a > 1,
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K being any positive constant with — > K.
Proof. The proof follows quite similar lines to that of 
Lemma 2 of Cramer (1963).
Let f(t) he the characteristic function of the random 
variable X and take t > o. Suppose that f^(t) can be 
factored into a product of characteristic functions one of 
which is absolutely integrable. By partial integration we 
obtain
OOf^(t) = 1 - t / [ 1 - F-jtx) + F-jC-x)] sin tx dx
+ i t  / [ 1 - F.j (x) - (-x) ] cos tx dx.
Now
t ^ [1- P^xJ+P^C-x) ] sin tx dx = ^(0^+02) ^ x dx
00 ß 1 (x )+ßp(x)
+ t f — 1-- r—=--- sin tx dx.o xa
1
In the case o < a < 1,
cos xt / [1 - P ^ x J - P ^ - x ) ]  cos tx dx = ^(Og-c^) f  — -o x'"
OO
+ t / — ------'---  cos tx dx0 xa
In the case 1 < a < 2,
OO
t / ( 1 - P^xl-P.l-x)] cos tx dx
o ' *  ■ •, 1 00 \
= * { /  + K )
<  0  1 *
t ,1 (°2-ö1 )+ß2(x)-ß1(x)
= M " £  ? (1 - cos tx)dx
+ y1 (02~°1)+ß2(*)-ß-|(x ) dX
6 7-
+ f  ( ° 2 - ° 1 )+ß2 ( x ) - ß l (3c) cos t z  dx }
X
+ 1 /  0
( ° 2 " C1 )+ß2^x ^”Pl
aX
- 1 / 1 
0
ß9 (x ) -ß  (x)
a <1 - 'X
t a ( e 2 -  ^ r°° COS x-1^.„. t „° < ) /  „ dx+(c„
1 o xa  *
+ t  /  0
( c 2 - c i )+ß2 ( x ) - ß 1(x)
aX
cos t x  dx
t  , l M x ) - ß - | ( x )
—s - t /  -------- ----------(1-cos tx  )dx
cos t x  dx.
,1 ß 0(x ) -ß . , (x ).  I K p \ A /  K  -i \  A  /
Now th e  i n t e g r a l  /  ~ --------- 5-----  (1 -cos  t x )  dx can he d e ­
ve loped  i n  a convergen t  power s e r i e s  i n  t .  We may t h e r e f o r e  
w r i t e
t  /  [1-P1 ( x ) - I '1 ( - x ) ] c o s  t x  dx=ta ( c 2 - c 1 ) /  QM ..*~.1dx - t  P ( t )
where P ( t )  i s  a  convergent
n o te  t h a t  «>
/  M i  = 
o xa
/ “  £ 2 S _ * d x  =
O xQ
/ “  d = 
O xa
Thus we have f o r  t  > o , 
(3-9)  f ^ t )  = 1 - G
oo ß2 ( x ) - ß 1(x)
+ t  /  ---------- r ------  cos t x  dx
' x
power s e r i e s . F i n a l l y ,  we
%
2T(a ) s in  ^
, o < a  < 2 ,
%
2T(a )oos ^
, o < a < 1 ,
%
2T(a )cos ^
, 1 < a < 2 .





1 + i — -— — tan°1+c2 2
~ ß^ xJ-ßgU)oo ß (x)+ß„(x) ,
R(t) =t f  -----— ----- sin tx dx + i t / -----  --- oos tx dx
o xa 6 xa
where ö = o or 1 according as o < a < 1 or 1 < a < 2 ,
while the convergent power series P(t) is identically zero
in the case o < a < 1•
In the case o < a < 1, we have 
OO ß (x/tj+ß^x/t)
R(t) = ta / — !-----— s------ sin x dx
a ß1(x/t)-ß2(x/t) + i t /  — !--- — £---- cos x dx
( 3 . 10 )  = ta {e.,(t) + i e2( t ) }  = ta e(t)
where 0.(t) and ©2(t) are both 0 (t1”a ) as t —* o.
In the case 1 < a < 2, we will show that 
(3-11 ) R(t)= ta {e1(t) +i02(t)]+ p it = ta 0(t) + p it
where 0^(t) and (not the same as before) both tend
to zero as t tends to zero and p is a constant. We have
o. ß (x)-ß2(x) OO ß (x)-ß2(x)i t /  — *----------oos tx dx =it / — !-----=---- (cos tx - 1 )ft -A fl.
00 ß.(x)-ß5(x)
+ it / — ---— *---
1 *a
i «* r x-, i d x . p i «t T®*
i ta 0 o(t) + p i t
6 9.
and fo r
I ©2 C t )  I
so th a t  
( 3 - 1 2 )
A l s o ,
t  /
t  < 1,
1 |ß ( x / t ) - ß 2( x / t ) |
$ J ----------------------- loog x _-l dx
o xa
. oo |ß  ( x / t ) - ß 2( x / t ) |
/  ----------------------- |oos x - l |  dx
1 X
* \  f  | ß 1( x / t ) - ß 2( x / t ) |  x2"a dx
+ (^ T } i« t? -  ' ß1( x / t )  • ß2( x / t ) l
t l / 2
4 f  I ß ^ x / t )  - ß2( x / t ) | x 2' a dx
+ \  f ] / 2 I ß ^ x / t )  - ß2( x / t ) |  x2-a dx
IJ
+ (S^T) i f t ? ~  I ß , ( x A )  - ß2 ( x / t ) |
A z*  
2
4 2 l f c ) i 0<^ Xl / 2  l ß1( x / t )  - ß2 ( x / t ) l t
+ max | ß 1 (x/"b ) - ß2 ( x / t ) |  (1 - t  2 ) j
t 1 /24x<1
+ (ÖTT) 1^ 0» I ß i ^ A )  -  ß2( x / t ) |  ,
|®2 ( t ) |  = 0 ( t  2 ) + 0 { ®ax | ß1 ( x / t ) | j
t  ' 4x<°°
+ ° { ^ ^ a x  I ß2 ( x / t ) |  }
o as t
ßn(x)+ß2(x)
s in  tx  dx
»> $ A x / t ) + $ A x / t )
:a /  - ! ----------- *-------- s in  x dx= t a e. ( t )
n „ a
7 0 .
and similarly to the above, for t < 1 ,






+ G=T) u 5 5  'ß1(l/t) + ß2(a/t)|
.t1//2 |ß.,(x/t)+ß„(x/t)|« f  — ---- - A --- dxo xa“1
1 |ß1(x/t)+ß2(x/t)|+ J  ^ , ------- - -- dx
.1 /2 a-1
+ (S=T) ul?» Iß-, (x/t )+ß2(x/l;) |
* (2^) l 0<^ i /2 |ß1(lA)+ß2(^A)h
2-a
+ Iß^ x/tJ+ß (x/t)| (1-t
"t 7 ^ X < 1
2^a2
+ (^) lit?» I ß1(x/t)+ß2(x/t)|
so that
2-a
(3-13) 10,(t)| = 0 (t 2 ) + 0 { max )ß 1 (x/i:)) \
t1/24x<~
+ ° { 1/®ax |ß2(x/t)| }
t1'ux<~
— > o as t — » o .
This establishes the required relation (3.11)*
Making use of (3-9), (3*10), (3*11), we have
(3-14) f.,(t) = 1 - 0 ta - ta 9(t) - i t  Q(t)
where Q(t) is a convergent power series which is identi­
cally zero in the case o < a < 1 and has zero constant 
terra in the case 1 < a < 2 (since E X = o and hence 
f ' (o) = o).
Now choose normalizing constants Bn so that
Bn = n1//"a . In (3*14) we replace t by x= t / n1//a.
1Also we choose a constant K so that — > K > o. Then,
a 1cT -Kso long as t remains confined to the interval o < t « n ,
-Kwe shall have o < x 4 n , so that x tends to zero as n —» 
uniformly for all t in the interval considered. We obtain
(3 .1 5) f.,(t/Bn) = f^x) = 1 - c-t? - e(x)xa - ixQ (x).
If fn(t) is the characteristic function of Zn , we
have
fn(t) = [f^x)]11 ,
so that
log fn(t) = n log { 1 ” " ö(x )tP - ixQ(x) }
= - n C t? + n ft (x) xa
(3-16) = - C t a + ft (x) ta
where
(3*17) (t ) = 0 (0(x )) + 0 ( x ^ a ) + 0 (xa )
which tends to zero as x tends to zero.
Now for all n sufficiently large and all t in the 




\/i(x) ta | < ta/4 ,
tV(x) _ ~ tra[gUx)]




(3 .1 9 )
= 1 + ta e*
eta/4-^(x) = 0 (*f(x) eta/4)
a(/(-c ) = 0 (^(t )) — > 0 as X — > o.
Finally, observing that the real part of C is unity, we 
may write
(3.20) fn (t) 
where
rCta + X(x) eta/2 tae
(| -c ) t a
(3-21)
\(x) = e ^ -\{/(x)
= 0 (a|/(x ) eta/4)
= 0 (9(x) e* //4)+ 0 (t2-0, e1’ 7/4) , a > 1 ,
= 0 (0(x) e1' ^4)+ 0 (xa e* ^4 ) , a < 1 , 
using (3*17), (3-18 ) and (3*19 )•
Now write fn (t) = Un (t )+iVn (t), \(x ) =\j (x)+iX2(-c).
We have from (3*20)
o„ -o,
un (t) = e*a°os {ta Ö^ Töf tan 2«:} + X,(x) ta
Vn (t) = - sin ta C1 ~°2tan *£•
° 1+c2
uniformly for o < t ^ n
— - Ka **
T
Also,
}+ X2(x) -ta/2 +.ae
73
= L eltX dFn<x> + { eltX d - 1] •
Integrating by parts, we obtain
oo
o [1 ” Fn (x) + *n^“x ^  s^n tx dx
oo
: / fl - 3* (x) - IV (-x)l oos tx dx.o n ii j
1 - un (t)
yn (t)
T  
Then, making use of our assumption of absolute continuity
so that
oo 1- u„(t)




t  0 0 8
J oo 1
i /  -  
*  0
-u (t)









E ( i ' K , z ) = i  f
» 1-U (t) * » v_(t)
--- r---sin xt dt + — /„ — r— oos xtdt,
i - K  t % 1 - K  X
na 1 na
i - K
S (na K,x) = i X2(x) S* tQ'1 cos xt dt
i - K
- — f 1 X.(t ) e* ^2 ta_1 sin xt dt 
% o •
and 1 c -c
T ( n " K,x)= - / t”1{l- e* cos(ta Q'1— -tan 3p)] sin xt dt
% 1  -E 1 1 2  J
J 09 4 xQl ^4 “Q<) __
- - / t"1 e~ sin(ta ■■■■-■■ - tan oos xt dt.* i-K °1+02 2
74.
In order to establish the required result it is therefore 
only necessary to show that
a (nF K , xn ) , 3 (n5- K , xQ ) , x£ T(n5: K , xn )
all tend to zero as n — > °o for all sequences {xn } in­
creasing slowly enough to satisfy the stated conditions. 
Now we have |U (t )| £ 1 so that certainly
*/ 1-u„(t)
— -K■a A-
sin xt dt £ 2 / sin xt
~ -Ka
dt .
Integrating hy parts, 
j °  sin t J4_
JL.a *
f cos t




) as n .





11 i  -Kn
1'un (t) sin(xnt)dt = 0 (---^ o as n
xnn
under the conditions of the theorem. Further, we have 
t *  (t/nl/a) = Un(t) + i VQ(t) 
and since f^t) is absolutely integrable,
/ |Vn(t)| dt <
Then,
°o V (t ) OO
f — =—  oos (x t) dt = /




1I r~ Vn(u/xn } . ,I J 1 ------ COS u du I <
xnn
so that
tt-K a H e 71 „ lVn(t)l dtx
v„(t)l*£ cos(xn1:) dtl <_JV n?.{ lVt)ldt->07T - K.a xn
as n under the conditions of the theorem. We thus
have
n X  - Kx^ R ( na , xn ) ° as n —> <» 
for all sequences { xn } satisfying the conditions of the
1-K
theorem.
Ve now consider the case of S (na , x ). If a < 1,
x"
*S max-K ' 0(w)l = 0 (3 ^ ) )o£w£nE n‘
— > o as n — > °°
under the conditions of the theorem. If a > 1, on the 
other hand, (3.12) and (3.13) give, under the conditions of 
theorem







o as n — > 00.
Suppose this were not the case; we would have
76 .
(dr) > I (I-1) -
that is
1 > K /c 2 x
a 2 ^  ~ a “ a ' *
1However, K = ^ - ö where we can make ö (> o) arbitrarily 
small so that we must have
i > i  (5 - | -a)
which yields
(a - 2) (a - 1 ) > o .
This is not satisfied for 1 < a < 2 and thus provides us 
with the required contradiction. It follows then, from
(3*21 ), that
xz max xr | \(w) |nkn o^w4n^ o as n — > .
Thus, given e > o, we can choose N so large that 
xn max_K ( |\.,(w)| , |\2(w)| } < e
for all n > N, and then
sn f  X 2 (^ T7a} e 'ta/2 t&"1 00B(*nt) dt '
i - E
« e yiia e-ta/2 ta-1dt i e /“ e ta-1 2 e a
and similarly
I 4 e-1“7 2 «“ -’ ‘f *•
It follows at once that
i -K
S (na , xn ) — * o a a
77-
F in a l ly ,  we can c e r t a in ly  choose p o s i t iv e  c o n s ta n ts
IA and A so th a t
1-K
T (n n . . r s in  t  ^  r’ xn } < A f  1 . ,  - T — d t  + A
cos t d t .
xnn
- 7 - Kx na n
We have a lre a d y  shown by in te g r a t in g  by p a r t s  th a t
w









cos t 0 (■
~ K
Thus,






which a g a in  ten d s  to  zero  a s  n te n d s  to  i n f i n i t y  f o r  a l l  
sequences {xn } s a t i s f y in g  th e  c o n d itio n s  o f  th e  theorem . 
This com pletes th e  p ro o f o f th e  theorem  s in c e  by Lemma 3 .4  
we can remove th e  assum ption  o f a  f a c t o r  w ith  an a b s o lu te ly  
in te g ra b le  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n .
Theorem 3 *5 • 1 -  F (x  ) n v n y
1 -  I,(x n )
1 as
f o r  a l l  sequences { xn } so lo n g  as  th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  ex - 
ponent a  s a t i s f i e s  o < a < — •
P ro o f . In  view  o f Theorem 3.1 we have o n ly  to  c o n s id e r
th e  case  x. 00.
L et { * n } any sequence w ith  xn — > 00 a s  
I f
7 8 .
CO as n —*
for some 6 > o then the result follows from Theorem 3.3. 
It remains to consider the case where
-A as n
for any 6 > 0, that is,
o as n —> «»xnT+5
for any 6 > o .
We refer to Theorem 3*4« We clearly have
as n
so long as
1 + 6  « K £
for every 6 > o, that is 
(3-22) I K  > 4.
•iIf a 4 = a so that (3*22) always holds since we can
■1choose K to he arbitrarily close to ^ (> 2). If
■1 < a < 1, 'ft = 1 - a and (3*22) holds provided that
1 - a >
which yields
a < 75-1~2 •
The result of the theorem then follows immediately from 
Theorem 3*4.
Theorem 3.4 is not strong enough to enable us to ex­
tend the range of a in Theorem 3.5* Even if, in the case 
1 < a < 2, we make specific assumptions about the asymptotic 
behaviour of P^x) for large x (such as those made by
79-
Gramer (1963)) we are defeated by the condition
.a-1
i-K as n
We can go on to define zones of a-stable convergence 
which are analogues of the zones of normal convergence of 
Linnik (1961 ). Let ^ ( n )— > «> be any monotone function. 
The sequence of segments [o, Kf/(n)] will be called a zone 
of a-stable convergence for the random variable X if the 
condition
1 -  J* f x  1nK n' — > as n — > °°
1 -  ^ ( x n )
is satisfied for any x e . Zones [-^(n),o] of
a-stable convergence are similarly defined. It is clear 
that Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 can be restated in terms of the 
concept of a-stable convergence.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose X belongs to the domain of normal 
attraction of a two-sided stable law with characteristic
exponent o < a < ^ -~1- . If {&n l is a monotone se­
quence. then
Pr ( |Snl > an = o or 1
according as
l n"1 Pr ( |Sn| > an ) converges or diverges. 
Theorem 3.6 is obtained with the aid of the following 
lemma which is a weakened version of Theorem 2 of Peller 
(1946).
Lemma 3.5. Suppose X belongs to the domain of attraction 
of a stable law with characteristic exponent o < a < 1.
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thenx n1/a where x„ ■/* o n ----- n
P r ( | S n | > a n i*0 *) = o or 1
according as
Pr( | Xn | > an i . o .) « o or 1 .
Proof of Theorem 3 »6. Let an = xn n 1^ a . Consider 
first the case xn 00 as n —> <». Using Lemma 3.5,
Pr ( |S | > an i.o.) = 0 or 1
according as
Pr ( | > an i.o.) = 0 or 1
and since the events { | X | > an l are independent, we oh 
tain from the Borel - Cantelli lemma that 
Pr ( |X | > an i.o.) = o or 1
according as
Z Pr ( |Xn| > a ) converges or diverges,
that is
1Z — jr converges or diverges .an
The result of the theorem then follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.5 and its left hand tail analogue in the case
TT -- ^ OO .xn
If, on the other hand, 00 as n — > «> we can
choose K > 0 so large that
(3.23) llsnl > an] 3 {|Snl >Knl/aP
Also,
Pr ( |X | > K n1//a) = 0 (n~1 ) as n — > «>
so that
2 Pr ( |Xnl > K n1//a) diverges
and hence by Lemma 3.5
Pr ( |Sn l > K n1//a i.o.) = 1 .
Then, in view of the relation (3.23),
Pr ( |Sn | > an i.o.) = 1.
Further, by (3*23),
Pr ( ISa l > an ) > Pr ( |Sn|> K nl/a) = 0(1)
as n — » <» under the conditions of the theorem. It follows 
that
2 n 1 Pr ( |Snl > an ) diverges.
The proof of the theorem is now complete.
Theorem 3.6 is essentially dependent on Theorem 3.5 and 
if the range of a can be extended in Theorem 3.5 it can 
also be extended in Theorem 3.6. Absolute values are intro­
duced in the theorem in order to make use of Feller (1946), 
Theorem 2. Feller states, however, that this restriction 
is only a formal one and that it is not difficult to separate
the cases > a„ and < -an .n n n n
Theorem 3.6 takes interest in the light of the Borel - 
Cantelli Lemma and the general results 
Pr (Sn > 0 i.o.) = o or 1 
according as
2 n”1 Pr (Sn > o) converges or diverges
(Chapter 1) and
Pr ( | Sn | < x i.o.) = o or 1
82.
according as
£ Pr ( lSn l < x) converges or diverges 
(Chung and Puchs (1951 ))• It is not true in general that
Pr (Sn>an i-o.) = o or 1
according as
£ n Pr (Sn > an ) converges or diverges.
Por example, suppose the are normally distributed with
zero mean and unit variance, and that
an = n1//2 (2 log log n + 2 log log log n)1^ 2 .
We find
- Pr (Sn > an ) = 0 ( n log n (log log n )3/2 ) ,
using Peller (1957), Lemma 2, 166, so that 
£ n“1 Pr (Sn > an ) < oo.
Also, using the iterated logarithm results of Peller (1943), 
we see that the divergence of the series
n log n (log log n) 1 /2
implies that
Pr (Sn > an i .o.) = 1 .
3* Large deviations in the case of normal attraction to 
the normal law.
In this section we restrict consideration to large 
deviation problems for distributions which are normally 
attracted to the normal law in the case where xn = 0 (Vn) 
as n — > 00.
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Suppose the random variables X^ , 1=1,2,3,.... are 
independent and identically distributed with zero mean and 
unit variance. We define Zn = ii**^  £ X^ = Sn
and write $ (x) = j2% f eu du for the standardized
normal distribution function.
Using Feller (1957)» Lemma 2, 166, we see that when
xn = 0 (Vn) ,
1 - $ (xn ) = $ (-*n>/v e*n/2
Gramer (1938) has, in effect, established the follow­
ing theorem.
Theorem A . Suppose the random variable X^ has an analy­
tic characteristic function and, in addition, its distribu­
tion function F has an absolutely continuous component.
We have
Pr (Z > x ) ~  ^2 e v n n' xn
a1 " b 1XnPr (Za < - x n )~ ^  e as n —> °°
where xn = c 7n , c, aQ , a1, bQ, b1 being positive con­
stants with bQ and b^  not in general taking the value 
1/2 .
Feller (1943) has been able to drop the assumption of 
an absolutely continuous component by assuming the bounded­
ness of the random variables X^. He has, in effect, es­
tablished the following theorem.
84.
Theorem B. If |X| < 0 , then




Pr (Zn < - xn )<v a 1
xn
- h x  ^
e n  as n — > «>
where x_ ----- n = 0 (/n) and ao- a i ’ ^ 0 * are posi‘bxve con
stants with bQ and b^ not in general taking the value 1/2.
We go on to give a converse type theorem which narrows 
down the basic large deviation normal convergence problem in 
the case where xn = 0 (J n ) as n — > 00.
Theorem 3*7* If
a -b x 
e ° n
s1 -b x 2
Pr ( <  - x ) ^  —  e as n — *n n x„ —n
where xn = 0 (>/n) and aQ, a^, bQ, b^ are positive con­
stants then the X^ have an analytic characteristic function.
Proof. Take xn = /n. We have
Pr (Zn > xn ) = Pr (Sn > n)
* Pr (X > n) Pr (Sn_1> o).
Now by hypothesis
a - b n
Pr (S > n) ~  -p e 0 11 >fn
while Pr (S > o ) — * A by the central limit theorem. It 
is clear then, that
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-r n
(3*24) Pr (X > n) = o (e ) as n — > 00
so long as r„ < b .1 o
If we similarly consider 
Pr (Zn < - xn ) = Pr (Sn < - n), 
we obtain
-r0n
(3«25) Pr (X < - n) = o (e  ^ ) as n — > « 
so long as r^ < b^ .
Therefore, combining (3.24) and (3.25),
Pr (X > n) + Pr (X < - n) = o (e_rn) as n — » ~ 
so long as r < min (bQ , b^ ) and it follows frotm Lukacs 
(i960), Theorem 7*2.1 , 137 , that X has an analytic 
characteristic function. This completes the proof.
This theorem enables us to see more clearly what re 





In this chapter we introduce a class of determination 
problems which are interesting and apparently as yet un­
touched. The general problems are basically those of 
finding what passage time properties of a process we need to 
know in order to uniquely specify the process or, alternative­
ly, to find the set of processes having a certain passage 
time behaviour. We shall here discuss some of these prob­
lems but only in the case of a stationary Markov chain with 
independent increments. In a later chapter (6) the case of 
a finite stationary Markov chain will be taken up.
2. Remarks on a Wiener - Hopf type decomposition
Consider the random variable X with distribution func- 
tion F. Let p(s) = J e  dF(x), defined for each complex
■oo
number s = s^  + iS2 with ^(s^ ) < 00 (s^, s^ real). ^(s^ )
will be finite for s^  in some interval a < s^  < b with 
- o o ^ a ^ o ^ b ^ « »  and then / ( ( a ) will be analytic in the 
interior of the strip a,b. In the following, t shall de­
note a fixed complex number and \x will denote a fixed real 
number such that |t| < (in particular, < «»).
Also, H~ and H+ will denote the closed half-planes M’ M-
H" = {s : s1 ^ p} , H* = {s s s1 $ \ i } .
Further on, for convenience, a function /zf(s) defined on a 
closed subset H of the complex s- plane will be said to be
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analytic in H if f(s) is continuous on H and analytic at
every interior point of H. Therefore, if two functions
are defined and analytic in H~ and H*, respectively, theyM- M-
are analytic extensions of each other whenever they have the 
same value at each point s with Re(s) = p .
Denote by F ^ *  the n-fold convolution of F. The func­
tions [As)]" = / esx dF^*(x) , [^n(s)]*=Q/ esxdF^*(x)
are analytic in H~ and H* respectively, while
r r
I [As))'I « Aft) , (s e H ’) and |[As)) + | < Aft) ,
(s e ). Consequently, for |t| < [jf ()) ” , the functions
L-(t,s) = £ £  /°+e3X dP^n)*(x)n=1 n -*»
and
L+(t,s) = £ £  f  e3Xdp(n)*(x)n=1 n 04-
are analytic and bounded in H~ and H* respectively.p. p
Finally, let
M ‘(t,s) = exp { - L~(t,s)} , M+(t,s) = exp{L+(t,s)} .
Kemperman (1961(a)) establishes the following theorem.
Theorem A . For 111 < (*f(^)]”1 , we have
(i) M~(t,s) is defined and analytic in H~ , M+(t,s) is
defined and analytic in H+ , such that - - P
(1 - t £> (s)) M+(t,s) = M “(t,s) if Re(s) = p
and
lim M+ (t, s ) = 1 .
S ^  — >  -  oo
(ii) H"(t,s) and M+(t,s) are bounded in their
88.
r e s p e c t iv e  h a l f - p l a n e s .
On th e  o th e r  hand« g iv en  111 < [V(p)] , th e  p a i r
M ~ (t,s )  , H+( t , s )  i s  u n iq u e ly  determ ined  by th e  p r o p e r t ie s  
( i )  and ( i i ) .
Theorem 4.1 . Knowing th e  P.P.T»D. f o r  each x £ o i s  
e q u iv a le n t to  knowing M+( t , s ) .
P r o o f . Take f ix e d  x £ o . W rite
P-j ( x ) = P r (S 1 > x)
Pn U )  = P r  ( U J ^ . 1 S* < x , Sn  > x) , a  > 1,
f o r  th e  f i r s t  passage  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  and d e f in e  *
We have th e  r e l a t i o n s
P r  (M+ « x) = 1 - J 1 P i (x )
and
p ^ (x ) = 1- P r (M* £ x)
Pn (x ) = P r  x ) -  P r  ( l£  « x ) , n  > 1 .
I t  i s  c l e a r ,  th e n , th a t  knowing th e  F .P .T .D . f o r  a l l  x £ o 
i s  e q u iv a le n t to  knowing th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  fu n c tio n s  o f  a l l  th e  
, i fc=1, 2 , 3» • • • •
Now S p i tz e r  (1956) has shown th a t  f o r  | \ l < 1, I m( t )  £o,
J o  E(e ltM n ) = e x p ^ j J ^  (E( { s k >o} el t S k ) + p r  ( S j ^ o ) ) ] *
Thus, from th e  d i s t r i b u t io n s  o f  th e  , n  = 1 , 2 , 3 , •••» we 
can c a lc u la te  P r  (Sjj. « o) , k  = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  and th en ce
M+ ( t , s ) = expf j ^  E ( iS k > o }  e k ) ] .
I f ,  on th e  o th e r  hand, we a re  g iv en  M+ ( t , s )  , we can
8 9 .
calculate Pr (S^ £ o) , k = 1,2,3,..., from
M+ (t,o) = exp [ 1J 1 Pr (Sjj. > o ) ]
“ mi itl£and theme £ X E(e a) from Spitzer1 s relation. This
Xir- V/
gives us the distributions of the , n= 1,2,3,...
and hence the P.P.T.D. for all x £ o. This completes 
the proof of the theorem.
3. Determination of generating distribution from its 
P.P.T.D.
Ve are now in a position to pose one of the basic prob­
lems of this chapter. It is as follows: Suppose we know
the P.P.T.D. for all x £ o, can we detemine the genera­
ting distribution? Alternatively, the problem can be posed 
as a straight problem in analytic function theory. Namely, 
given M+ (t,s) can we determine (t,s) and hence fi (s)? 
This problem, for which we have only managed to provide a 
partial answer, has interesting implications quite indepen­
dent of the probabilistic interpretation.
We give firstly an example, based on the use of moments, 
which shows that, at least under certain circumstances, the 
knowledge of M+ (t,s) enables us to determine fi (s) . 
Theorem 4 «2 Let S^ = max (o,S^). Suppose that
the distributions of the set { S* , n*=1,2,3,...} can be
generated by the random variable X with E X > o ,
E X11 < 00 , ru=1,2,3, ... and X is determined by its 
moments. Then, if the random variable T is also a gene-
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rator of {S* , n=l, 2,3» • • • •} > X and Y have the same dis­
tribution.
Proof. Since X has moments of all orders and a posi­
tive mean, we have from Theorem 1.2 that
s i  Pr (S„ > n n o) s °o
£ nk Pr (S 4 o) < 00 , k=o ,1,2,....
Now Y+ = S* so E l *  < » • The conditions
£ n'1 Pr (Sn 4 o) < » and E n~^ Pr (Sn > o) s » then
imply, using results of Chapter 1, that E Y > o. Further, 
appealing specifically to Theorem 1.2 again, we see that Y 
must possess moments of all orders. This result, allied 
with the fact that moments of all orders exist for all the 
S* , ensures that Y possesses moments of all orders.
Write F for the distribution function of X and G 
for the distribution function of Y. Then, for each x £ o, 
G ^ * ( x )  « F^n ^*(x), n=1,2,3,.... With our hypo­
thesis of right continuity for distribution functions, we 
have
(4.1) / ixeiSXd F ^ * ( x )  = / ixeisxdG^n ^*(x),n*s1,2,3, .o- o -
and differentiating the equation
*C(s) = r elsxdp(n>*U)
Jj* a-OO
with respect to s, we have 
n-1
Therefore, using (4.1) and (4.2)
(4.3)
<Mt- ,(s )
*5-1(s) - n'1 /°" ixeiaxdP^n ^*(x)
Put s = o in equation (4*3) ; we obtain
(4.4) a.\y ) -n^fxdP(n)%)=a!jG)-n"1/°’xdG(n)*(x), n=1,2,3,..
where and |a^G ^}are the moments of X and Y respec-
tively. (The existence of moments of all orders for X and 
Y ensures the validity of the above operations).
Prom equation (4*3) and its derivaties with respect to 
s, we are led to a consideration of the behaviour of
n / x dPv ' (x) for arbitrarily large but finite k as— OO
|r T»*n — > «>. Write ym (x) = lx l or m according as |x| < m
or |x^  > m. Then, as m —* «>,
f  y (x) dF^*(x) t f °  |x|k dP^n ^*(x)— OO ill mm OO
by the monotone convergence theorem and given e > o, there 
is an mQ such that
n-1 /°" |x|k dP(n)*(x) < n ‘1 f ° ~ y (x) dP^n ^*(x) + -I .
—  OO —  OO m  c.
_ -1Now EX = p > o so that we have S n Pr (Sn^o) < <» and
we can choose N so large that Pr (S 4 0 ) < forn ^mo
n > N. Then, for n > N,
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/°~ |x|k dF(n)*(x)_ CO n“1 f °  ym (x) dP^n *^(x)- C O  Q
+  n"1 l{ix|k-ym (^)}^(n)*(x)o
< I + n’1 /°' |xlk dF<n)*(x)
- n"1 /w ym (x) dP^n ^*(x) 
o
< e »
so that n~1 / xk dF^*(x) — » o as n — » «. Analogous 
results obviously hold for G •
It is clear, then, that letting n —» » in equation 
(4.4), we obtain Further, differentiating
(4.3) r-1 times with respect to s and putting s = o,
we obtain
-1n 'l • • • •
r1+r2+.. .+rn=r ri lr2l •* #rn l r1 r2
-1=n ‘l • • • • 2 r„ ir
r.+r0+ ...+r =r 1 2  n
...2r r r ^ i G)4 ® ) • • -4°k-1£ ' u x F « (n)*(x)1 2  n x 1 2 n -°°
which is of the form 
(4.5) + S U ™ ,
= aiG) + S(ajG), a^G)
•» 4-1 ) " n"4«> (ix)rdP^n)*(x)
4 G)) - n-V°'(ix)rdG<n>*(x),
X — I -00
S being a sum of terms in the variables indicated• (The 
existence of moments of all orders for X and Y again en­
sures the validity of the above operations)♦ Now take r=2 
in (4.5)* Since alj ' = a!j , we must have
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(C
4 * >  -  i  .  4 0 )
and upon lettitfg n ^  00 , .(&)"2
the relation and equation1 1
we obtain (*) (G) k=1,2, ...,N
" 5 / (ix)2dö^ n^(x)XA-OO
In general, using 
(4.5) for r=2,3,..fN, 
and since N can be
taken arbitrarily large we see that k=1,2,3, ....
It follows that F = G since X is determined by its 
moments. This completes the proof of the theorem.
It is worth remarking that we have actually proved some­
thing slightly stronger than the theorem as stated above. We 
have, in faot, established determinedness in the case where 
E X > o, X possess moments of.all orders and X~ is deter­
mined by its moments.
We note that when E X } o we do not in general have
5 f xkdF^n ^(x) o asn -)« .—OO
of the normal distribution with E
^  / °  —  
II —OO w
For example, in the case 
X = o , E X2 * 1, we have
k-2
— > o as n » only when k=1. 
It follows that, in this case, the above approach will only 
yield equality of means .
The significance of EX in Theorem 4.2 is apparently
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only brought about by the approach that we have adopted 
above. This will be amply illustrated by theorems given 
below.
If we restrict consideration to lattice distributions 
(on the integers for convenience), potential theoretic 
methods provide some useful information in the case E X =o.
The technique appears to be of limited applicability to the 
problem in hand so we shall not go into it in much detail.
For a suitable introduction to the use of potential theory 
in the recurrent random walk see Spitzer (1961).
Let R be the set of integers. For x , y in R we 
define
An(x,y) = aa(x-y) = { Er (Sk=o) - Er (Sk=y-x)} .
We shall further suppose that the process {sn } is recurrent 
in the sense of Chung and Fuchs.
Lemma 4.1. (Spitzer (1962)) An(x,y) ( = an(x-y)) has a 
finite limit A(x,y) ( = a(x-y)) for all x, y in R.
The proof of this result, which is based on potential theo­
retic work of Kemeny and Snell, is surprisingly involved and
Spitzer has found it necessary to consider separately the 
2 2cases E F  < M and E X = “ . In the case where
pE X < » or the distribution of X is symmetric, Hoeffding 
(1961) has given a proof using characteristic function methods. 
Now we have
oo
a(x+y) - a(y) = s { Pr (S„ = -y) - Pr (S„ = -x-y) }n= ü xx xi
which we can clearly calculate for x S o, y $ o when we
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know the distributions S* , n=1,2,3,,..
We then make use of the renewal theorem of Spitzer 
(1962), 595» We have
La(x+y) -a(y)] = - p? if E X2 = 0-2< ■*>
= 0 if E x2 = » .
pSo that we can calculate cr We obtain :-
Theorem 4*3« Suppose that the set £S* , n=1,2,3,....) 
can be generated by the lattice random variable X with 
E X = o. If the random variable Y is also a generator
of {s^ , .............1 then E Y = o and E Y2 = E X2 if
E X2 < », E Y2 = » if E X2 =
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the results
given above when it is noted that E Y+ = E X+ < » and
£ n  ^ Pr (Sn^o) =°°, 2 n ”1 Pr (Sn >o) = °° imply that
E Y = o.
Our prospects of improving the amount of information 
available from the above approach would seem to rest on the 
problem of finding approiimations to a(x+y) - a(y) as y-> -«> 
in terms of the moments of X.
Another approaoh to determining the generating distri­
bution amounts to solving a set of integral equations (the 
convolution equations) involving the known distribution 
functions of the S* , n=1,2,3>**« and the unknown distri­
bution functions of the Sn , ns=1,2,3, ••• We can make 
reasonable progress with this approach in the case of 
lattice distributions. It becomes considerably more
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difficult, however, in the case of absolutely continuous 
distributions or distributions with a more complex set of 
points of discontinuity than a set of lattice points. The 
remainder of the theorems that we shall obtain in this sec­
tion will be for lattice distributions and are intended to 
be illustrative rather than to provide a complete discussion 
of the problem in this case. In the proofs we shall, with­
out loss of generality, assume that the lattice points are 
the integers.
We remark, firstly, that the composition of distribu­
tions is discrete if and only if all the components are dis­
crete. Thus, the discreteness of all the S* , n=1,2,3,... 
must ensure the discreteness of the generating distribution. 
Also, the form of S* will indicate that the generating dis­
tribution must be a lattice distribution on the integers.
We shall, for the sake of brevity, refrain from repeating 
these comments in the proofs below.
Theorem 4.4. A lattice generating distribution which is bounded is
/ uniquely determined by the distributions of its S^,ns=1,2,3, ... 
Proof. Suppose the random variable X with distribution 
Pr (X = i ) as pi , i=r, r-1, ...., 1, o, -1, ..., -s+1,-s,
generates the Sn , n=1,2,3,.... Let Y with distribution
Pr (Y=i) = , i= r,r-1, ...., o, -1, ....
be any other generator. We clearly have
q^ ss p^ o $ i 4 r .
Now
Pr (S2 = r-1 ) = 2 pjj., pr_±_, P± = 2
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so that
P _ !  =  1 _ .
Pr(S2 = r-2) = 2 + Pr-2-i Pi = 2 P^-2 -1 Pr-2-i»L
so that
P-2 " ^-2 ’
and we continue this procedure, obtaining in general 
Pr(S2=r-lc) = 2PrP.k * j ! * +1Pr-k -ipi = 2Pr*-k £ * + 1  Pr.k.i P,.
for k $ r, so that
P - l c  =  9 ^  ^ r *
It is clear, then, that if r M  the distributions of the 
S* , n=1,2 uniquely determine the distribution of X.
It remains to consider the case r < s. The distri­
butions of S* , tt=1,2 enable us to determine , 1£i4r .
It is easy to see that the additional knowledge of the dis­
tribution of S+ enables us to determine P_(r+i)> 14i4r •
Prom the distributions of S* , 14n^4, we can determine
p . , 14i$3r and generally from the distributions of S*-1 n ,
14n4k+2 , we can determine p_^ , 1^i^(k+l)r. In fact, 
for 1^t4r ,









■P-(kr+t) = ^-(kr+t) ’ 1 ^ t £ r.
It is clear that the above proof will suffice for the
more general case of a lattice distribution which is bounded
above. We have a recursive procedure for obtaining all the
probabilities and this establishes uniqueness.
Theorem 4*5 • A lattice generating distribution which is
bounded above is uniquely determined by the distributions of
its S , n=1*2*3?--- n
In the case of a generating distribution which is lat­
tice and bounded below it turns out to be more difficult to 
establish the uniqueness of the generating distribution.
This is because the problem of solving the integral equa­
tions for the unknown distribution of X” involves us with 
questions of the analytical form of the probabilities p.^ , 
i £ o as we cannot obtain a recursive procedure for deter­
mining the unknown p_^*s , i £ o . The equations for 
Pr (S2 = 3 ) will be linearly dependent or independent in 
the 8 according to the properties of the p^'s , i £ o.
Further, the equations for Pr (Sn=j) , n*3? will be of 
higher degree than the first in the unknown p_^ fs . In 
this case we have only been able to give a partial solution 
to the problem.
Theorem 4.6* Suppose that the set { S* , n=1,2,3?••••} 
can be generated by a random variable X whose distribution 
is of the form
Pr (X * j ) == pj ? d = —1,o,1,2,...
Then, if the random variable Y is also a generator of
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K  1 ^ = 1 , 2 , 3>• • • • }  i X and Y have the same d is tr ib u -  
t io n .
P roof. We can suppose
g iven  by
Pr (Y = j ) = q.




3 )  = i o ^  pj-k
kio ^  pd-ic
so th a t
( 4 . 6 )
00
P  . P . J. SB S
P-1 *0+1 k=1
Suppose th a t p . m > 0 , m
the sequence p^, P2 » P y  • •
00
P-1 pm+d = kEi
] £ l  Pd+* 4-lc ’ ^  0
We ob ta in  from ( 4 . 6 )
and adding over a l l  j £ o
( 4 . 7 ) P-1 (1 • P-1 ■ po ) -  4 - k i 1 -“ ’1 . “ p±} •
m+k-2
Henoe, in  view  o f the r e la t io n
( 4 . 8 ) P- k=1
we have, on combining ( 4 . 7 )  and ( 4 . 8 )
oo . m+k-2
£ q , j L # p.  r = 0
k=2 l i=1 1 J
which ensures
<l-(2+k) = 0 ’ k » o ,
1 0 0 .
and hence
P -1 =  *-1  •
T his com pletes th e  p ro o f o f th e  theorem .
F in a l ly ,  i n  th e  l a s t  o f th e se  l a t t i c e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
theo rem s, we r e tu r n  to  an approach  based  on th e  u se  o f  
moments.
Theorem 4 .7 » Suppose t h a t  th e  s e t  {s* , n=1, 2 , 3 , . . . . }  
can be g e n e ra te d  by a random v a r ia b le  X whose d i s t r i b u t i o n  
i s  o f  th e  form
P r (X
and E X > 0  .
* j )  -  Pj » j  = - r ,  -r+1 > - r+ 2 ,
Then, i f  th e  random v a r ia b le
•  •  •  •
Y i s  a lso
a g e n e ra to r  o f \ s+ l b n 11 n - 1 ,2 ,3 » • • • • }  » X and Y have th e
same d i s t r i b u t i o n .
P ro o f . S ince X i s  a  g e n e ra to r  o f {s*  , n=l >2,3» • • • *} »
E X > 0 , and E |X' I k < 00 , ic=1,2 ,3 ,  . . . . , i t fo llo w s
from  Theorem 1 .2  th a t
£ nk P r ( Sn  4 o ) < «> , k= -1 , o , 1, 2,  . . . .
£ n~1 P r (Sn > o ) = 00 .
Now Y+ = s |  so EY+ < 00 . The c o n d itio n s
£ n ”1 P r(S n >o) = «0 and £ n " 1 P r(S n$o) < 00 th en  im ply , 
u s in g  r e s u l t s  o f C hap ter 1, t h a t  E Y > o .
F u r th e r ,  ap p e a lin g  s p e c i f i c a l l y  to  Theorem 1 .2  ag a in  we
see t h a t  E | y "I k < “  , k = 1 , 2 , 3 , .........  I t  fo llo w s , by
th e  te ch n iq u e  used  i n  Theorem 4*2 th a t
E (X ')k  = E(Y")k k=o , 1 , 2 , -----
We u se  th e  f i r s t  (r+1 ) o f  th e s e  r e l a t i o n s .  Talcing th e
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distribution of Y to be
Pr (Y = j) ■ i j ’ j integral,
where
4J = p j ’ 0 * 0 ,
we may write these as
p -i + P -2 + • • •• + p -r 1.1 + 1.2 + q ^ + • • • •
p -i + 2p_2 + • • •• + rP.r = q._1 + 2q_2 + 3q.^ +••••
2 _2 .2
p -i + 2 P_2 + • • •• + r p.r = 1-1 + * * - 2  + 3 l.ß +...•
-r-1 r-1 .r-1 .r-1
P -1 + 2 P_2 + • • •• +r P.r = 1.1 +2 l-2+ 3 i . ß + ••••
0r r .r ..r
p -i + 2 P_2 + • • •• + r P-r = 1.-) + 2 q._2 + 3 q_^ +••••
Let
= (r+1 J1 1 <l_(r+1 ) + (r+2)1 1 q._(r+2) + ••••
we oan put the first r of these equations in the matrix 
form
(4.9)
'1 1 1 ---- 1
1 2 3 .... r
12 22 32 ----r2
P ”1 ” 1 — 1 
p -2 " ^-2 
p -3 ' 1-3 s
r A ( i ) i
a <2 >
a (3)
lr_1 2r -1 3r ”1 .... rr_1_ ^p -r ” r. .A<*i
Similarly, deleting the first equation and using the re­
maining r, we obtain
(4.10)
1 2 3 • • • • r
12 22 32 .... r2
r -s
p-i -  i-i 
P-2 " 1-2 =
[a <2 > 1 
a (3)
2r 3r .... rr .p-r ” ^-r« _A(r+1 \
1 0 2 .
-+
•
Using ( 4 . 9 ) ,  we have f rom Cramer's r u l e
(4-11 ) 
P - r -CL-
From ( 4 .1 0 ) ,  we o b ta in  s i m i l a r l y
. .  . ( r - 1  ) A(2)
. .  . ( r - 1  )"  A
(4 .1 2 )
P . r - 9 . r =
1 2 
1 22 ,2  „ \2 . ( 3 )
1 2r  3r  • • . ( r - 1  )r  A( r+ 1 )
1 1 1 •  •  •  #




3r ” 1 •  •  •  •







•  •  •  •
1 2r 3r •  •  •  •
1 1 1 • . .  1
1 2 3 • . .  r
r -1
, 0r -1  . r - 1  r -11 d 3 • • • r
Equa t ing  the two express ions (4 .1 1 )  and (4 .1 2 )  f o r
P - r  ■- q_r  , we o b ta in
1 1  1 . . .  1 A^1 ^ 1 1 1 .
r 1 2  3 • . . ( r - 1 ) A^2 ^
•
S 1 2  3 -
1 2r - 13I ‘- 1 - . - ( r - l ) r - V r )
r —1
1 2 y  1
( r -1  ) A
( 2 )
(3)
. . . ( r - D r - 1A( r+ l )





. . .  ( r - 1 ) 
. . .  ( r - 1 ) 2
1 2r ' 1 3r - 1 . . .  ( r -1  )3>1
[ rA^ 1 -^A^ 2 ]^ +
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1 1  1 . . .  1
1 2 3 . . . ( r - 1 )
1 2r ' 2 3r ’ 2 . . . ( r - 1 ) r - 2
[rA ( r ) -A( r + l ) ]
* r £ 1 ( - D r + i  
i= 2
1 1 1 
1 2 3
1 21 "231 ’ 2
1 21 31
1 2r “13r ' 1
(r-1  )




[ r  A^1 A^i + 1 s  0,
and expanding ou t  f u r t h e r  ,
( - 1 ) r+1 ( r - 1 ) t . . . 2 1 1 1  [ r A ^ - A ^ ]
+ ( r - 2  ) 1 ( r - 3 ) 1 . . .  21 11 [ r  A^r )  - A^r+1 M
+ V- l  ( - l ) r+1 ( r - 2  ) l ( r - 3 ) l ----- 21 11 j ^ " 1 J [rA( i ) -A(i+1 J]=0
( i-1  )where i s  th e  sum o f th e  p ro d u c ts  r - i  a t  a tim e
w ith o u t r e p e t i t i o n  o f  1 , 2 , 3» • • • » r - 1 . (T h is fo llo w s  from
M uir ( I9 6 0 ) , 333)- Thus,
(4 .1 3 )  ,S  ( - 1 J1 Z 1 ' 1 1 i=1 r-1
[ rA ( i )  - A( i + 1 ) ] -  0
,( r -1  )
where we have d e fin e d  PTm,  ^ = 1 f o r  co n v en ien ce .
Now f o r  n £ r  + 1, th e  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f q._n in  th e  e x ­
p re s s io n  ( 4 »1 3 ) i s
r




,i  i -1  )
1 0 4 .
Also, we clearly have the generating function 
(1 + x) (1 + 2x) .... (1 +(r-1)x) F y(±-1 ) r-i i=1 *r-1 x
so that, putting x 1 we have
(,- i> ( ’ -§>■■■■ O - ^ l  . <-Dr^ ,J,(-111 «fc” »1-'.
and the coefficient of q  ^ is^-n





so that we must have n * r + 1 It follows
immediately from equation (4.9), say, that = q_± ,
1 4 i $ r . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Yet another possible approach to the problem of de­
termining the generating distribution depends on the use of 
a canonical form for the (principal value of the) logarithm 
of the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible 
distribution and a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
function to be a characteristic function. It is the func­
tional form of the latter that seems to make the method in­
tractable. We include a discussion of the approach, how­
ever, as it is interesting even if unsuccessful at this level 
of development.
Take o < ji < 1 and define
f(t) = log [1 - p.fi (t)3
log (1 - \x)
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s 1lo g (  1 -p  ) £n=1
A t )  .
A ppealing  to  a theorem  o f Lukacs ( I9 6 0 ) , 202-203, we see 
t h a t  f ( t )  i s  a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n .
Now form  th e  i n f i n i t e l y  d iv i s ib l e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c ­
t io n
i T T T f t T  = exp { - lo g (1 - ja) [ f ( t ) - i ] }  
(Lukacs ( I9 6 0 ) , 8 3 , 2 0 3 ). We may w r i te
1 - u 
1 -p 0 ( t ) (1 -  M-) +
P jz( (t )( l -p) 
1- p M t )
which i s  in  th e  form
(1 -  p) h ( t )  + p k ( t )
where h ( t )  and k ( t )  a re  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n s ,  h ( t )=1 
b e in g  th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n  o f th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  which 
i s  d e g e n e ra te  a t  th e  o r ig in .  Thus, th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w ith
1 -pc h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n  -— al ways  has n o n -zero  p ro ­
b a b i l i t y  mass a t  th e  o r ig in  and hence cannot have a  norm al 
com ponent. Then, u s in g  th e  c a n o n ic a l foim  f o r  th e  lo g a ­
r ith m  o f th e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n  o f  an i n f i n i t e l y  d i v i ­
s ib l e  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  we may w r i te
(4 .1 4 )  - l o g ( l - p )  U ( t )  - 1] = i t a  + f °  (e i t u -1 - ^S )d M (u )
L -00 1 + u
+ /  ( e i t u  -1 - )dN(u) 
0+ 1+u^
where M(u) and N(u) c e r t a in ly  s a t i s f y  th e  c o n d itio n s  
( i )  M(u) and N(u) a re  n o n -d e c re a s in g  in  th e  i n t e r v a l s
( -  °°,o) and (o , 00) r e s p e c t iv e ly .
1 0 6 .
are
(ii) M(- oo) N(°°) = o .
(iii) The .0 o Qintegrals / u dM(u) and I u^dN(u)
- p. o
finite for every e > o .
These conditions must, of course, he supplemented hy others 
in order to ensure that f(t) is> a characteristic function.
When we know the distributions of the Sn , »2,3» •••»
we can calculate 
[f(t)]+ = logll-n) a5i a ^  (t)^  +
and we would like to see to what extent M and N are de­
termined by this.
In the case where X does not have a finite variance, 
we appear to be immediately defeated by our inability to ob­
tain information about M and N explicitly in terms of 
[f(t)]+ . If X does have a finite variance, however, we 
may replace the L6vy canonical representation given in &14) 
by the Kolmogorov representation and write
(4.15) - log(1-n) {f(t)-l} = ic t + o„ / (eltx-1-itx)x"2dK(x)
' ^  -oo
where c^ and C£>o are constants and K(x) is a distri­
bution function. Differentiating with respect to t and 
putting t = o, we see that
ci = '■ E X ,  Cq = ^ \p { 0  “M-) + 2|x(EX) } •
1 1-p. 2 (1 J
Also, If f(t) = / eitxdF(x) ,
—OO
n2
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whence
u o
/  xT dP (x)
“o o lo g ( l  -M<) K(u)
Thus, when we know th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  S* , n=1, 2 , 3 , . . . ,
we can c a lc u la te  K(u) f o r  u > o . Then, we m ust choose
K (u ), u  < o , so  t h a t  f  i s  a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n  and
i s  i n  a d d i t io n  such th a t  jrf(t) = -- { 1 - ) l° g (  1 “M-) J
i s  a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n .  T his l a s t  c o n d itio n  ap p ea rs
to  be n e c e ss a ry  because n o t ev e ry  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n  o f
th e  form  exp lo g  (1 -^ )  ( g ( t )  - l ] ]  i s  e x p re s s ib le  a s  a
1 - uc h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n  in  th e  form 1-phCt;
(g  and h b e in g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n s ) .
U n fo r tu n a te ly , th e  form s o f th e  n e c e ssa ry  and s u f f i ­
c i e n t  c o n d i tio n s  f o r  a fu n c tio n  to  be a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c ­
t i o n  seem to  make i t  im p o ss ib le  to  g e t  u s e fu l  in fo rm a tio n  on 
th e  above c o n d i t io n s .  I t  may, however, be p o s s ib le  to  ob­
t a i n  h e lp f u l  s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d itio n s  f o r  a  fu n c tio n  to  be a 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n .
4 . P assage tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f h ig h e r  o rd e rs
We w i l l  now in tro d u c e  p assage  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f 
o rd e r  h ig h e r  th an  th e  f i r s t • Take x £ o as th e  b a r r i e r  
p o s i t io n  and d e f in e  Nn (x ) as  th e  number o f in d ic e s  
nfc=1,2 ,3*  • • • *n f o r  w hich e i t h e r  Sm > x * Sm-1 o r
S „ > x ^ S . Some r e s u l t s  on th e  random v a r ia b lem-1 m
Nn (x ) have been g iv e n  by Chung (1950) and Kemperman 
(1 9 6 1 (b ))  ; N (o ) has *>een s 'to ä ie ä  hy Chung and Kac (1951) 
and Erd'ds and Hunt (1953)* The r t h .  passag e  tim e
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distribution (r £ 1 ), will be defined by
Pr ( T (r)(x) = n) = p£r) (x)
= Pr (Nn (x) = r, Nn-1(x) = r-1 ),
n = r,r+1, r+2, .... (taking Nq(x ) = o).
Theorem 4*8. For fixed x o), knowing the distribu- 
f r 1tions of T^ (x), r=1,2,3,... is equivalent to knowing the
distributions of Nn (x), n=1,2,3,...
Proof. For the sake of brevity we omit reference to the 
fixed x.
For n > k > o, we have
(4 .16) Pr (Nn = k) = Pr (Nn =k, Nn-1=k) + Pr (Nn=k, Nn __lS=k-1 ) 
and for n > k ^ o,
(4.17) Pr (Nn _1=k) = Pr ( N ^ - k ,  Nn=k+1) + Pr (Nn _.,-k, Nn=k)
so that, combining (4•16) and (4.17), we have for 
n > k > o,
(4.18)
Pr (Nn=k)- Pr(Nn _1=k)= Pr(Nn=k,Hn _1=k-l)- Pr(HQ=k+1 ,Hn _.,«k)
= PA”' " P(k+1 ) n
Suppose we are given the distributions of all the





Pr (N1 = 1)
Pr (Nn-1 = o ) - P r ( R n =o), n > 1 ,
1 - Pr (IT, = o) ,
. ( 1 ) 1 - Pr (N = o )
n2r=1
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and we can compute Pr (Nn = o ), n=1,2,3, Using
(4 •1 8 ), we have
£ Pr (N = k) - Z Pr (■_..« k) - , p ---- * pr=k+1 r r=k+1 r-i — i-.« r= z (k) . S rs=k+1 n r=k+1 "n
(k+1 )
so that 
(4.19) Pr (Nn = k) » (k)S p r=k ^
n (k+1) 2 P r=k+1
and we can compute Pr (N^ = k) , n > k > o . We can thus
calculate the distributions of all the Nn , n=1,2,3,...
Now suppose we are given the distributions of all the
y il— 1,2,3» •
culate the distribution of T
Using (4.17) for k = o we can cal-
(1 ) We have, as above,
(4.20)
'S'1
. ( 1 )
Pr (Nn = 1 )
Pr (Nn _1 = o) - Pr (Nn = o) , n>l
Further, using (4.18) , we have
k k2 Pr (N = r) - £ Pr (N = r)i*= "i n "i n —1
(1) . (k+1)
so that using (4.20) ,
(k+1) k> = 2 Pr (N . =n r=o v n-1 r) 2 Pr (N = r)r=o
(k+1 )and we can compute pn , n > k > o . 
calculate the distributions of all the T 
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.9. _2 Pr ( T ^  (x) = k)
We can thus
(p ) , r=1,2,3,
k=r 1 , r=1,2,3,...
if and only if the sequence {sn } » of partial sums
oscillates. That is, Pr (Sn > o i.o.) = Pr(Sn 4 o in.)= 1.
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Proof. We again omit reference to the fixed x. 
We have previously shown (Theorem 1.1) that
00 [ •] ]^2^ Pr (T^  = k) = 1 if and only if Pr (Sn > o i.o.) 1 .
Now, from equation (4.19) for k = 1,
m (2 )2 P i n=2 nPr (H„ = 1) = S pi1 ^ - S’ p'm n=1
Thus, in the case of a proper P.P.T.B.,
= 1 - lim Pr (N = 1 )OO2 PM n=2 n m -»00
= 1 - Pr (Nw b 1) ,
following the notation of Kemperman (1961(h)) .
Similarly, if the first and second P.T.B's. are 
proper, we find 
00 (Pn = 1 - Pr (N„ = 2)
and in general if all the P.T.B’s. up to the (r-1)th. are 
proper, we find
2 p^r ) = 1 - Pr (N = r-1) . nasr n
Now Kemperman (1961(h)) has shown that
Pr (Nto = 21c) = 0 if and only if Pr (S ^ o i.o.) =1]
/■ k=o ,1,2/«»Pr (Noo=2k+1 ) = o if and only if Pr (Sn >0 i.o.) =1;
so it follows immediately that all the P.T.B's. are proper 
if Pr (Sn  ^0 i.o.) = Pr (Sn > 0 i.o.) = 1 (that is,
{ Sn) oscillates).
On the other hand, if {Sn} oscillates, the F.P.T.B.
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I t  i s  c l e a ri s  p ro p e r  and P r  (Nto = r )  = o , r = o , 1 , 2 , . . . .
t h a t  we w i l l  o b ta in  p ro p e r  P .T .D 's .  o f  a l l  o r d e r s .  This 
com pletes th e  p ro o f .
I f  we know th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f th e  Nn (x ) ,n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  
f o r  some f ix e d  x £ o , th e n , u s in g  Theorem 4 .8 , we know 
th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  T ^ ( x ) ,  r = 1 , 2 , 3 , • • • ,  and hence th a t  
o f T ^ ( x ) .  We a ls o  know P r (Sn ^ x ) ,  n=1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  from
th e  r e l a t i o n s
P r(S 2n^x)= Pr(N 2n=o)+ Pr(I^n=2) + . . . +  Pr(N 2n=2n), n - 1 ,2 ,3 ,  •• •
P r ^S2nf14;£)=Pr^ n+1=0 +^ P r^ n+1= 2 )+ - • •+ ^ (N 2a+=2n ) ,  n = o ,1 , 2 , . . .
I f  we know th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f T ^  ^(x) and 
P r (Sn ^ x) , n=1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . ,  f o r  some f ix e d  x £ o, we cannot
compute th e  d i s t r i b u t io n s  o f  th e  Nn (x ) , n  = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . .
In  o rd e r  to  see t h i s  we a tte m p t to  compute th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
o f N^(x) ( th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  N2 (x ) can  be e a s i ly  ob­
ta in e d  ) . We have to  compute 
Pr(Ny=o)= P r ( S ^ x ,  S2^ x , S ^ x ),
P r(N y=1 J sP r tS ^ x *  S2^x ,S ^> x)+ P r(S 14 x ,S 2>x, S^>x)+Pr(S1 >x, S2>x, 
Pr(N^=2 )=P r(S 14 x ,S 2> x ,S ^ x )+ P r(S l >x,S24 x ,S ^ x )+ P r (S 1>x,S2>x,S^x3 
Pr(N 3=3)= P r(S 1>x,S24x ,S 3>x) .
We can c a lc u la te
P r  (N3 = o) = 1 - + Pg1 5 + P31 J )
and
P r (N3 = 2) = P r (S 3 < x) - P r (N3 -  o) .
However, we do n o t have enough in fo rm a tio n  to  compute e i t h e r
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Pr (Ny=1 ) or Pr (N^=3)« We can, in fact, find only one 
more element, namely the element Pr (S^x,S2^x,S^>x)(=P^ ^ ) 
of Pr (NyO )•
5. The problem of the information content of the higher 
P.T.D* s .
In this section we will consider the following basic 
problem : Does the knowledge of the complete set of P.T.D's.
for all x £ o give essentially any more information about the 
generating distribution than the knowledge of the F.P.T.D. 
for all x £ o ? We have already shown in section 2 that 
it does not, at least in certain cases.
Define Kn(x) as the number of indices m?=1,2,3, ♦ • • ,n 
for which Sm < x . Kn(x) ilas ^een s'kuäied ^y Kemperman 
(1961(a)). There is an extensive literature on Kn(o)$ 
the work usually being related to the arccsin law. See for 
example Andersen (1949), (1953(a)), (I953(t>)), (1954),
Darling (1951 ), Erdos and Kac (1947), Lipschutz (1952), 
(1953), Maruyama (1951 ), Spitzer (1956), Udagawa (1952).
Theorem 4.10« A knowledge of M+ (t,s) (or equivalent­
ly a knowledge of the P.P.T.D. for all barrier positions 
x > o) is equivalent to a knowledge of the set of distribu­
tions of the Kn(x) , n=1,2,3,•••, for all x > o .
Proof. Kemperman (1961(a)) has shown, in effect, that
for x > o ,
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t n E( f
p M ( t ,o ) [M  ( p t , o ) ]  { l - [ l - ö ( t ) ]  J dF+( t , y ) j
where
(4 .2 2 )  1 - ö ( t )  = exp f - Z n~1( l - p n ) t n Pr(S =o) 1
L n=1 ' n J
and
-1
( 4 .2 3 )  1 - [1 - 6 ( t ) ]  / +esxdP+( t , x )  = M+( p t , s )  /  M+( t , s ) .
Now suppose we know M+( t , s ) .  Prom eq u a t io n  (4 .2 3 )  
we can o b ta in  P+( t , x )  /  1- 6 ( t )  v i a  th e  i n v e r s i o n  theorem 
f o r  Laplace  t r a n s f o r m s .  I t  i s  c l e a r  th e n ,  from ( 4 «21 ), 
t h a t  i f  we know H+( t , s )  we can  compute th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
of  th e  Kn (x) , n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . ,  f o r  x > o .
A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  suppose we know th e  s e t  o f  d i s t r i b u ­
t i o n s  of th e  Kn ( x ) ,  n=1, 2 , 3 r • • • • » f o r  x > o . Since 
F+( t , x )  i s  r i g h t  con t inuous  we can c a l c u l a t e ,  from (4*21 ),
oo K (o + )
t n E( p n ) =pM +( t , o )  /  M "(p t ,o )
= pM+( t , 0  ) /  ( 1 - p t )  M+( p t , o )  .
We t h e r e f o r e  know M+( t , o )  /  M+( p t , o ) .  Put  p = o ; we have
M+( o ,o )  = 1 and can th u s  c a l c u l a t e  M+( t , o ) ( a n d  M”( t , o ) ) .  
R e tu rn ing  to  (4*21) ag a in  we can th en  c a l c u l a t e  
F+( t , x )  /  1 - ö ( t )  and hence f i n d  M+( p t , s )  /  M * ( t , s )  from
( 4 . 2 3 ) .  Put  p = o ag a in  ; we f in d  M+( o , s )  = 1 and can 
th u s  c a l c u l a t e  M+( t , s ) .  This  completes  the  p ro o f  o f  the  
theorem.
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We note, therefore, that in order to see whether the
knowledge of the passage time distributions of all orders
for all x  ^o contains essentially more information about
the generating distribution than a knowledge of the F.P.T.B.
for all x £ o, we must compare the information given by the
distributions of the N (x) (n=1,2,3,...) for x £ o with
that given by the distributions of the Kn(x) (n=1,2,3,...)
for x > o. If we know the distributions of the N (x)n
(n=1,2,3»•••) for x £ o, we can calculate the distribu­
tions of the Kn(x) (n=l,2,3,•••) for x > o. As regards 
the reverse procedure, it is clear, at least, that if we 
know the distributions of the Kn(x) (n=1,2,3,...) for all x 
we can calculate the generating distribution (and hence the 
distributions of the Nn(x) (n=1,2,3,....) for x £ o). We 
have, of course, shown previously that, at least in certain 
cases, the knowledge of P.T.B's. of order higher than the 
first is superfluous. The analysis given by Baxter (1961) 
indicates that the consideration of (Nn(x), n=1,2,3,... 
in general is basically a far more complex problem than the 
consideration of {Kn(x), n=1,2,3 , . . . .
It is worth remarking that, for a fixed x £ o, a
(i1 ) (iP ) (ip)
knowledge of all probabilities Pr (A^  , A^ A^ *
A^ n ) where i^ = 1 or 2 and k ^  ^ = {Sr^x } , A^ .2 ^=JSr>x}
is sufficient to enable us to compute both the distribution 
sets { Pr (Nn=k) , k=o,l,2,.. .,n, n=1,2,3,...} and
{Pr (Kn=k), k=o,1,2,..-,n, n=1,2,3,.... } . It is clear,
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however, that a knowledge of either of the distribution
sets (for fixed x) does not permit us to calculate all the
, (i- ) vi2 ) (in),probabilities Pr (Alj 1 , ,...., An ). We men­
tion that, given the generating function F, the probabili-
(i1 ) (i2 ) (in )ties Pr (A^  , A2 >••••» An ) can be calculated from
integrals of the form / .... f dP(x^ ) dF(x2 ) ••• dP(xn )
taken over the appropriate space. For example,
Pr (S^  >x, S2^x, Syix,---, Sn4x)= dP(x1)dP(x2 )...dP(xn )
with range of integration x^>x, x^+x24x, x1+x2+x^4x, ....
•.•, x^  +x2+ ... +x^£x•
Suppose we are given the set of probabilities 
(iJ Up) (in )Pr (A1 , A0 , ...» An for all x £ o and we want to
calculate the generating distribution. What we can do, 
for example, is calculate Pr (S^ix, Sn_.j>x), n=s2,3»4, • • • • 
Now we have
(4.24) Pr (Sn4x, Sn_1>x) = /+ ?(x-y) dP(n'1 ) (y), n>2 , 
and we can calculate the functions
k ,(t) = /“ eitx(/ F(x-y) dF(n'1) (y)}dx, n=2,3,4,... n-1 o x+
= f° eituF(u) [ .TeitvdF(n"l) (v)]du, n-2,3,4, ••• 
u=-°° v=-u
(putting x-y = u , y = v).
Also, we can calculate Pr for x >, o and hence
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° o  .1 J_ / _  -J \ *
J e dP'1 “ (v) for u « o , n £ 2. We are thusv= -u
left with the set of integral equations
JL eltUp(u^v=-u eltVdI!(n'1 J (▼)] du = kn_1(t),n=2,3,4,
P(u) for u < o being the unknown.
For example, in the case where the generating func­
tion is the Laplace distribution (frequency function
f(x) =s -g e , — °° < x < °°) , the first two integral equa­
tions would be





k2(t) - 16(1-it) ■2 + 32(1-it)
Trrlrry _/°(l-u)F(u)eudu + C  •
Making use of the first equation, the second one reduces to
t t = / ue”u F(-u) du .0 o
Now it is clear that for x > o , - S - F^n  ^ (x) is of the
form e X polynomial of degree (n-1 ) in x. 
therefore be able to obtain, upon reduction,
We must
/ un e’u P(-u) duo 2n+2 , n=o,1,2,...
Then,
£ ^7  f  e"w P(-u) du = F(-u) dun=o 0 o
1 i (|)n4 n=o .




so that, putting 1 - X = \x ,
oo
/ e_tiu F(-u) du = „,,1 v o 2(l+n)
Integrating by parts we can then obtain the Laplace - 
Stieltjes transform of the negative half of the distribu­
tion and thence the distribution itself via the inversion 
theorem.
It does not seem possible to apply this sort of 
method in general. In fact, it would appear that each case 
must be treated on its individual merits. For example, in 
the case where the generating distribution is N(o,l), we 
obtain
J2%n kn (t) = _/°eitu ?(u)[ /“ eitv A  5 dv] du, n=1,2,3»...
that is,
J2i k(t) = /° eitu F(u) [ r  e175 ^  e‘ ^ d v ]  duU=-co Üw~35
V(putting w = ^  )
1 2 - w W
(putting s = Tnt, z ).
This equation appears to have a completely different charac­
ter to that obtained in the Laplace case. In this case 
it appears to be the Fourier transforms that have got us into 
difficulty but a straightforward approach from equation
(4.24) is just as unrewarding. It seems that the problem
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of the calculation of the generating distribution from the
(i. ) (i0 ) (i )
set of probabilities Pr (A^  , A2 d An n )
is no simpler in principle than the problem of its calcula­
tion from the F.P.T.D.
Finally, it is worth remarking on the case of a 
single barrier at zero. We have shown that knowing M+(t,o) 
(that is, knowing the F.P.T.D. with the origin as barrier) 
is equivalent to knowing the distributions of the 
Kn(o+), n=1,2,3, .... We also know, from Theorem 4.8,
that knowing the distributions of the T^r ^(o), r=1,2,3, •••, 
is equivalent to knowing the distributions of the 
Nn(o), n»1,2,3,.... This gives some insight into the
character of the difference between Nn(o) and Kn(o+)
(see the comments of Baxter (1961 ), especially 52).
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CHAPTER 5
QUEUES
1 . The queueing situation and the problem of the deter­
mination of the generating queue from the waiting time and 
stationary waiting time distributions.
Let t he the time interval between the arrival of r
the r th and (r+1)th customers; the t being indepen­
dent and identically distributed random variables. Let sr
be the service time of the r th customer; the sp being 
independent and identically distributed random variables. 
It is assumed that the sets {srl > are independent.
Let wp be the waiting time of the r th customer. We 
see that
W^ = 0
wr+1 + *r = wr + sr if w + s^ r r
wr+1 = 0 if tr » + sr r
so that writing up = sp , we have
(5.1) *r+1 = wr + ur if wr + ur > 0 ]
= 0 if wr + u r  <  o J
r * 1
r > 1
In view of our assumptions, the up are independent and 
identically distributed and u is independent of w .
Now let Pp(x) Pr (wp 4 x). wp is necessarily
positive so that Fr(x) = o for x < o , and Fp(o) is 
the probability that the r th customer will not have to
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w a it and hence in  g e n e ra l Fr (x ) w i l l  have a d is c o n t in u i ty  
a t  th e  o r ig in .  S ince w^  = o , F ^(x) = 1 f o r  x £ o .
The e q u a tio n s  (5*1 ) can he used  to  o b ta in  a r e la t io n s h ip  
betw een Fp (x ) and Fp+1( x ) .  For any x ^ o, we have
Fr + i ( x )  = P r  (wr+1 « x)
= P r (wr  + u r  « x )
(5 .2 )  =ur £ c  Pr (x - V  dG(ur>
where G(x) i s  th e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  fu n c tio n  o f any u r  .
T his queueing  problem  can r e a d i ly  be r e l a t e d  to  a ra n
dom w alk w ith  an ab so rb in g  b a r r i e r .  E qu atio n  (5*2) w ith
r=1 g iv e s ,  f o r  x ^ o
F0( x ) = /  dG(u. ) = P r (u 1^x)
* u ^ x  ' 1
s in c e  F ^ x )  = 1 f o r  x > o . Then w ith  r  s  2 ,
F .(x )  = /  /  dCKu.. )dG(u0 ) = P r (u.,+u0£x, u 04x)
J u2«x u ^ x - ^  1 * \ d *
and g e n e ra l ly ,  by in d u c tio n ,
Fr+ 1 (x ) = P r  ( u ^ + . . .  + u r *x, u 2+ . . .  + up4 x , . . . . , u p<x)
= P r ( u ^ x ,  u 1+u2$x, . . . . ,  u^+u2+ . . .  .+ur ^x)
s in c e  th e  u^ a re  in d ep en d en t and i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d .  
The passag e  tim e p r o b a b i l i t i e s  f o r  a  random walk w ith  an 
ab so rb in g  b a r r i e r  a t  x £ o a re  g iv en  by 
P-j = 1 ” F2 ( x )
pr  = V x) " Pr+ 1 (x ) * r  > 2 •
The queueing  problem  th u s  co rresp o n d s to  an i n f i n i t y  o f
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random walks with different harriers, one for each value of 
x considered. This was first noted by Lindley (1952).
It emerges, therefore, that the problem of determining 
the distribution of the difference between the service time 
and inter-arrival time from the complete set of waiting time 
distributions is precisely a problem of the type discussed in 
the last chapter; namely that of determining the generating 
distribution given the P.P.T.D. for all positive barrier 
positions.
We will discuss at some length in this section an ex­
tension of this problem which is of considerable importance. 
This is the problem of characterizing those distributions 
which generate the same stationary waiting time distribution 
w. This resolves itself into two problems. Firstly, we 
have the problem of finding the class of sets {w^*^} where 
is the waiting time of the n th. customer and 
w = lira w^1 ^ . Secondly, we have the problem of finding
n - *oo n
the set { u ^ }  of random variables which lead to the 
waiting times {w^*^ > n=1,2,3*•••} •
We have, in effect, shown in the last chapter that
(i)under certain circumstances there will be a unique u^ 
which leads to the set { w ^  , ifc»1,2,3, ...} of waiting
times. It seems almost certain, however, that w can 
always be generated by a multiplicity of {w^  s * Some 
partial results in this direction will be given. It will 
be shown, for example, that no Gl/ M /1 queue is uniquely
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determined by its stationary waiting time distribution. On 
the other hand it may happen that under certain restrictions 
on the possible generators we obtain uniqueness. We will 
show, for example, that if the generating queues are known 
to be restricted to the class M/ G /1 then the stationary 
waiting time distribution uniquely specifies its generator.
In the above statement of the problem it is the unique 
determination of u that has been discussed. In order to 
fully determine the queue we need to factorize u(= s - t ) 
into the difference of two independent non-negative distri­
butions. In the trivial sense, at least, this factoriza­
tion is never unique since for positive constant a we have 
(s + a) - (t + a) s s - t. In the non-trivial sense the 
question is largely open as in fact are most general prob­
lems on the arithmetic of distribution functions. The only 
type of comments we can make are obvious ones such as if u 
is discrete, lattice and bounded above (below) it can always 
be factored so that the service time (inter-arrival time) 
distribution is constant. We can, however, take some con­
solation from the fact that in most of the problems under 
consideration in this chapter either s or t is specified. 
In this case there is, of course, no problem in determining 
the other factor.
We now proceed with the analysis. We shall firstly 
obtain a slightly illuminating relation between the Laplace 
transform of the stationary waiting time distribution and 
the Wiener - Hopf factor M+ for the distribution of the
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difference between the service and inter-arrival times.
E (e6u) is defined for each complex number 0 such
that E { e(Re 0 )u } < “ . Write TJ = ? u , andn I*— -j r 1
^ k(0 ) = E exp (0Uk ) where = max (0,Uk ). Then 
we have, following Spitzer (1956), Theorem 3 .1, for o£t<1,
(1 - t) S E(e9Wn) tn = ft exp £ [ % ( « ) -  l]tk
00 ^  -Q
= exp j [ E( {Uk>°}e k ) - P r ^ X ) )) tk. 
Thus, taking the limit as t -* 1 - , we have
OO I Ö  U t_
E (eew) = lim exp Z £ [E({Uk>o} e ) - Pr(Uk>o)}t 1 - k=1 k K *
(5-3) limt-*1- M+(t,o)
which is a generalization of Smith (1953)» 458, equation 29*
itThe relation (5*3) gives us a quan1j(ative indication of just
how much information about u we lose when we take the
tlimit of the wn s . The quantity of information in our
, M + / j. 0  ^possession is reduced from H (t,© ) to lim L  »— f.t-*1- M+ (t, 0 )
It is my contention that a knowledge of the latter is never 
sufficient to determine u uniquely. It does not seem 
possible, however, to exhibit in the general case two dis­
tinct distributions leading to the same ratio lim M (t^J.
t **1" M+(t,o)
On the other hand, for special types of generating distribu­
tions we can often derive explicit formulae for M+(t,0 ) .
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In some of these cases that we shall consider here there is 
little difficulty in constructing distinct generating dis­
tributions leading to the same lim ^ (t ? .
t -»1 M (t,o)
As a preliminary to later investigations we shall ob­
tain the Wiener - Hopf factors and the stationary waiting
*
time distributions for the dual queues E^/ G- /1 and G-l/ E^/1 . 
The analysis that we give is that of Prabhu (1964) with the 
exception of minor modifications.
We consider firstly the queue Em/ G- /1 in which the 
inter-arrival time t has the type III (gamma) distribution 
with distribution function
1 -  V  e -|JJC ix£lä x £ o
0=0 3 *•
O X < O ,
while the service time s has distribution function B(x)
°o
and Laplace transform *v|/(0) = IQ e” xdB(x). Write
un = sn " *n * * *  Un
n£ u . r=1 r If Kn (x) is the distri­
bution function of Un , then an application of the convo­
lution formula yields
d i w  = d x / e-^(v-x) r v - ^ r - 1 dB<a)*(x), - ~<x<~ ,n v=max(o,x) (mn-1) l
where B (n)
-1 t
is the n fold convolution of B. Then,
* The queues are dual in the sense that each is obtainable
from the other by interchanging the inter-arrival and
service time distributions.
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00 zn r° _9x1  e*x dKn(x)
= ”  I n / °  e6xdx / “ e ^ (v -x ) ii.mn(v -x )mn"^dB^n ^*(v) 
1 n v=0 (mn-l')'.
11 oo
1 " v=o
^ zn / inn
~  ^n V{0K e
-IJl
°° ' mn/___ \inn-1
o (mn-i rrz I / e ^ vdB(n)*(v) / e“(0+^ )x i C l r.« ) 'to
(5-4)- | 1 ° X  < * > '  f  ^
In order to simplify this equation further we consider 
the functional equation 1 - z /rf (0 ) s o where |zl< 1 and
t (6 ) = E( e9 u )
111
■ ä ^(-9). Put 1 =  1 + £ 5 the 
(h+9)
equation 1 - z fi (d) = o becomes
(5-5) 1 - z = o .
Let N(z) "be the number of roots of the equation (5*5) in­
side the unit circle |TI s 1 • We make use of the well 
known formula
-*i i ^1^(1-?)}
N U )  " r  = 2%i l /=1 1 - Z
d 1
where r is the sum of the orders of the poles of
)} inside |TI = 1. Now N(z) and r (=m)
are both integral while
1 f ~z 7TT 1 1 -T)}
2*i «1-1 i-zrmi/{n( 1-1)1 dt
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is a continuous function of z , |z|< 1, which tends to 
zero as z tends to zero. It follows, then, that N(z)= m. 
Denote the m roots in |"f|< 1 of equation (5*5) by 
^r(z) , r=1,2,...,m. We now obtain the Lagrange ex- 
pansion of log (1 -'S (z)5~') as
(5-6 ) log (1 - !r(z)3"1 )
1 ,oo (wizm )J d j-1- £
1m
d=i i • CcS) ( W 1-*)} jk)X=0
where are the mth. roots of unity
Adding (5*6) over r=1,2,....,m, we obtain
m 1
(5.7) £ log (1- S (z)F )
r=1 r
m
=  - £
mn-1
n=l t”“1)’-'mnTT (£ ] x=o
ll I > max j'l . (z ) I , since 
1 <i<m
£ ooJ = m if j is a multiple of m r=1 r
= o otherwise.
Further,
■^ 1 ii(i-x)}n_L £ e-(^-^)v dB(n)*(v) .Xl^
1
/ V ^ d B (n)*(v) q+1p=o pi q=o j
/” e ^ W n)*(v) -4rp+1
0 p=o P* q=p ^
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(5.8) r“ -uv (n)*, , » n 9 (tiv)p tp_<l_1/ e ^ dB' ; (v) £ x1 £ — ----=-
0 q=o p=o P •
Hence, using (5*8) in (5*7), we obtain 
nx . n ~ / \mn-p£ logd-i (z)r')= - s | r 17 V pv ' ^ <n>*r- 1 r n=1 n p='i o (mn-p) l (v)
which we can write in the form
(5-9) S log (9 ~ 9lXz))= - £ fn r  ( ^ ) P 7e-pv [ ^ 5 , PdB(n)(v ) r=1 ö+M- n=1n p=1 ö+M- o (mn-p)i v '
where 0 r(z), r=1,2,...,ra are the m roots of (e+jjl)m= z^(-9)
with Re ©r(z) < o for |z| < 1. Comparing (5*4) and
(5*9) we finally obtain
m
M ” (z, 0 ) m i ^ 1)r=1 0+ ja , |z|<1, Re6 » o ,
and then
- m ö- &Az)
M+ (z, 9 ) = ----j-f—. TT (— T---- )» |zl<1, Re 6 ^ o .
’ i - z ) z ( (e  )■!!•, e +  n
The stationary waiting time distribution has Laplace trans-
•m
TT 0
ew' —  M+(z.0 ) _ iim (1.Z) r=1(1" ~ T t (' z ) )
z-»1-
form 
E (e ) limz-*1- M (z,o) ( u  | ) m - z t ( - e )
r
Now we know that if wn is the waiting time of the n th.
(n > 1 ) customer, we have wn = max (o, U -j), where
U = 2 u . Then, from Theorem 2 of Spitzer (1957), a
n r=1 r
stationary waiting time distribution (w = lim w ) existsn -><*>
if and only if 2 — pr (U^ > o ) < 00 . In the case where
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Es < 00 , this will hold if and only if Et < «> and 
Es < Et or Et = °° (Spitzer(1956)). In the case under 
consideration there will exist a non-degenerate stationary 
waiting time distribution if and only if -*\p (o) < — , that
is p < 1 where p = - s- ~ --- is called the relative traffic
intensity. Thus, as z-*1, 0p(z) Qp(l ), r=1,2,...,m
where 9r(l), r=1,2,...,m are the m roots of the equation
( e + p.)m = p.m^ ( - e )
such that Re 0r(1) < 0 , r=1,2,...,m-1, while Re ©m(1) < 0
or 0^(1 ) = 0 according as p> 1 or p < 1 .
Differentiating the equation
fem(z) + ia.}m = zpm -em(z)}
with respect to z and putting z = 1, we obtain when p < 1 
e'm(l ) = H [ m - mp]"1 .
Thus, we finally have, using L'Hospitals theorem in talcing 
the limit,
m-1
(5.10) E (e6w) = ° ' P)r i  —  
a result due to Takacs (1961 ) .
r=1
0
9r d  )
P <  1,
We now proceed to obtain the Wiener - Hopf factor 
M+ (z, 9 ) for the dual queue Gl/ Em / U  Here the inter­
arrival time t* has distribution function B(x) and Laplace 
transform ^(e) while the service time s' has the gamma 
distribution with distribution function
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1 X >y O- m£1 e"»“  (Ml; 
j=o Ö •
X  < 0 .
We have for - <» < x < « f
Kn (x)
1 - Kn (- x - o)
where the undashed terras refer to the dual E / G /1 queue.
Thus, for the W /  Em/1 queue ,
M+(z,9) = exp |, <»; 2 1 1 i /> ex<u)i
= exp | 
ra
00
z• 1 ( _£°’e'®x « a < * >}
(5.11) n 1r=1 E e T e i r S ) }  ’ | z |  <  1 ’
I -1The stationary waiting time distribution exists if p = p < 1 
in which case its Laplace transform is given by
(5.12) E ( e 9w') = Xim = IT ir 1 -  SL-----*z -* 1 - H+(z,o) r=l
^ 1 + ^ r ( D
Next we sha^ .1 go on to obtain, under the least re­
strictive conditions possible, a representation, originally 
due to Smith (1953)» of the stationary waiting time distri­
bution in the queue GI /G/ 1 .
Theorem 5*1 (Heyde (1964(b))). Let y(z) = E (eizu).
Suppose the service time characteristic function is analytic 
in the half-plane Iraz > - c (c > o ). Then, so long as 
Es < Et  ^ , the stationary waiting time distribution exists
and has ouraulant generating function given by
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K(li) = lo g  E (e_,iW) dz
f o r  He(jji) >, o 
to  + 00 in
’  - &  fr  i»« C'-K®n
where r  i s  a co n to u r ex ten d in g  from - 00
and 0 > c< Im z < o 1
T his ex ten d s Theorem 2 o f Kingman (1962) in  which he 
o b ta in e d  t h i s  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  s u b je c t  to  th e  c o n d itio n  th a t  
B t  < »  . This p ro o f co rresp o n d s c lo s e ly  to  th a t  o f
Kingman.
P ro o f . He w r i te  ^ k (p)  = E exp (-pU£) , where
u£ = max (0 , Uk ).  Then, fo llo w in g  S p i tz e r  (1957) 332-333, 
we o b ta in  f o r  o 4 t  < 1
0 0
( 5 . 13 )  (1 - t )  s E (e _|J-wii) t n = n  exp ^  - 1 ] t k
and
( 5 . 14)  £ W v l iO - l J t* " 1 
1 * *
11m 1 r  ^ - s)  W z)  - 1) d!7
e -»o ^ - i ( z - i n ) ( z - i e ) ( l - t ) ( l - t y ( z ) )az
We now proceed  to  s im p lify  e q u a tio n  ( 5 . 1 4 ) •
We have l Y ( z ) | <  (-Im  z) and \  ( -Im z) i s  con­
tin u o u s  in  -c < Im z < o . A lso , th e  d e r iv a t iv e  ^ ( - Im  z) 
e x i s t s  and i s  co n tin u o u s in  -c < Im z < o . Then, in  view 
o f ou r assum ptions abou t means, Im z) c e r t a in ly  becomes
n e g a tiv e  as Im z - >o .  I t  fo llo w s  th a t  we can choose 
c^ < c so th a t  ( z ) t  < 1 in  th e  s t r i p  -o^ 4 Im z < 0 .
As 'jS(z) [1 - t ' j f ( z ) )  has no s i n g u l a r i t i e s  i n  th e  s t r i p  
- c 1 4 Im z < o, we can tra n s fo rm  th e  i n t e g r a l  w ith  r e s p e c t  
to  z in  (5*14)  in to  one a lo n g  a c o n to u r  P  p a s s in g  from 
-00 to  + 00 in  th e  s t r i p  - c^ 4 Im z < o . T his can be 
done by tra n s fo rm in g  th e  s t r i p  in to  th e  i n t e r i o r  o f a c i r c le ,
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u s in g  th e  g e n e ra l form  o f Cauchy’s theorem  (see  f o r  example 
Copson (1935), 61) and tra n s fo rm in g  hack to  th e  s t r i p .
Thus,
( 5 . 15 ) lim  1 r (n.-e) ( Y(z) - 1 ) e -» o 2f- J(z - ip .)(  z - i e ) (  1 - t  ) ( l  z ))
Now
K(z)  - 1 = - 1 + y ( z ) O - t )
1- t ) f (z)  1 - t y ( z )
and we r e a d i ly  f in d  th a t
so t h a t
I dz_____( z - i p . ) ( z - i e ) o »
( 5 . 1 6 ) lim  ÜC-E /  _____ 'i { 2 ) _____
e-^o 2% r  (1 - t ^ ( z ) ) ( z - i p K z - i e ) dz •
_ -1
Now we n o te  th a t  ( l - t ) y ( z )  [1 -t} f(z )]  i s  a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
fu n c tio n  (se e  f o r  example Lukacs ( i 9 6 0 ) ,  203)* Thus, a rg u in g  
as we d id  f o r  t f (z) ,  we see  th a t  | ( l - t ) y ( z )  [ 1- t y ( z ) ] I < 1 
in  th e  s t r i p  -c^ < Im z < o . I t  i s  c l e a r ,  th e n , th a t  th e  
i n t e g r a l
r Y( z ) dz
r  1 - t f ( z )  z ( z - i p )  
e x i s t s  f o r  a l l  p. £ o . F u r th e r ,
/  y ( z )  r ix-s _ \x -j dz
r  ( l - t ^ ( z )  ) ( z - i p )  1 z - i e  " z 1
\ r tt(z) dZ
' r  1- t f l (z )  z ( z - i e ) as
I t  fo llo w s  t h a t  th e  l i m i t  can he ta k en  un d er th e  i n t e g r a l
s ig n  in  (5*16) and
(5.17) £ - 1 3 t k ' 1 JL /  y ( z )  dz #2% r  1- t l f (z)  z (z -i|ji)
1 3 2 .
dz
I n te g r a t in g  on t  in  e q u a tio n  (5 .1 5 ) ,  we have
00
L
1 r  1-x jf(z) z ( z - ip )
JL /  dz />* Y(z)dx 
r  z ( z - ip )  o 1-xY(z)
= . J L /  l o g [ 1 . n ( z ) ] _ ^ _ )
u s in g  F u b in i 's  theorem . We th e re fo r e  have
(5 .1 8 )  ( l - t ) |  E(e = exp{- ±  f  lo g (1  - ty C z ) ] - ^ ^ ^ )} •
F in a l ly ,  we have
l o g { ( 1  - t )  2 E (e"^Wn) t n } —» lo g  E (e _MW) = K(p)
as t  -* 1 - . Thus, u s in g  th e  dom inated convergence
theorem  on eq u a tio n  (5 * 18 ), we o b ta in
K U ) = - £  /  lo g  [ ! - * ( « ) ]  •
This com pletes th e  p ro o f  o f  th e  theorem .
A more com prehensive r e p r e s e n ta t io n  f o r  th e  s ta t io n a r y  
w a itin g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  must p o sse ss  a d i f f e r e n t  a n a ly ­
t i c a l  form . The a n a l y t i c i t y  o f ^ ( z )  in  some s t r i p  
- c < Ira z < o i s  e s s e n t i a l  i n  th e  above r e p r e s e n ta t io n  
and t h i s  i s  th e  ca se  i f  and o n ly  i f  th e  s e rv ic e  tim e d i s t r i ­
b u tio n  has a  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  fu n c tio n  a n a ly t ic  in  th e  h a l f -  
p lan e  Im z > - c .
As an a p p l ic a t io n  o f  Theorem 5*1, we m ention  th a t  i t  
i s  n o t d i f f i c u l t  to  f in d  th e  L ap lace tra n s fo rm  o f th e  s t a ­
t io n a ry  w a it in g  tim e d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  th e  G-l/ Km/1  c a s e . 
T his ex ten d s th e  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  (5*10) which was f o r  th e
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G-l/Em /1 case .
Dor the queue Gl/Km /1 , we may write
tfU) = E e1^ 3-"^ = ■'K-iz)tr(z)
V(z)
where U(z) and V(z) are polynomials without common
roots, V(z) is of degree m and U(z) of degree less than
or equal to m. We find that 1 -^(z) has m zeros in
the half-plane Im z < o and if we denote these bym
- ia. , j=1,2, . . . ,m (Re a. > o) and write V(z) = TT (z+ib.) J J 3=1 d
(the sets {a.} and {b.} are supposed to consist of dis­ci J
tinct elements but if they do not the necessary modifica­
tions are obvious), we obtain,using Theorem 5*1, for the 
Laplace transform of the stationary waiting time distribu­
tion E (e’8w)
m
.IL 0 * f) / JT (1 + f- )•J=1 b. n=i a.
This result extends Theorem 3 of Smith (1953)« Smith's
it itresult is for the queue G-l/ /1 (where denotes
specialized so that the numerator polynomials are unity) 
and his general inter-arrival time distributions are re­
stricted to those satisfying the following condition C. 
Definition: A random variable X with distribution
function F satisfies the condition 0 if for some k > o, 
ekx(1 - F(x)) is of bounded variation in (o,°°).
We remark that this condition is satisfied if, for example, 
X has an analytic characteristic function.
We now give a series of theorems on the queue
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determination problem.
Theorem 5.2. The distributions of the waiting times of 
the customers in what is known to be a G-l/M /1 queue 
uniquely determines the queue.
Proof. In order to obtain this theorem it suffices to 
show that (in our usual notation) a knowledge of M+ (z,8) 
enables us to find ^(d).
Take p = 1 without loss of generality. We have 
from 5*11 ,
m +(z , e) 9 -10+0(z)
where 0(z) is the (negative) root of the equation
6 + 1  = z - e )
and we can take both 6 and z real. Thus,
■*{-«(*)} = si^ 1 •
Now as z increases from o to 1 , $(z) increases (mono-
tonically) to $ Q(1). The equation
6 (z ) = w
therefore has a single valued inverse
— A
z = Q (w) .
Then,
^ (  - w) = , (w 4 o ) •
e“1(w)
This gives us ^  and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. No GI/ M/ 1 queue is uniquely determined 
by its stationary waiting time distribution.
Proof. Let 'f(O) = E(e~d1;) and take p = 1 . When
[- ^'(o)] < 1, the stationary waiting time distribution
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exists and "by (5 .12) its Laplace transform is given as 
E (e9w) = 1+i
where © is the negative root (- 1 < © < o ) of the equa­
tion
1 + e = yjs ( - 0 ) .
Wishart (1956) was first to obtain this result. Smith (1953) 
had previously obtained the form under slightly less general 
conditions.
We shall give two distinct G-l/ M/ 1 queues which 





-1 < © < o .
N'(e) = E (e"et) = -i-1 + A
A stationary waiting time distribution occurs so long as
- o ) > 1 , that is A < 1. * The equation
e + 1 » 'vjz(-e)
has root © so long as A = 1 + © and then 1 + 0  satisfies 
the required inequality o < 1 + © < 1 .
Secondly we let
-^(6) = E(e'0t) 1
d - f r ) 2
A stationary waiting time distribution occurs so long as
E s < E t , that is B < 2. The equation
9 + 1  = 't(-e)
©has root © so long as B = -----*—  and it can be
1 - ■■■■■ -jrrw
readily verified that this satisfies the required inequality
1 ^ 6 .
o < 0 1—  < 2
 ^ yi + 0
We have therefore established that any stationary 
waiting time distribution which can be generated by a Gl/ M/1 
queue can be generated by a suitably chosen M/ m/ 1 queue 
and also by a suitably chosen E2 /M /1 queue. This com­
pletes the proof of the theorem.
It is worth generalizing the above remarks slightly.
It is easy to show that the queues with Laplace transforms
E(e'eu) = (1+e)’1 { 1- (1-0 )" ” }) m=1,2,3, ....
all lead to the same stationary waiting time distribution, 
namely that with Laplace transform
E (e9w) 1 - e
The inter-arrival time distributions are all suitably chosen 
type III distributions.
In the more general case of the Gl/ Kn /1 queue it 
should similarly be possible, for each m * n, to find a 
queue /K /1 leading to a specified stationary waiting 
time distribution. We have
1 - y(s) = 1 - yc-i»)
where U and V are polynomials, V being of degree n and 
U of degree less than or equal to n. Suppose that 
- ia. , j=1,2,...,n, are the n zeros of 1- ^(z) for which 
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The problem of finding a Km /K /1 queue whose stationary
waiting time distribution has Laplace transform
n n
( e - 0 w ) Ji ( 1 + 1 - ) / .n 0 + .e-)3='  b . 3=1 v a . yJ 3
thus reduces to the problem of finding a characteristic
function of a non-negative random variable which is a
rational function with denominator of degree m and takes
the values Y (~iai ) , j = 1,2,...,a,UC-iap
at the points -ia. , 3=1,2,...,n.
V
Theorem 5 «4« If the generating queues are restricted to 
the class M/ G-/ 1 then the stationary waiting time dis­
tribution uniquely specifies its generator.
Proof. Take p = 1. We have E t = 1 and we know 
that a stationary waiting time distribution exists if and 
only if E s < E t = 1. Let ^(0) = E (e~0s). We 
suppose that o < p = -^(o) < 1 and then it follows from 
(5-10) that the stationary waiting time w has Laplace 
transform
( 5 . 19 )  E (e9 w ) = ( 1 - p ) ^ . / ) : ^  •
Now suppose that f^ and f2 are the characteristic 
functions of two distinct service time distributions and 
lead to the same stationary waiting time distribution. Using 
(5*19) we have in the obvious notation
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W rite
f , ( t )  = f  el t x  dF(x) , f p( t ) = / “ e i t x  dG(x) .' O c. o
Then, ta k in g  x + ö , x - 6 (x> 6) as c o n t in u i ty  p o in ts  o f 
F and G and making u se  o f  th e  in v e rs io n  theorem  f o r  c h a ra c ­
t e r i s t i c  fu n c t io n s ,  we have
G (x + ö ) - G (x - ö ) = (1 - r ) lim  ^  — P ^  e ”i t x  d t
'"P-1 t -*oo ^-T *
-  Ä  I (1 -  T ^ r  sin t a  e ' i t X  «
1'^ 2  { l 1 (x  + ö) - F (x  - 6) }
1 -P l
.  lfjz{ F ( x +ö) -F (x - 6 )} -T^ f  (1 -  S in  t6  ®i t Z d t -
1 -^-j 1
Now we r e a d i ly  f in d  th a t  
T
jj, s in  tö  e ’ i t x d t  = - i  { s in  T ( x - ö ) -  s in  T(x+6) }
and th e  l i m i t  as T-*°° i s  n o t p ro p e r ly  d e f in e d . I t  i s  
th e r e fo r e  c l e a r  th a t  th e  term  c o n ta in in g  t h i s  f a c t o r  must 
v a n ish  and hence th a t  p^ = p ^  • E qu atio n  (5*20) th en  
g iv e s  f ^ ( t )  = f 2 ( t ) and th e  theorem  i s  e s ta b l i s h e d .
I t  i s  w orth  rem ark ing  t h a t  th e  fo llo w in g  g e n e r a l iz a ­
t i o n  o f th e  above theorem  can be o b ta in ed  u s in g  a s im i la r  
te c h n iq u e  o f  p ro o f  to  th a t  u sed  ab o v e .
Theorem 5 »5« I f  th e  g e n e ra tin g  queues a re  r e s t r i c t e d  to
th e  c l a s s  Em /G  / \  f o r  s p e c i f ie d  m th e n  th e  s ta t io n a r y
waiting time distribution uniquely specifies its generator« 
I have not given the proof in the general case as it in­
volves the partial fraction decomposition of a product foiro
2. The problem of the determination of the generating 
queue from the queue length and stationary queue length dis­
tributions .
In the general case of the Gl/ G/1 queue it does 
not seem possible to obtain any illuminating relationships 
between the queue length or stationary queue length (when 
such exists) distributions and the inter-arrival time and 
service time distributions. We will content ourselves 
with a restriction of the problem to the case of the dual 
queues G-l/ M/1 and M/ G/1 .
Consider the queue G-l/ M/1 in which the inter­
arrival times have the distribution function B(x) and the 
service time has the negative exponential distribution with 
frequency function p e ^x (o < x < 00). Let =
00
/ e“öx dB(x). The relative traffic intensity is then
® z _ -j
= - [11^ ( 0 )] , o 4 p < 00, where we agree to take o
when the mean inter-arrival time is infinite.
Let t:o, t; , be the epochs of arrival of the
successive customers in the system, and denote the
queue length at time Xn - o. Also, let denote the
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number of departures during the interval (xn, - o) ,
n=o,1,2,.... Clearly XQ, X1, X2,.... are mutually
independent and identically distributed random variables 
with
k. = Pr (X = j ) = / e"^x d B(x) , 0 * 0 .
J IA O i t
For the Markov chain {Qn} we have the recurrence 
relations
Qn+1 " On * 1 ' fn if Qn + 1 t V o
0 if «n + 1 - Xn 4 °.
which can be written as
Qn+1 = max (0, Qn + 1 -v-
Taking Q0 = 0, we see that Qn has the same distribution
as max {0, k - } , where Sn = Xn + .... + X 1.Uk*n * n n-i
Now the random variable Y^ = 1 - X^ is lattice and bounded 
above. It follows immediately from the results of the 
previous chapter (in particular Theorem 4«5) that the dis­
tribution of Y and hence that of X is determined unique­
ly by the distributions of the Qn , n=o,1,2,... It is 
then easy to calculate B. We obtain the Laplace trans-
form „
.£ (-e)^k. = / e-y-(l+e)x dB(x)
0=o J o
and invert. Now it is clear that G-l/ M/ 1 queues dif-
*fering only by a scale factor will lead to the same X^ s .
We shall regard these queues as essentially the same. We 
have thus obtained the following theorem.
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Theorem 5 *6. A Gl/ M/ 1 queue is essentially uniquely 
determined by the distributions of its set of queue lengths 
at an arrival 
Qn> 1*2,3»......
Now a limiting distribution for the queue length at 
an arrival exists if and only if p < 1. The distribution 
of this random variable, , has been given by Kendall 
(1953) who shows that
(Qx, = J ) — ( I ~ , o=o, 1,2, ...,
where % is the only root of the equation
z = / V ^ ( 1‘z >dB(x)o
inside the circle |z| = 1.
Theorem 5*7« In the case of the GI/ M/ 1 queue there is 
always essentially infinitely many Gl/ M/1 generators for 
a given stationary distribution of queue length at an arrival. 
Proof. Take \i = 1 . In order to prove this theorem we 
need only show that for any o < % < 1, we can choose 
two distinct non-negative random variables with distribution 
functions P and G and such that
% = J e"x^1"*'dF(x) ,
for then
/” e-x(l-x)dQ.(x)
r  e"x(1 d [a F(x) + bß(x) ]
for all a, b with a ^ o , b ^ o , a  + b = 1 .  It is 
clear, then, that the non-negative random variables with
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distribution functions aF + bG- ; a ^ o, b > o, a + b = 1 
lead to the same limiting random variable Q when taken as
oo
inter-arrival distributions in a G-l/ M/1 queueing system 
with jjl = 1 .
Firstly we consider the distribution with frequency 
function f '(x ) = a e’ax , x * o. A limiting distribu­
tion for the queue size at an arrival exists if a < 1.
We have





% (a - % + 1 ) = a
(ft - 1 )(tt - a) = o , 
which gives % = a since o < ft < 1.
Secondly we consider the distribution with frequency 
function G- (x) = b x e  , x ^ o .  A limiting distri­
bution for the queue size at an arrival exists if b < 2.
We have
* = b2 /“ X e-x(l-,l)e-bx dxo
b2
(1 -% + b
multiplying this out, we obtain
- 2 (1+b) + % (1+b)^ - b^ = o
(71 - 1 ) [ v? - % (l+2b) + b^ ] = o.
For fixed o < % < 1, we have
Pb - 2b% - 7t(l - %) = o,
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so that, since b > o ,  b = % + J% •
We have thus shown that for fixed % , o < % < 1 , 
the type III random variables with frequency functions
% e , x > o, and (% + >/%)2 x , x ^ o, both
lead to a limiting distribution of queue size at an arrival 
given by
Pr (Q^ = j) = (1 -*)»** , j » o ,
when they are taken as inter-arrival time distributions in a 
GI /M/1 queueing system with jj. = 1 . This completes the
proof of the theorem.
Consider the queue M/ G-/ 1 in which inter-arrival 
times have the frequency function jjte ^x, (x * o), while the 
service time has the distribution function B(x). Let
oo
^(e) = / e~ x dB(x). The relative traffic intensity
of the system is p = -^ ''(/(o), o < p < °° if the service
time distribution has a finite mean - ^ ' ( o )  or p = °° if 
the service time distribution does not possess a finite mean.
Here let tq, denote the epochs of
successive departures and the queue length at time 
Xn + o. Further, let Xn be the number of arrivals during 
the interval (Tn+0> xn+-j ) (n=o, 1,2, ... •). The X^ ,
i = o,1,2,... are then mutually independent and identically 
distributed random variables with distribution given by
k. = Pr (X = j ) = /°°e->xx J*3 dB(x) , » o .J n o T t
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For the Markov chain { Qn} we have the recurrence re­
lations
Qn+1 = On - 1 + Xn if Qn > 0
Xn if Qn = o ,
from which we see that Qn has the same distribution as
ma? (Sv - k + 1), n > 1 . Now Qi = and as we can 14k4n K 1 0
calculate B via the Laplace transform
S (-9)**k., = / e ' ^ 1 + 9)x dB(x) ,j=o j o
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5 »8. An M/ G-/ 1 queue is essentially uniquely 
determined by distribution of its queue length at the first
departure, .
Now if p < 1 it will emerge that a stationary distri­
bution for the queue length at a departure exists. We will 
go on to show that this also essentially uniquely determines 
the queue. The limiting distribution of queue length
at a departure is given by
Pr (Q^ $ j) = Pr { (Sk- k+1) s 3 }
= Pr (S. - k < j ; all k » 1 )
= Pr (Ü. = " )
J
where = Min {n | Sn - n ^ j j . Now
Pr (Dj > n + 1) = £ Pr { S1 -1 = 3-ij S - r<3, r=2,3, •••,n+1 }J 1=1 1 X
= .£ Pr(S1-1=3-i) Pr{s -r<3, r=2,3,••-,a+1IS,-1=3-i} i=1 1 x 1
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rr {Sr_1-(r-l) < i, r=2,3,...,n+1 )
ooz k. , .i=1 O+1-i
= &  kj+i-i > n) , » > 1 . i * o.
Letting n «> in this equation, we obtain
Pr (U. = ~) = *  Pr (U. = ») , > o  ,
and on taking generating functions
K(z)S zJ Pr (U. = oo) = J.—  pr (U = oo)o 0 K(z)- z o z| < 1,
where K(z) = 2 k .o 0
OO •
2 zJ Pr (Q 43) =3=o 00
Thus ,
K(z^-z ** ^Qoo = °)
T^ z J 0 * *  « * ,  = 3) -
so that
.2 z^  Pr (Q = j ) 3=o
(1-z) K(z) Pr (Q = o )K(z)- z
Taking the limit as z 1 - ; we obtain
Pt (Qto = o ) =  1 - p , p < 1 ,
= 0 , ^ £ 1 ,
so that finally
2 zJ Pr (Q = 3) 3=0 00
(l-p)(l-z) K(z)
K(z )-z
a result due to Kendall (1951 )• It is clear, then, that 
a knowledge of the distribution of enables us to calcu­
late 1 - p and K(z) and therefore, as before, the genera­
tors of the queue are essentially uniquely determined. We 
have thus established the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9» A M /  5/ 1 queue which possesses a
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stationary distribution of queue length at a departure is 
essentially determined by it.
In concluding this section it is interesting to 
note the parallel in the information content of the queue 
length and waiting time distributions for the dual queues 
M/ G/ 1 and Gl/ M/ 1 . The results can be tabulated as 
follows :
h / g/ 1 stationary waiting time 
specifies.
stationary queue length 
(at a departure) speci­
fies .
Gl/ W  1 waiting times specify. queue lengths (at an 
arrival) specify.
stationary waiting time 
does not specify.
stationary queue length 
(at an arrival) does 
not specify.
3. The busy period distribution.
Let v (= - u) be the difference between the inter­
arrival and service times in a Gl/ G/ 1 queue. We shall 
suppose that the first customer arrives to find the server 
idle and by the busy period we mean the time interval from 
the arrival of the first customer until the server is next 
idle.
Let be the probability that n customers are
served in a busy period. Then,
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n > 1 .
'1 Pr (v1 > o)
Pr ( max v„ +v~+ 4 o Vn > O) ,'n ”” '1£k4n -1 1 ,T2 ‘ ‘ Tk
It is clear, therefore, that the busy period distribution 
Pr (T = n) = % n  , n > 1, is a zero-barrier P.P.T.D. and we 
can make use of the theory of Chapter 1. The generators of 
the P.P.T.D. lack complete generality only in that they 
must decompose into the difference of two independent non­
negative random variables. It is worth remarking that the 
problem of characterizing such distributions is an important 
outstanding problem (see for example Kendall (i960)). There 
is no advantage in restating theorems of Chapter 1 in this 
context as it is not possible, in general, to translate con­
ditions of the type E(v+ )r < 00 into conditions on the 
inter-arrival and service time distributions. I will, how­
ever, use results of Chapter 1 to correct a queueing theorem 
of Pinch (1961).
Pinch (1961 ) gives the following theorem (his Theorem
2,223)
2 N= 2 ,0=1 0 0Theorem. Suppose E Ivl < 00. Write % =
and & =--- n Pr (v + v^ +...+ vn > 0 )•
I 1 if
% = 1 1 - exp { - 2 n “1a }
* n= 1 n  J
if
Ir exp \ 2 n~1(1-a ) } ln=1 11 if
N = i1 ifl 00 r 00 -1 'j2 a. exp j - 2 n a f
n=1 n 1 n= 1 nJ
if
Then,
E v >, 0 
E v < o
E v > 0
E v = 0 
E v < 0
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It is the final part of the statement of this theorem that 
is incorrect, namely that
OO _  -J
£ a exp {- £ n" a } <
n=1 n  L n=1 n
if E v < o .
In fact, under the condition E v < o, we see from a nega-
oo
tive mean analogue of Theorem 1 .2 that £ a„ < if andn=l n
only if E |v I < <». Pinch's error arises from an invalid 
application of the Borel zero-one criterion which yields 
Pr (S > 0 i.o.) = o or 1 according as Z an < 00 or » <».
Actually, in Theorem 1.1 we saw that Pr (S > o i.o.)= o or 1
-1according as Z n an < 00 or = 00. Pinch's theorem and his 
proof of it can easily he repaired in terms of these com­
ments. A correct statement of the theorem is as follows :
OO OO
Theorem Suppose E|vl< 00. Write % = Z N= Z j%_.
------------- ---------  0 = 1 J j=1 J
and an = Pr (v^  + v2 +...+ vn > o).
1 if E v £ o
Then,
% = 11 - expj- Z n~1 a 1 if E v < o1 n=l n —
exp I Z n~\l-a )} if E v > o n=i n
+ 2if E v = o o r E v < o  and Elv I = 00
n--|an ex£ ^ n “ i n ""1a,n  ^ —  E v < 0 an^ < 00 .+ . 2
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CHAPTER 6
ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF A FINITE MARKOV 
CHAIN PROM ITS FIRST PASSAGE PROBABILITIES
In this chapter we shall take up the problem of just how 
many F.P.T.D's. we need to know in order to specify the 
transition probability matrix of a finite stationary Markov 
chain. The analysis given here is illustrative and not in­
tended to be a comprehensive discussion of the general prob­
lem.
Suppose the matrix P is the matrix of transition pro­
babilities for a Markov chain with k+1 states 0,1,2,...k. 
We denote by the probability of finding the system in
state j at time r+n given that at time r it was in state i. 
Definition The state z will be called a c(m) state 
(1 £ m $ k) if the matrix
< vpzo P z1 p z2 ---
(I,) 1 
pzm
(6.1) (i,) (i2) (i2) (i2)pzo P z1 pz2 p zm
(im +1 ) 
-^ zo 1)31+1 ' Pz1
^m+1 * 
p z2 --- ^zm
is non-singular for some sequence 1 $ i.j < ig * • • • im+^ of
integers.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose we are initially in some state z , 
o ^ z £ k and are given the F.P.T.D's. from z to all the 
other states and the first recurrence time distributions of 
all the other states. Then, if z is a c(k) state, the
1 5 0 .
chain is uniquely determined.
Proof. Denote by {fj^, n=1,2,3 •••} the probability 
distribution of the waiting time up to the first passage into 
state j given that the system starts in state i . Write
» « < * >  -  i i * “
We are given the first passage time





f T - r n  -
1 z
1  - f^ Tt)
where P _ (t) = n| 1 p ^ j  tn is the generating function of
the transition probabilities from states i to j . It is clear, 
then, that we can find the generating functions P z^(t) and 
Pii(t), o ^ i $ k, i / z. Further, in view of the ste- 
chastic property of P ,
ilo Pzi(t) = (1 - t)_1 *
so that we can find P„„(t) by differencing.Z» Li
Now we have
,(r) il« P (r-1 ). r » 2, o £ j « t,z3 ISo ±'zl *lj ’ 
and for fixed j we täte the k+1 equations corresponding to 
the values 1.+1, i2+1, .... , ij£+1+'' of r where we have
supposed the matrix (6.1) to be non-singular for m * t 
and the sequence 1 $ i1 < i2 < --- < ilc+1 • We may write
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Tl( i Jc+ 1 + 1  )
Lp zj
^k+1  ^







• • • • k + 1  ) Lp*i
Both the column vector on the left hand side of the
equation (6.2) and the square matrix on the right hand side
can he determined. Thus, when z is a c(k) state, we can
determine the column vector fp .l oo
and hence all o . This gives us the matrix P of transi­
tion probabilities.
Theorem 6.2. If all the eigenvalues of the k+1 x k+1 
matrix P are different then there is at least one c(k) 
state. If there are at least two eigenvalues the same then 
there are no c(k) states.
Proof. Following Feller (1957), we may write
« k^j ] for any
= X c. 4r) y^r) -r=o r i  ^o r ’
where s are the eigenvalues of the matrix P ,
x^r \ o $ i $ k, o ^ r ^ k  are the elements of the
eigenvectors corresponding to s such that
1 5 2 .
and, f i n a l l y ,
_1 W r )  4 r )  • • • •  4 r ) ] I 4 r )  4 r )c = r . . .  4 r , f
k ( P ) (p )= iio 4  4
We then have
< V < V < V■^ zo pz1 --- •^ zk
(i2) (i2) (i2)
pzo P Z1 pzk
> (lk+1) (ik+^zo Pz1 --- pzk
k£ 0 (r) (r)sl1 k£ c x^rVr=o r z o r r=o r z * ■
k
r£o




(r)c x;A Y  r z
k£r=o c x(rV (r)slk+1 r z Jo r
k
rio c x^r y^ r z  J
s
s.
( r ) , , ( r )„  1£ 0 X 'y,'_ #s rso r z  Jk :
• * # -n£o0rx !r V £ r ^ 8j >2 r=   z •'k r





°os o c 1s 1 • • • • ° k sk
c s 0 0^
+1 _ A +1
° 1S1 • • ,0ksk
4 0)4 o) 4 0)4 0)z o z 1
_(1)„(1) -(t)v(1)z z
x(o) (o)• * • •Xry Jv
d i d )
z•••*x_ y^
x ( t ) _ ( k )  (Je) (k)  





i2 i2 ±2  
°oso C1S1 ‘••°lcsk 2
c sik+1c silc+1 c sik+1 coso C1S1 ‘ * ‘°ksk
°oc1 •••°lcsol311,,,sk 1 J].(sj_si'J *'1
X f (SQ »s ^ , • • • > ) •
This is an alternating determinant and is non-zero if and 
only if all the eigenvalues si are different. Also
(6.5)
(o) (o)Z 0^ •••• x(o)_(o) xz yk
d i d )z 4 1 v s i)— X(l)y(D xz yk





V(1)V(1) -(1)y0 y1 • •• yjj.
y(k) (k)
yQ y 1 y(k )yk
and we know that the determinant on the right hand side is 
non-zero as
(°) (°) y O M
y(l)y (l)y0 j -i
y(°)yk
„ ( D
. U L U )o y 1
,0c)
poopo1 *'" pok 












diag• (3^ » s ^ , ... sk ).
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Further, in view of the stochastic character of the matrix 
P, we must have
p (1 1 1 . . .  1 )T = (1 1 1 . . .  1 )T
(the sum of the elements in each row of P being unity). 
Thus, if z is the index of the state for which the eigen­
value is unity, we have
The conclusion of the theorem is then immediate from (6 .3),
(6.4), (6.5).
The following result has also emerged in the course of 
the proof of Theorem 6.2 .
Corollary 6 .1. In the definition of a c(k) state for 
a k+1 x k+1 transition matrix, there is no loss of gene­
rality in taking , 1 £ 3 ^ k+1 . In fact, whether or
not z is a c(k) state is independent of the sequence 
1 ^ i1 < i2 < .... < ijc+1 chosen.
Remark. In view of Corollary 6.1, it is only necessary to 
know the transition probabilities » o 4 j ^ z for
1  ^n  ^k+2 in order to determine P in Theorem 6.1 . 
Examples.
1 . General cyclical random walk.
Denote the possible states by , E 
order them cyclically so that Ek+1 has neighbours E^ . and 
E^  . Let qQ, , .... q,k be, respectively, the probabi­
lity of staying in the same state or moving 1,2,..., k 
states to the right (where 3 states to the right is the samd
2’ ^+1 and
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as k + 1 - 3 states to the left). 
Then P is the cyclical matrix
~*o *1 *2  *k
I k  1o 1i ‘Jfc-i
^ - 1 ^  %  ••• Ik-2
Q.-J 0-2 ^ .3 * • • <10
For brevity put ß = exp ) • We find in this
case (Feller (1957), 387) that
ß' y(r )yk ß
-rk s. kss £ V=0
_ OOy ß r=o, 1,2,...,k.
(r )All the eigenvalues are different and all the x^ are non­
zero. It follows that every state z is a c(z) state.
2 . Occupancy problem.
Consider the random placements of balls into k +1 cells.
Let the number of cells occupied deteimine the state of the
system. If 3 cells are occupied, the probability that the
k+1 — "inext ball is placed in an empty cell is "Y+i • Hence* the 
experiment is described by a chain with transition probabi-
Xitie3 Pjj = EvT ’ pj J + 1  = TETT*1 ^  p jk = 0 for 011 
other combinations of j and k. We find in this case
(Feller (1957), 388) that
s. r+1k+1 .(r) (rJ1 ) / (kj1) , r=o,1,2,
(r )All the eigenvalues are different but x^ '= 0 when 3 > r+1 . 
It follows that z is a c(k) state only in the cases z = o 
and z = k .
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Theorem 6.3» The matrix P of transition probabilities 
has all its eigenvalues different if and only if the associa­
ted Markov chain is irreducible. If the chain is irreducible 
there exists at least one o(k) state.
The main result here is, of course, well known.
Proof. A chain is irreducible if and only if every state 
can be reached from every other state.
Suppose there exist states i and j such that
j = o, n— 1.2,3,••••
previous theorem, 
k
Then, using the notation of the
(r) ,r(r) an 
rrSo °r xi " ' yj " ' 8- = ° *^1>2,3»••
In particular, we may write the first k+1 of these equations 
in the matrix form
(6.6)
O S0 o °ls1 --- °ksk
2 Ä 2 _ 2c s 0 0 c s 1 1 * * * * °ksk




X O U O s 0
x (k) (k) 
_ i 0
f Y» } { T* )Now it is impossible for all the x^ 'y!j , r=o,1,2, .. • ,k to
be zero so the square matrix on the left hand side of equation 
(6.6) must be singular. That is, at least two of the eigen­
values must be the same.
If, on the other hand, all the eigenvalues of P are dif­
ferent we see from equation (6.2), Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 
6.1 that it is impossible that - 0 » ^=1>2, •. .,k+1, and
hence the chain is irreducible. An appeal to Theorem 6.2
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completes the proof.
In the case where the matrix P is reducible, there are 
no c(k) states in view of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 and the ap-
proach of Theorem 6.1 fails. However, if we renumber the
states so as to put P into = the form
P 'in S12 »
.2 I2 2.
where P ^  is square and irreducible, we can use the method
Theorem 6.4» Suppose the k+1 x k+1 matrix P of 
transition probabilities can, by a suitable renumbering of 
the states, be put into the form
£11 =12
.2 I22.
where the m+1 x m+1 matrix P* is irreducible while the
k-m x k-m matrix P22 consists of k-m absorbing states.
Then, there exists at least one c(m) state z,o ^ z ^ m, for 
the matrix P^^ such that if we are initially in state z, 
the chain is uniquely determined by the F.P.T.D's. from z 
to all the other states and the first recurrence time dis­
tributions of all the other states.
Proof. We are given the first passage time generating 
functions Fz^(t) and ^ ( t )  , o $ i 4 k , i ^ z .  As
noted already in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we can then find 
the generating functions Pz^(t) and 2?ii(t ) , o £ i $ k.
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The k-m absorbing states are easily recognised be­
cause if j is an absorbing state then P. .(t ) = (i-t)~1 .
J J
We renumber the states so that the last k-m are the 
absorbing ones.
Then, for o ^ z £ m, o ^ j 4 k, we have
m (r .1 )
lio pzi pij r >, 2














(m+1 ) (m+1 ) (m+1 ) (m+1 )
'zo *z1 *z2 --- *zm
Now in (6.7) the column vector on the left hand side can be 
calculated as can the square matrix on the right hand side. 
Since P is irreducible and m x m there exists, by Theorem 
6.3, at least one c(m) state z (P^^ and its powers are the 
transition matrices of a Markov chain apart from suitable 
noimalization). For such a state z the square matrix on 
the right hand side of (6.7 ) can be inverted and we can 
then calculate p ^  , o ^ i ^ m ,  o ^ o ^ k .  The matrix P
is then fully determined as p . . =
J J
1 , m+1 £ j ^ k, p
i ^ j , o 4 i, j ^ k. This completes the proof.
In Theorem 6.4 we have introduced the condition that 
]?22 should consist entirely of absorbing states so that we 
can determine it from its generating functions P..(t) ,
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m+1 $ i  ^k. In the general case, where we make no re­
strictions on the reduoibility of ?2 2 ’ we can follow the 
analysis of Theorem 6.4 and determine and P ^  but are
left with the problem of finding P22 from the P.^t) > 
m+1 4 i 4 k alone. This presents no difficulties if 
m £ k —2 •
It appears likely that the ideas involved in this chap­
ter lead on to a new method of looking at oertain inference 
problems for finite Markov chains. So far as I am aware 
(from, for example, the review article Billingsley (1961), 
all the inference theory for Markov chains is based on having 
a sample (x^, x2,....,xn ), say, taken in order from the 
chain itself. However, using the ideas of this chapter, it 
is easy to envisage the possibility of testing hypotheses 
about the chain via a testing of some of the passage time 
distributions. This would, of course, involve a different 
type of sampling and for this reason could perhaps be of rea­
sonable practical significance. We shall not enter into a 
discussion of this problem here.
1 6 0.
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